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1. THE MAGIC JEWEL OF INTUITION 

This magnum opus explains in detail the subtle and secret 
teachings implicit in the M3J:lQiikya Upanisbad, using the A vastha 
Traya Prakriya or the profound methodology implicit in the 
examination of the three states of Consciousness, viz. waking, 
dream and deep sleep. This methodology is a sure clincher for 
the genuine seeker of Self-Knowledge and will be of immense 
help in Intuiting Atman or the Self as the very essence of his 
Pure, Absolute Being-Consciousness-Bliss, i.e. Sat-Chit-Ananda 
Swarupa. Many doubts and objections which are raised in 
spiritual circles by scholars and academicians are answered 
quite clearly so that they get dissolved, so to speak. At the end 
of the book, an Appendix on 'Science and Spirituality' - which 
is a comparative study of the two fonnidable 'sciences' -
running into 83 pages, is given. Price : Rs. SO. 

2. THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH OF ADVAITA VEDANTA 

A succinct description of the unique methodology that is 
utilized in and through the Upanishadic lore to expound the 
Ultimate, Absolute Reality of Brahman or Atman, as explained 
by 8hri Sailkara in his extant, original Bhashyas on the Prasthana 
Trayi, viz. the ten principal Upanishads, Bhagavadgita and the 
Vedanta 8iitras (Brahma Sfitras). It will not be euphemistic if 
it is stated that without the knowledge of the six fundamentals 
mentioned in this booklet a true seeker of the Reality of the 
Self or student of Advaita Vedanta will invariably get confused 
and confounded by the apparently contradictory statements of 
the Upanishads. The author has used 14 diagrams to drive 
home the subtle teachings of pristine pure Advaita Vedanta of 
Adi SaIikara in keeping with the modem trend of audio-visual 
methods of presentation of a topic. 
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

This important treatise by the pen of 8hri 8atchida
nandendra Saraswati Swamiji, of revered memory, was based 
on 21 days' discourses delivered by the Swamiji at DavaQa-, 
gere, Karnataka State, prior to, and during the 'Shri Sailkara 
Saptaba' celeberation held in 1966 at Shri Shivananda 
Adhyatma Mandir. These lectures were later serialised in the 
'Adhyatma Prakasha' monthly. 

We would like to bring it to the notice of the reader 
that if he scrutinizes the 21 topics that are taken up for 
deliberation by the Sw~ji, one each day, then a clear 
picture would emerge before him to suggest that they are 
all based on a thematic development of 'Advaita Vedanta' 
(Nfln-dualism as a spiritual science) from its first principles 
to its subtlest teachings culminating in one's own Intuitive 
Experience of Brahman or Atman here in this very life. 

Evidently, the perfect irrefutable methodology based 
on universal Intuitive Experience adopted by Shri Sailkara 
in and through his extant and edifying Bhashyas has been 
faithfully propagated by Shri Swamiji to help the genuine 
seeker of Vedantic tenets to shun and shed a purely mate
rialistic outlook on Life and pursue the spiritual path based 
on Swadharma, ethics, morals and eternal values. 

We hope that the discerning and wise among the 
students of Vedanta would be immensly benefited by this 
gem written by our beloved Swamiji. 

Bangalore 

Date : July 25, 1996 

In the service of - , 
Adi SaDkara' s Advaita Vedanta 

President, 
Adhyatma Praldisha Karyalaya 

Public Charitable Trust. 



PREFACE 
In these days of ever-increasing materialism ushered in 

by the quantum advance in scientific theories and technol
ogy, human beings allover the world are predominantly 
becoming extroverted, with the result a totally materialistic 
approach to life in general has gripped all 'educated and 
enlightened' people. 

Dharma (righteous, religious approach to Life) has 
suffered a deadly blow, so to speak; the question of Artha 
(acquisition of one's assets, possessions) Klima (righteous 
desires) in consonance with the canons of one's religious 
faith have been forgotten ; people in general do not even 
know what exactly is the real, ultimate goal of Life (Parama 
Purushartha). 

But, despite all these deep incursions and intrusions of 
materialism, thanks to the 'scientific temper' among the 
intelligentsia, Man cannot really afford to be irreligious and 
non-spiritual. For, religion is purely and simply one's 'abid
ing faith' in an inscrutable Shakti (power) which supports 
and sustains this expansive multi-faceted universe and all its 
various creatures. In fact, without this 'hypothetical' power 
called Jiwara (Lord Creator of the universe as also its 
various creatures) one cannot think of this existence being 
meaningful, purposeful. It evolves from this method of 
reasoning, nay discrimination, that this 'lSwara' of Vedanta, 
the spiritual science par excellence of India, cannot be 
ParOksha (indirect, mediatory, external to us humans) but 
Aparo7csha (immediate, direct) so as to culminate in every
one's Intuitive Experience and bring about total conviction, 
satisfaction to the properly qualified person irrespective of 
caste, creed, nation, sex etc. 

Unlike the physical, empirical sciences which concen
trate and converge upon the external, objective world at 



large and consider Man .. or for that matter, all creatures, 
nay the whole creation - as a product of creation and a prey 
to the elemental forces, the spiritual science of Vedanta, 
which is more 'scientific' (rational) than all sciences found
ed by the hum?Jl intellect put together, takes us in a 
'quantum jump' to Intuition (Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss) 
which gratuitously happens to be everyone's very core of 
Being, the Self (called in Vedantic parlance Alman, Brah
man). 

This treatise, written in Kannada by Shri Satchida
nandendra Saraswatl Swamiji, of revered m~mory, way back 
in 1966, deals with 'the basic tenets of Advaita Vedanta' 
as expounded by Adi SaIikara in his extant Bhashyas. It 
depicts and delineates the rudiments of 'Noll;dualism' and 
is sure to root out many a misconception pr~valent in the 
minds of leading scientists, let alone the intelligentsia, the 
s~holars and the academics. A casual scrutiny of the 21 
topics dealt with herein will shed a tremendous but profound 
light on certain unknown regions of our so-called 'Knowl
edge'. 

I am thankful to the authorities of Adhyatma Prakasha 
Katyalaya for pennitting me to translate this magnum opus 
of revered Swamlji, and I am hereby surrendering to the 
Katya:laya Trust all copyrights of this book as in the past ; 
I am also grateful to Shri H.N. Rangaswami and Shri 
Dileep B.K. for helping me in proof-reading of the manu
scripts. 

Even if a few ardent students of Adi Satikara's pris
tine pure Advaita Vedanta are benefited by this treatise I 
will deem it as fulfilment of my purport. 

Bangalore 
Date : July 25, 1996 

D.B. Gangolli 
(Translator) 
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THE BASIC TENETS OF 

SANKARA VEDANTA 

I PREPARATION FOR VEDANTIC KNOWLEDGE 

Vedantic knowledge vis-a-vis all the empirical 
know ledges may be very terse and subtle, but propor
tional to one's progress in the spiritual practices he has 
achieved, the subject-matter of abstruse Vedantic teach
ings may be expected to be discerned by the ardent 
seeker. 

We may attempt to know Vedanta, the spiritual 
science of one's own Self as the Absolute, Ultimate 
Reality, either through the commentaries on the Upanishads 
or through discussions based on arguments for and against 
a topic. The fact that during brief discourses or lectures 
both these methods are not suitable at all need not be 
gainsaid. Further, to endeavour to know Vedanta on the 
strength and support of empirical valid means like 
Pratyaksha (perception), Anumiina (inference) etc., as also 
by means of logic which goes into the question of analysing 
the validity of the means themselves are invariably un
suitable ; for, the Vedantic Reality is not within the 
pwview of any Pramm,tIs (valid means of cognition or 
knowledge) whatsoever. Neither in the Upanishads nor in 
the Bhagavadgito there is any scope whatsoever given, or 
provided for, any hope of knowing the Absolute Reality 
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through any Pramm,os. On the contrary, in both these 
canonical texts of Vedanta it has been very clearly men
tioned that - "The Absolute Reality of Param~ma1J or 
the Supreme Self is Aprameya (That which cannot be 
comprehended or grasped by any empirical valid means 
of cognition)." 

In that case, how at all can we cognize this Real-, 
ity ? To this question the answer lies in the Sruti sen-

tence : "~GI~fq~tI~~f~~dl?ff:" (M~Qaka 3-2-6) - which 

conveys the meaning - 'By means of Vedantic or Upa
nishadic Intuitive Knowledge this Reality can be distinct
ly known.' The word Veda means that SCKlhana (valid 
means or instrument) which can convey the knowledge of 
an Artha (entIty) which cannot possibly be comprehended 
by the empirical valid means like Pratyaksha and Anumana 
etc. In fact, this Absolute Transcendent Reality can be 
cognized by means of the Veda (scripture) alone which 
is Apourusheya (of non-human i.e. divine origin). The 
word Vediintas (used in the plural) means Upanishads ; 
since to a large extent they are to be found towards the 
end portion of AralJYakas, which are the concluding sec
tions of the Vedas, they might have been given this 
nomenclature. But, just as declaring - 'This alone is the 
final judgment' - this Tattwajliana (Intuitive Knowledge 
of the Absolute Reality) is Itself the final proclamation 
of the Knowledge engendered by the Vedas; in order to 

assure or affirm a fearlessness of the type - 'If this 
Intuitive Knowledge of the Reality accrues neither is 
there anything whatsoever remaining "to be known, nor is 
there anything remaining to be done' - this spiritual 
teaching delineated here is fit to be called Vedmatll. 
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We will herefore try to explain as to how such a 
Jiima (Intuitive Knowledge of the Absolute Reality) can 
possibly be attained. But, first of all, we should give up 
all false n()tions or misconceptions that we at present 
entertain with regard to this Vedantic Jiiana. Since it is 

I Jiiiila which is Atindriyavishayaka (of an entity beyond 
the comprehension or purview of the senses), it cannot be 
possible ever to comprehend It by means of our senses. 
Besides, for all the three categories of Karma (rituals, 
rites), Up~ana (mental meditations) and-Jntma (Intuitive 
Knowledge) that have been mentioned in the Vedas the 
resultant fruits stipulated are all invaribly beyond the 
comprehension of the senses. For the Karmas mentioned 
in the Vedas the name of Dharma is also given. That has 
to be performed by means of the body alone in a pre
dominant sense. The Vedas themselves teach us about 
Up~anas, which are to be perfonned by means of the 
mind (psyche). Because of the reason that Upiisana also 
can be performed, cannot be performed or can be per
fonned totally according to one's own whims and fancies 
- just like Karma - Upiisana too, in a particular sense, 
is verily Karma (i.e. psychic action). Although Karma 
means 'action', here in this context we assume the mean
ing of the word Karma to be the rites and rituals stip
ulated in the scriptures ; in the same way, the word 
Upmana also should be taken to mean the meditation as 
stipulated in our sl:riptures. For both these actions there 
may be Drish{a Phala (visible fruits accruing here in this 
life) or Adrish{a Phala (fruits invisible or accruing in 
other worlds or births) accruing. Because of the reason 
that fur the' relation between Karmas and their fruits as 
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also for the relationship between Upman03 and their 
, 

fruits, the S~tras alone are the authoritative sources to 
know, these subtle relationships cannot possibly be known 
or discerned by means of PramalJQS like Pratyaksha, , 
Anumlina, etc. In these instances exclusively the Sastras 
(i.e. Vedas) are the valid sources of guidance. Hence only 
those people who firmly and sincerely believe in the 

, 
tenets of the Siistras may possibly attain the stipulated 
fruits. 

Now in the case of Vijniina (Intuitive Knowledge 
about the Absolute Reality) taught in the Vedantic texts, 
that is also invariably known from that very source of the , 
Siistr~ alone ; but its fruits are such which accrue to all 
of us here and now itself to culminate in our Intuitive 
experience. When the Vedantic text says : "You are 
verily Brahman" .. the. person who is fully qualified for 
such Intuitive Knowledge will cognize its true signifi
cance in this very life and he will experience the fruit , 
during the present span of life itself - thus the Siistra is 
declaring. Howat all can a fruit which is said to be 
beyond the purview or reach of the senses become visible , 
in one's experience here and now? Even the Sastra .. 
how can it possibly signify or convey the Intuitive Knowl
edge of an Absolute Reality beyond the ken of the 
senses ? Howat all we too can possibly attain such an 
abstruse Knowledge ? These relevent questions may arise 
here. Proper answers to these queries will become dis
cernible as and when we proceed in our deliberations (in , 
the light of Siistraic teachings). But for the time being, 
we may believe in the fact that man has been endowed 
with a power and strength of cognizing or Intuiting such 
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an Absolute Reality beyond the purview of the senses. 
When man was in an uncultured and uncivilized state he 
did not know how to read and write ; in fact, when the 
aborigines frrst learnt the art of reading and writing they 
must have been flabbergasted. But now those very human 
beings - most of them - have become literate and highly 
intellectual. They are capable of conveying or communi
cating their opinions to others through, writing. Why, they , 
are even capable of studying S~tras or scientific litera-
ture fonnulated by others and th'ereby acquiring that 
scientific knowledge. Is this not true ? In the same way, 
if we make a sincere and dedicated effort to divine this 
Vedintic Intuitive Knowledge, handed down to human
ity by great ancient sages and seers, we can surely 
believe that we too can possibly acquire such a Knowl
edge. If the Vedas signify this superlative power, beyond 
the ken of the senses, which is lurking in all of us, why 
should we not make an ardent effort to Intuit it ? 

For the Vedantic philosophy there are three types of 
, 

canonical, authoritative texts, viz. Sruti (Upanishads), Smriti 
(personal works by seers or sages like Bhagavadgitii) and 
PuriilJa (ancient mythologies or epics like ROmOyalJa and 
Mahibherata). For those who have faith in these texts 
they become beacon lights to guide them in the spiritual 
path. Just as in our workaday transactions we have to 
have unstinted faith to dig up a well in order to get 
water, then to sow the seed and wait for getting the 
harvest, similarly here too in this spiritual path or life 
only to those who are brimming with faith Jii1iJla will 
accrue. This Yij1iQna is attained unfailingly even by com
mon people of this modem age if only they have UD-
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flinching faith in the Siistras and the traditional precep-

tors. 
To attain this Self-Knowledge, being born as a , 

human being alone is not enough. As the Sruti says ~ 

cc ;:f1fqUil 5~i4R(1IS11I:t,,;ffi '11~qlf~(1: I "tFtII'fIql"f~ C!ufq 

R~1I4~"tql'jlllt(' - (Katha Upanishad 1-2-24) • one should 

have given up bad habits and behaviour ; should have got 
over (conquered) the deficiencies and defects of the sens
es ; should have got over distractions and disturbances of 
the mind ; should have got rid of defects like Asura-

'swabhiiva (diabolic or demoniac propensities of the mind) 
- as taught in the Bhagavadgl~a. One should not miscon
ceive that for attaining this Knowledge an intellect which 
is capable of mere, vain dialectics is" the main means. On 
the other hand, one should cultivate an Astik)'abuddhi 
(steadfast faith in the Sastra and the truths it propounds). 
Shri Krislu}.a has mentioned in the G/~a as to whom the 
teachings of Bhagavadg/}a should not be conveyed in the 
following manner; "This instruction should not be im
parted to one who is not a Tapasvi (who observes aus
terities and practises meditations), one who does not have 
any devotion towards iiwara (the Lord Almighty), one 
who has not served his preceptor and one who cavils at 
God." - (Gita 18-21). In the Prainopanishad it is stated 
that six pupils approached a preceptor by name, Pippalada, 
and, after staying and serving him for a long time ob
serving celibacy and strict austerities, got all their ques
tions answered and doubts cleared convincingly. It has 
been stated there that all the disciples at the end declared 
that - "Because you have enabled us to get over Avidya 
(ignorance), you are yourself our father." Thus only to 
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such people who entertain an aspiration and burning desire, 
so to say, to listen to spiritual instructions with unalloyed 
faith and devotion so as to become worthy 'disciples of 
the preceptor' this sacred Vedanta Vijnana will accrue. 
Just as to obtain water that is available deep into the 
ground one has necessarily to dig up a deep well, simi
larly in order to attain this innermost and subtlest Self
Knowledge it is extremely necessary for the seekers to 
acquire introversion by controlling the -5enses. They should , 
then approach a spiritual teacher who is Srotriya (well-
versed in the traditional methodology of teaching) and 
Brahmanish(ha (one rooted in Self-Knowledge) and listen 
to his instructions with faith and devotion, and only to 
such highly qualified students this unique Knowledge will 
accrue. 

Persons devoid of the above-mentioned qualifica
tions will never attain the Vedantic Knowledge irrespec
tive of his other achievements in life. Some people ask 
questions like - For Vedantic Knowledge where is the 
need of faith and devotion at all ? If a person has the 
intellectual capacity of understanding, is it not enough ? 
But they do not know the truth behind these two quali
fications. Lord Shri KrishQ.a has Himself stated that -
"Those who have no faith and dedication towards Niv(itti 
Dharma (religion leading to Liberation) of the essential 
nature of Atmajiiana (Self-Knowledge) - they cannot attain 
the divinity ; on the contrary, they will always wallow 
in the transmigratory life" - (Gita 9-3). While explaining , 
the meaning of this sentence Shri Sarikaracharya has 
stated : "Let alone the question of attaining divinity or 
Self-hood ; even the means or path for it, viz. devotion 
towards the Lord Almighty, will not accrue to them.' , 
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Therefore, one should give up the vain pride of considering 
oneself to be an erudite, wise person and should try to 
acquire the disciplines and spiritual practices meant for 
Self-Knowledge. To such seekers, in due course of time, 
by dint of the spiritual preceptor's instructions this Vedantic 
Knowledge is sure to accrue. 

II. ANCIENT V EDANTIC SCHOOLS 

We have already emphasized that without getting 
rid of the various misconceptions with regard to the 
spiritual science of Vedanta we cannot possibly acquire 
the qualification or fitness to pursue the Vediintic Knowl
edge. It is not possible at all to attain Atmajniina (Self
Knowledge) by means of a logically-oriented, extroverted , 
mind. We cannot afford to forget what Shri SaDkaracbiirya 
has stressed time and again that the Upanishads have 
proclaimed the truth that - "Only to those persons en
dowed with a cultured and controlled mind, this Self
Knowledge has invariably to accrue culminating in their 
Anubhava (Intuitive Experience)." 

Just as we have formulated many a false and weird 
conception with regard to the spiritual teachings of Vediilta , 
by Shri Sailkara, in the same way we have been enter-
taining many misconceptio1l3 with regard to his brief but 
eventful life's history as also his invaluable contributions 
towards the welfare and prosperity of humanity in gen
eral. We have to get rid of them fIrSt, and they are : 

(a) There is a deep-seated belief among many people , 
that Shri SaDkara put a stop to the intensive propagation 
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of Buddhism among Hindus and their conversion to that 
new-born religion and brought them back into the fold of 
Hinduism. But this is not in keeping with the ground 
reality_ For, even Shri GauQapadacharya, Shri Sailkara's 
grand-preceptor, who had written his now-famous Mal!
t/iikya KiiriktlS, had not given so much importance or 
prominence to the refutation of Buddhistic tenets. In 
truth, 8hri GauQapada has attempted consistently and 
predominantly to remove misconceptions entertained by 
the people of his times with regard to the genuine spiri
tual teachings of Advaita Vedanta. He has been respon
sible to drive away completely the one misconception that 
the Buddhistic doctrines themselves are to be found in the , 
Vedantic philosophy. Especially in the case of Shri Satlkara, 
he has predominantly refuted the bizarre teachings of the 
so-called Advaitins of his times who had not adopted or 
followed the pristine pure, time-tested methodology of 
Vediinta. While writing his famous Bhiishyas (commentar
ies) on the ten principal Upanishads which are extant and 
explicit to this day, he has to ~ great extent stressed the 

fact by saying : «~Wf.(T <tf~<I<i4a' - meaning, 'I am 

writing a commentary which depicts my opinion in brief.' 
If we observe this recurring statement, we are compelled 
to infer or imagine that although prior to him many 
scholars had written elaborate and extensive commentar
ies, they had not followed the correct and sound meth
odology of teaching or conveying the truths ; this fact 
looms large before us. It is found that Shri Satikara, in 
his Bh~hyas, has not taken up in a predominant sense 
the condemnation of Buddhistic teachings ; it is crystal 
clear that at various places he has refuted vehemently the 
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methodology adopted in the commentaries of the 80-

called pseudo-Vedantins. In the Siitra Bhisbyas too he 
has taken up for refutation, predominantly, only those 
tenets or doctrinaire teachings wrongly propounded by 
Advaitins belonging to alien schools of philosophy ; those 
Dvaitins (dualists) who were in his mind as the targets 
for refutation were, in . the main, SOtikhyans, Vaiieshikas, 
Buddhists and Jaim. After refuting the philosophies of 
these opponents in a brief manner, he has left it at that 
for the seekers to judge ·on merits. Especially in Gita 
Bhisbya there exists this transparent statement : 4C df~~ 

'ndl:tllf3i ~q~~~I~I«iu~~ 5Fct~41tdltl d~\Qrrq&:fi{Olllj ~: 

~ qGqGldqICflllti;:qllt'tfq a:t~~fq(i"I~Cfileftil.. t¥ftfq;~-

1Ql'iIOI'l aq(1~ aW fq~q;ffisdf~lIr{ulid ~~ Fctq{oj 

ifiRszlifli II" Meaning : "This Git~h1iftra is the quintes

sence of the gist of all the Vedas. It is very difficult to 
cognize its meaning. Although many people with a view 
to making it explicit have explained its words, meaning 
of words and meaning of sentences supplemented by 
logical devices - seeing the common run of people mis
conceiving many extremely contradictory meanings to be 
,the true purport of the Glia, I am writing a brief com
mentary in order to convey its genuine meaning through , 
discrimination" - thus Shri SaIikara has written. Frotn 
this too, it becomes very clear that he has written his 
commentary (Bhashya) keeping in view the alien Bhiishyas 
alone. 

(b) In this context we should remember the fact that , 
Shri SaIikara has not examined or considered, anywhere 
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in his Bhlishyas, the recent tenets of schools belonging to 
or founded by 8hri Ramanujacharya, 8hri Macihwa, 8hri , 
V allabha e~c. The dualist philosophies"which Shri SaIikara 
has meticulously examined and refuted are, as already 
stated, Siilikhya, Vaiieshika, Buddhism etc. - which fact 
we cannot afford to forget. 

(c) This being so, it has to be stressed here that the 

belief that Shri Sailkara is an '3iadqd~:t:uq;1I:q14' (the 

founder preceptor of non-dualistic school of philosophy) , 
is not correct. For, 8hri Sailkara did not found or estab-
lish a new school of philosophy called Advaita. Even 
before him many teachers, in their respective works or 
commentaries, had clarified the truth that in the Upanishads, 
Advaita alone has been expounded. In truth, the task that , 
was undertaken and performed successfully by Shri 8ailkara 
was to analyse and refute the pseudo non-dualistic doc
trines which. were not having a traditional methodology 
of teaching, and at the same time to revive and resuscitate 
the pristine pure Advaitic methodology of pedagogics and 
re-establish such a pure Vedantic philosophy in its own 
eternal glory and put it on its high pedestal. 

( d) Some others have spread the canard that Shri 

Sailkara is a 'tfU"ld~",:uq;tI:qp4" (founder-preceptor of six 
, 

different philosophies). But in 8hri Sailkara's original 
BhTBhyas neither any discussion on various philosophies 
like Shaiva, Va ishlJflVa , Siiaeya, Gm.tapatya, etc., nor the 
spiritual practices or disciplines of their followers have 
been examined anywhere. It being so, since it is easy to 
decide as to what could have been the background for the , 
misconception of those who believed that - "Shri Sailkara 
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was predominantly a follower of Shaiva school of philos
ophy and hence in order to refute his philosophy it was 
necessary to establish the concept of VishlJU SarvOltamatwa 
(VishQu, one of the three PurOlJic or mythological deities 
of Brahma, Visln).u and Shiva or Maheshwara, being the 
supreme Lord)", - we need not touch upon that contro
versy here at all. 

(e) Now one more misconception among the schol-, 
ars remains to be examined by us. Although Shri Sarikara 
has very clearly refuted, as already mentioned by us, 
many non-dualistic schools of philosophy which were 
contemporaneous with his own as also those which were 
rampant prIor to his times, in recent times many , 
Vyikhyinakiras (post-SaIikara sub-commentators) have 
embraced anyone of those schools and written their 
commentaries to depict and declare in the manner -'This 
alone is the genuine SaIikara's Philosophy' ; some present
day scholars are upholding and championing the opinions 
of those Vyiichyiinakiiras and are vociferously proclaiming 
in the manner - 'These alone are Shri Sailkara's teach
ings.' It is to be seen that Shri Sureswarichirya, one , 
of the direct disciples of Shri SarikarachMya, in his own 
works of Naishkarmyasiddhi, Taittiriya Viirtika, B(ihada
ralJYaka Vartika has refuted many ancient Advaitic schools. 
It being so, it becomes evidently clear that there is no 
guarantee that all the so-called Advaitins have invariably 
followed or adopted the Siddhiinta (philosophical doc
trines) belonging to the traditional line of teachings of , 
Shri SaIikara's school. Even so, merely because the 
Vyiichyiina Prasthiinas (methodologies of post-Sarikara pe
riod) which are very much in vogue and popular to boot, 
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as also some other independent concepts, have acknowl
edged Advaita (non-dualism) alone, it need not be gain
said that to conclude that all of them are in complete 
consonance with Shri SaIikara's genuine teachings is a 
colossal blunder. Many of those methodologies or doc-, 
trines which Shri Sailkara had himself refuted in the past 
have, phoenix-like, assumed new forms and have been 
popularised. Many of those Jijli~us (seekers of Self
Knowledge) who are not themselves mature and discrim
inative are likely to be deluded to believe that they alone , 
are the genuine teachings of Shri Sailkara. Therefore, 
some of the philosophical doctrines which had been re-, 
futed by Shri Sailkara in his extant original Bh~hyas, we 
will enumerate and exemplify : 

(1) Some among the Karma Mimarpsakas who did 
not acknowledge any of the ancient Vediintic methodolo
gies or philosophies were saying : 'The Svarga (Heaven) 
that is attained by means of Karma (Vedic rites and 
rituals) was blissful and hence apart from it there is no 
other MoKsha (freedom or liberated state). We should 
reckon all the knowledge that is found in the JliiinakOlJr/a 
to be Arthaviila ( eulogistic statements mentioned in a 
secondary sense only) ; that means, they are mentioned 
to praise those Karmas stipulated in the Vedas.' 

(2) Apart from the above V irakarmaviilins there 
were a second group of disputants who were also known 
as Mimo,!,sakas (people well-versed in logical and gram
matical or syntactical interpretations of the subtle teach
ings of the Vedic literature) who used to argue in the 
manner : 'By means of Karma alone Moksha too 
which the Vedantins propound can invariably be at-
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tained.' What they meant was : Because of the reason 
that by means of Kiimya Karma (rituals perfonned with , 
a desire to acquire a particular fruit) Subhaphala (auspi-
cious, beneficial fruit) accrues and by means of Nishiddha 
Karma (prohibited actions) Aiubhaphala (undesirable or 
unwanted, calamitous result) accrues, the practitioner should 
give up both of them and constantly be performing Nitya 
Karmas (daily routine rituals like Sandhyavandana etc.). 
By this the defect of PratyavOya, a penalty for not per
forming or giving up any Vedic Karmas that may entail, 
will be avoided ; and since there is no cause whatsoever 
for acquiring another body (i.e. to get rebirth) after the 
fall of the present body (i.e. after death) without any 
other effort, easily one can attain Moksha, which is of the 
nature of being established in Atmaswariipa (the essential 
nature of Pure Being-Consciousness of the Self). 

(3) Those people who brought forward the doctrine 
that - 'Both Karma and Jniina ar~ taught in the Vedas 
alone (Vedo7aa) and hence to give both sections dealing 
with them equal status and value would be reasonable. 
Therefore, blending both Jniina and Karma the seeker can 
practise both to attain MoKsha' - were the Samucbhaya
vadins. In their theory, between the words Jiiana, mean
ing Upasana (meditation) and Tattwajnana (Knowledge of 
the Absolute Reality) the fact as to which of these two 
meanings one should choose was not clarified. It was also 
not very clear as to which of the two meanings, i.e. Upa
sana or Tattwajniina, was to be taken in the predominant 
sense or which was subsidiary to which. To a great ex
tent, those who reckoned the word Jiiana to mean UpT8ana 
were in the majority, it appears. Whatever may be the 
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fact in this regard, it has to be noted that Shri Satikara 
has pointed out the defect of Mo7csha being rendered 
Anitya (non-eternal) in all the various theories of the 
Karmavaiins, because of the sound reasons that - (a) By 
the practice of a blending of the Jnana and Karma the 
resultant fruit of Mo7csha will be a KOrya (effect of an 
action) ; (b) for all thirgs which are born (i.e. as effects 
of a cause) destruction is unavoidable. At present Advaita 
Vediintins, who argue out that either exclusively by Karmas 
or by a blending of Jniina and Karmas one gets Mo7csha, 
do not exist. Because of the reason that among the new 
Vedantic schools like Dvaita (dualism), VishishtOdvaita 
(special or supra - non-dualism) etc., this Jniina-Karma
Samucchaya doctrine is to be found, we need not exam
ine them separately. 

(4) The fourth type of VediiJltins are those who 
propound that - 'By means of Upiisalla alone attain
ment of MOksha is possible ; apart from Upiisana 
there is no other Jiiana whatsoever.' Some among them 
were saying that by means of Up~ana the removal of 
Avidya too was possible. It is the staunch belief of 

Upiisakas that since the Sruti says : "~ ~ ~CfI"1t4rt1" 
(meaning - Being a deity one attains the merger with the 
deities), if the Upiisaka attains Sikshiitkiira (materialisation 
of the deity) by meditating in the manner - 'The deity 
is verily myself - after the fall of the body he attains 
DevatasOyujya (merger with the deity of his meditation). , 
Although in this matter Shri Sailkara has no difference of 
opinion, it is his argument that the- doctrine which pro
pounds :- 'By means of Upasana which is a kind or form 
of mental action (Manasa Karma) the final and eternal 
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MOkshaphala can be attained' - is irrational or illogical. 
Because of the reason that by means of Up~ana the fruit 
that accrues is Ad{ish(a (invisible, posthumously attained), 

the Sroti sentence which says - Cant 'QJ ttq:tj~' (mean

ing, here itself he becomes one- with Brahman) - the 
D(ish(aphala (a fruit to be attained here and now), how 
at all such an immediate fruit can be attained by such 
means? For this objection there is no satisfactory solu
tion in this philosophy. Moreover, the doctrine that - 'By 
means of UpT8ana alone the destruction of Avidya oc
curs' - is opposed to Yukti (logical devices) and Anubhava 
(universal Intuitive Experience) ; who can accept the 
theory that - "Avidya, which prompts (deludes) one to 
misconceive a rope to be a snake, can be got rid of 
merely by an imagination or conceptual knowledge of the 
type - 'This is a rope'-" ? 

(5) "Because Brahman (the Absolute Reality) is 
Nishprapancha (devoid of the world of duality), if the 
entire world of duality or diversity is 'dissolved' by 
means of Upiisana one attains M Okshll (Beatitude, 
Liberation)" - disputants who propounded this kind of 
a theory were the 'Upasanividins'. They belonged to , 
the fifth category. Shri SaIikara has refuted this doctrine 
in his SUtra Bhmhya by a logical device of the type -
"If. the PrapaRcha (the world of duality) is Satya (real), 
no one can possibly dissolve it ; if it were a mere false 
appearance, this appearance conjured up or projected by 
Avidyii cannot possibly be removed by anything at any 
time other than TattwajRana (Intuitive Knowledge of the 
Absolute Reality)." Unfortunately, even to this day this 
above doctrinaire theory is in vogue among some Advaitins 
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in a different, mutated form. Even today among several 
Vedant;ns the deep-seated belief that by a special kind of 
spiritual practice called 'Laya Chintana (contemplation 
on the dissolution of the world of duality)' the seeker 
invariably attains MOksha. Why, in the very popular text 
called Vivekachiit/iimaIJi which is believed by one and all , 
to be the genuine work of 8hri SaIikaracharya, there are 
three verses, viz. : 

Of Cfi (q I ti~ It Fq t'1l1 Ii ~ I (q I d tc4 q I f't '1 : I CS( I QJ ~ I ~ : ~ 

~Fij){iF~LfISlCf1~ioll'l II~ ~ II 
Meaning : Without attaining Vilaya (total dissolu

tion) of the D(iiyaprapaiicha (visible world of diversity), 
without cognizing the Atmatattwa (the Absolute Reality 
of the Self), by means of external words alone which 
have merely the pronunciation or recitation. as their fruit, 
how at all can human beings attain Mukti (i.e. Libera
tion) ? 

at 1itq I ~1~fi~I(LfII(:qIF{g{1'f~ I (1\il1t;fi:iFa ~1<i!JWt "U'iIT 

'ffCfdLfwfa 11~)t11 
...a 

Meaning ; Without killing the enemies, without 
acquiring the wealth (kingdom) of the whole universe, 
one does not become an emperor (merely) by uttering the 
words - 'I am an emperor,' is it not ? 

atl'<flr~ ~'14 C1tftqMI~I~(q)C{ui ~Cfifd f;r~: ~affl 

";{ f( ~:~Icsa~ f:t1fi%§fa I (1iiC(§1&trq~ q~~I'i'1'1tt1I'1lfGf\fficaffi 

IflllICfiI4R1Uft;d ~"'fd <RCi ";f S1fibf4lf: II~~II 
Meaning : Without needing pre-conditions like -

advice given by well-wishers, digging up, removing the 
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covering slab etc. on top, picking up the treasure box -
merely by resorting to illogical or irrational means the 
treasure cannot come out. 

If we ratiocinate or ruminate over the meaning of 
these verses, the clear-cut opinion to the effect - "By 
mere SravQlJa (listening to the scriptural instructions), or 
mere Manana (reasoning on them) one does not attain the 
Absolute Reality ; by devices like Laya Chintana etc. It 
accrues" - becomes evident. In fact, I have published a 
separate text dealing with this rarely-known secret that -
"This text of Vivekachiit/Cma,,;, really speaking, is not , 
the genuine work of Shri Salikara ; but it is the work of , 
one Sailkarinanda (belonging to the 15th or 16th cen-
tury A.D.)" - after a great deal of research. Let it be ; , 
bow at all can we accept that Shri Sailkara who has 
himself condemned a particular doctrinaire theory, can 
support and champion its cause so stoutly ? 

(6) Further, there were some ancient Vediintins who 
used to' argue that although merely by ViJcyairavalJll 
(listening to scriptural sentences) - directly the Atmajiiiila 
does not -accrue; even so, if that JiiOnIl itself is repeat
ed (A vritti) over and over again one attainl itl 
SQkshmkarll (materialisation or actualisation). This is , 
opposed to Shri Sailkara's teaching which is based on 
time-honoured traditional methodology which propounds : 
"For superior class of qualified seekers merely by virtue 

, -
of SravalJil the Intuitive Experience of the Self (A tmiinu-
bhava) accrues ; once that Intuitive Experience accrues, 
there is nothing whatsoever remaining to be done by that , 
Jiiiini." Even _so, both the post-SaIikara schools of VediiJtins 
viz. BhCmati, PaiichapaJikii, who are sub-commentators 
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on 8hri Sailkara's Bh~hyas, have fully supported this 
theory. Even to this day there are many Vediintins who 
staunchly believe that this pseudo-doctrine ( called in 
Vediintic parlance Prasankhyiinavii:Ja) is acceptable to Shri , 
Sailkara ! 

(7) There were still some other ancient Vediintins 
who used to propound that -"By mere VikyairavafJa 
(listening to scriptural sentences) or by Vikyajanyajniina 
(knowledge engendered by listening to the scriptural sen
tence) , the Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) does not ac
crue ; but if the seeker makes Ahhyasa (constant prac
tice) of' both 'VQkyajanyajiiana and any Yukti (logical 
device) in consonance with it, he attains Siikshiitkiira !" , 
This doctrine also has been refuted by Shri SaIikara in 
his SUtra Bh~hya. It is his teaching that Avritti (repeti
tion) of ViJcyairava1!a and its concomitant Yukti means 
really the Abhylisa (practice) alone of giving up or sublating 
the AnlimQmia (aspect of not-Self) which is AdhyarOpita 
(super-imposed upon or misconceived in) Atman (our 
essence of Pure Being-Consciousness of Self). 

(8) There was yet another school of Vedantins who 
used to argue that - "Vikyajliiina signifies or conveys 
Sams{ish{a-tha (a meaning brought about by the conjointed 
meanil'gs of various words and groups of words). To wit, 
to the meaning of each and every word a relationship 
with the meaning of another word arises. Therefore, the 
complete purport of the sentence signifies the Sa,!,sri
shrmtha alone. By the Ahhyiisa (repeated practice) of 
that VQkyajanyajiiiinll (knowledge brought about or 
produced by the sentence), a new Jiiana or Knowledge 
with ASIl,!,s{ish{mtha (meaning not brought about coo-
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jointedly by its various parts or words) has necessarily 
to get born afresh I"~ Even today there exist disputants 
(followers of this school) who adhere to this dogmatic 
theory that - ,"The Vacya (scriptural sentence) instructs an 
AkhalJt/a-tha (conjointed, plenary meaning) which the seeker 
is expected to cognize by means of Anubhava (Intuitive 
Experience). ' , 

(9) Vi:6anOnirOdha V1i:Jins are one more school of 
Vedantins. Their opinion is : "Atman is the witness to 
AvasthC4raya (the three states of Consciousness, viz. wak
ing, dream and deep sleep), is it not -? 'Because of the 
reason that these states come and go one after another, 
they are Mithya (false, unreal) ; one who is the witness , 
to them is verily myself - thus the Si:6tra stipulates that 
the seeker has to achieve the NirOdha (suppression or 
repression) of the AvasthavC6ana (latent or potential im
pressions of the Avasthiis)." Although it is true that 
AvasthiiY are Mithya (false, unreal); for the doctrinaire , 
theory that - "The SC6tra stipulates by way of Vidhi 
(injunctions) that the seeker should practise Vi:6aniinirtXiha 
(suppression of latent impressions) in order to remove or 
dislodge the Viisana to the effect that the Avasthiif are 
really existing" - there is no support of the .genuine , 
followers of Shri SaIikara's traditional school of philos-
ophy. Even today there exist these disputants who pro
pound that - ViiYaniJcshaya (exhaustion or total removal 
of Vi:6ani:6) is a MOKshasiiihana (spiritual practice for 
attainment of Liberation). There are some of these 
ViisaniJcshayaviiiins who assert by the authority of a 

sentence appearing in Y OgavOsish{ha that - "clltl=tldl;cq 'UII' 

~f~RfI04fil¥ft14d" - as also who believe in the authority and 
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authenticity of texts like Vivekachut/iimalJi etc. which 
profess to propound the Tattwa. This doctrine is opposed 
to Shri Sailkara's teaching that - "By means of spiritual 
practices like SravalJa etc. Tattwajnana of the essential 
nature of Avagati (meaning, Anubhava or Intuitive Expe
rience) accrues, and consequent to that alone Viisaniis too 
may be got rid of." 

(10) There were also some Vedlintins who affirmed 
that - "Because of the reason that by mere ViicyashravalJQ, 
MOksha cannot accrue· as taught in the Piitalijala philoso
phy (i.e. Yoga philosophy) the seeker should practise 
'Chittavritti Nirodha' (suppression of mental concepts)." 
This doctrine of these disputants has been refuted in the 
B(ihadaralJYaka Bhiishya. Even today there do exist many 
followers of this doctrine who assert that - "Mere delib
eration on Vedantaviicya or mere Manana (its ratiocina
tion) is not enough ; it is quite necessary for the aspirant 
to attain Nirvika/pa Samaihi (a trance in which there are· 
no mental thoughts whatsoever)." F or this doctrine there 
is full support of Vivekachudiima,,;,. 

In fact, the tenet preaching 'Tattwa Sakshatkara' 
is itself opposed to the -Vedanta Siddhanta propound-, 
ed by the traditional school of Shri Sailkara. For, the 
word SiicshT6kiira (actualisation or materialisation) con
notes an, objective entity which is separated from us in 
te~pect of space, time and causation categories to be 
directly cognized by overcoming these intervening causes 
or impediments. But A-tman is the Witnessing Conscious
ness (Siicshi) even to these categories of space, time and 
causation ; in truth, He is not at all separated or distinct 
from anything, and this is a logical device in consonance 
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with universal experience at the Intuitive level. Where is 
the need to stress the fact that the doctrinaire teaching 
that - 'Atman who is verily the essential nature of Pure 
Being of all of us is separated from us' - can never be 
in consonance with logical arguments and Intuitive Expe
rience ? 

(11) One more school of Vediintins of the ancient 
times was propounding that - 'If one attains mere 
Sikhakc,a it is not enough ; because of the reason that 
Atman just now (i.e. in this present birth or embodied 
state) is distinct by virtue of his association with this 
body, he attains Mulcti called Videhamukti only after the 
fall of this adjunct of the body." Even today there are 
many Vedlintins who affirm that - 'Jivanmukti is Goo.,a' 
(attaining Liberation here and now while in this body is 
of a secondary kind), while Videham ukti alone is the 
Mukhyamukti (Liberation in the predominant sense). This 

, - . 

is opposed to Shri SaIikara's teaching, viz. "Jivanmukti 
or SadyOmukti is itself the Mukhyamulcti ; Sashariratwa 
(embodiedness) is mere MithyiiJhimlina (false pride due 
to delusion in owning or possessing the body, signifying 
one's innate identification with it) ; these truths can be , 
realized in consonance with Sruti· (scriptural statements), 
Yukti (logical devices utilized in the scriptures them
selves) and Anubhava (universal Intuitive Experience)." 

From all these various examples it becomes clearly , 
evident that - "To Shri SaIikara's traditional teaching of 
- 'Here and now in this life-span we can cognize, discern 
that the miseries or calamities of Samsiira are false, 
unreal appearances' - all the above-mentioned schools of 
philosophy are invariably opposed." 
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The Vedanta that has been propounded by Shri , 
Sailkaracharya follows the truth that - 'What really exists 
is not destroyed or does not become extinct ; what really 
does not exist, can never come into being or become 
existent.' He has established and expounded this truth by 
demonstrating its veracity on the strength of its being in , 
full agreement with Sruti. Yukti and Anubhava. as already 
stated. Therefore, we should not get befuddled and be
witched by Vedantic statements made by pseudo-Vedantins 

, 
or by recent post-Sailkara Vyachyanaprasthiinas (method-, 
ologies employed in sub-commentaries on Shri SaIikara's 
Bh~hyas but totally opposed to thern), which confuse us 
by presenting before us a mind-boggling, brain-racking 
maze of Sruti sentences and dialectical devices ; first and 
foremost listen to the genuine Vediintic teachings only 

, 
which Shri Sailkara has determined and depicted in his 
Bh~hyas. Now herefore we will endeavour to delineate , 
as to which traditional methodology Shri Satikara has 
followed in and through his Prasthanatraya Bhiishyas and 
how he has enabled us to cognize his teachings to be 
fully in consonance with our own Intuitive Experience. 

, 
III. SANKARA's METHODOLOGY VS. OTHER ALIEN 

METHODOLOGIES 

Shri Sailkara was not a founder-preceptor of Advaita 
school of·philosophy ; even before him the methodology 
of his traditional school of philosophy co-existed with 
other ancient systems. Shri GauQapada, on the pretext of 
explaining M~t/iikya Upanishad [the smallest with 12 
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verses only, but the most difficult and the subtlest among 
the Upanishads, pregnant with all the secret teachings and 
esoteric imports], has brought out clearly the extra-ordinary 
tenets of this unique school with a rich heritage of time
tested and time-honoured methodology of expounding the 
subtle truths. Thereafter this school of philosophy ac
quired great value. The preceptor belonging to this tra
dition who made it famous allover the country and 
exposed the limitations and lapses in the alien philoso
phies of his period with a view to bringing down their , 
popularity was Shri Sailkarach8.rya. Let us now consider 

, 
the topic of how Shri SaIikara made this Advaita philos-
ophy shine resplendently like a well-polished gold orna
ment. 

(1) The ancient schools of Vedanta were, in the 
main~ following the method of Mim~sakas (a school 
f~unded by Jaimini who were exponents in syntactic, 
grammatical sciences) 1n the matter of VedaprOmOlJya 
(treating the Vedas as the authoritative texts) and were 
arguing that - "Vedanta (i.e. the Upanishadic lore) signifies 
a Tattwa (Reality) which is not within the ambit or 
purview of the empirical valid means like Pratyaksha 
(perception), Anumiina (inference) etc." But in their 
philosophical doctrines there was enough scope for athe
ists or non-believers in the Vedas to argue in the manner 
- "Because of the reason that this Tattwa is not at all 
cognizable by valid means like perception etc., there can 
be a reasonable doubt of the type - 'Does this Tattwa 
really exist or not l' - to be raised." But the one system 
of philosophy - which presented before its listeners or 
students the Absolute Reality (Paramlitha) in a manner 
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so that neither the Vedas were deprived of their authority 
and authenticity nor any reasonable doubt could possibly 
arise with regard to the Tattwa it propounds - was that 
tradition which belonged to the line of teachers like Shri 
Sailkara. The unique and profound teaching of this an
cient system is : "Because Brahman is verily our Atman, 

the Sruti teaches that - "3l3T lfflI :e'i~jdn (meaning, 

Brahman can be cognized here and now), our Self can 
be cognized here and now (in our present life-span) ; 
although this Atman is not perceptible to our senses, 
mind etc., because of the reason that He is Swayamsiddha 
(self-established) and is of the very essence of Anubhava 
(Intuitive Experience as the Pure Being-Consciousness
Bliss) He is cognizable to the exclusive, extra-ordinary 
PramOlJa of the Vedas." 

(2) Just like the Mfm~sakas, the followers of 
ancient systems of philosophy were defining the. word 
AchQrya to mean 'one who explains and enables us to 
cognize the Vediirtha (meaning of the Vedas) ; the present
day Vediintins too say the same t~ing. As the axiom 

says : "a:IIFiI;f)ft4fq :tllfSilFul ~'II"C1i\ ~lq4flf~ I fCi4'i1i1<d 

ltf'fI~I:q14: qRCfi'lt4'ij" - meaning, "Commenting on the 
, 

Siistras and explaining their profound meaning, inculcat-
ing and establishing their teachings or tenets so that they 
become a way of life and he himself adopting them in 
his life - these are indeed the extra-ordinary qualities of 
an A chOrya. " But, apart from these the one more unique 
and special feature of this Advaitic system of philosophy 
is: "Vedanta does not teach only religious practices that 
one has to adopt in his daily routine. To propound the 
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Paramamatattwa (the Absolute, Transcendent Reality which 
is the Supreme Self of every one) which is the Ultimate 
Reality (substratum) of the world of duality and to enable 
the true seeker to cognize It here and now, is its special 

, " " ~~ feature." As the Sruti sentence says: ";J :t(Ullq 01 )l1'tD ~ 

§fq~4l i4:§!fI f:qWfllQI'1: I at:t;:qsnlb Ilftt(51 9ilmi (RUHlfl=( 

(Jdct4q~$4qIUIlt(' - (Katha 1-2-8) - the purport being - "If 

a teacher, who has a commonplace or general knowledge 
of the Param1itmatattwa that is taught in Vediinta, pro
pounds or instructs It, It cannot be cognized. This is a 
Tattwa which provides a great deal of scope for doubts 
of the type of - 'Whether It is existing or not ? Whether 
It is an agent of action or not ?' But a true preceptor 
who is capable of cognizing Intuitively in the manner -
'I am verily that Tattwa or Brahman' - when such a 
Guru imparts this Intuitive ~owledge, there is no room 
for anyone to complain that he did not cognize It ; for, 
just like the preceptor, for the Shishya (student, disciple) 
too the Intuitive Experience to the effect - 'This Paratattwa 
(Absolute Reality of Brahman) is verily myself - accrues 
spontaneously and directly. But if others propound It, 
then It appears to be difficult to know or cognize, being 
subtler than a microscopic atom." For that reason alone, 

Shri KrisIu:ta has instructed Arjuna in the manner: "Otr-

~ ~ iFf ~lf~:f1('ij~GIlI:t:"' - [the purport being, those 

Jniinis or Realized souls who have not only acquired the , 
mere S~traic knowledge but also have directly (intuitive-
ly) cognized the Reality of the Self to culminate in their 
Intuitive Experience here and now will instruct about this 
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Jlilina (Self-Knowledge) properly ; on their instructing, 
the delusion that you entertain just now, will not remain 
at all]. This is, in truth, the spiritual instruction of the 

, 
Advaitic philosophy followed by Shri SaIikara. 

(3) The adherents of other schools of philosophy 
were instructing about certain special Salhanas (spiritual 
practices or disciplines) which were suitable and helpful 
to reach the goal that their .respective systems propounded. 
Only if a practitioner practised those special SiKlhanas 
alon-e, the fruit that they mentioned could be attained. , 
Whereas in the system which Shri SaIikara has accepted 
and championed, that Jnana (Intuitive Knowledge) which 
is exclusively Vediintavikyajanya (produced or born from 
the sentence of Vedantas or Upanishads) is exclusively 
the principal spiritual practice for Mukti ; for, the 
Paramlithatattwa (Absolute Reality of the Self) eternally 
exists ; It has to be per force cognized by means of 
Jliiila (Intuitive Knowledge) and not to be attained 'afresh 
by means of any particular Siiihana. This is an extra
ordinary and profound spiritual instruction. 

(4) In the non-Sailkara systems of philosophy it is 
taught that Jivatwa (soulhood) is a bondage that has 
ensued to all of us human beings. The doctrine of these 
various schools is : ' 'Just as people who are afflicted by 
any disease have to be administered the proper medicine 
and thereby the disease has to be cured or got rid of, 
similarly in order to rid the Jivas of the bondage of 
'Jivatwa' they should be persuaded or prevailed upon to 
practise SaIhanas stipulated in the Vedas." But it is not , 
taught in that manner in Shri Sailkara's methodology, 
which propounds : "Jivatwa is, in truth, Avidyiikalpita 
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(conjured up or projected due to ignorance) ; just as to 
drive away the snake imagined or misconceived in a rope 
there is no need of a stick, similarly in order to rid 
ourselves of this Avidyi1calpita Jivatwa there is no need 
of any Salhana whatsoever ; in fact, Sit/hana is of no 
avail here. If only the Jnana (Intuitive Knowledge) of the 
essential nature of Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) to the 
effect - 'I am verily Brahman' - as instructed in the 
Vediintic texts accrues, the deep-seated delusion of the 
type of - 'I am a Jiva, a Samsiiri (transmigratory soul)' 
- is removed, destroyed. In the ultimate analysis, SiKlhana 
is not meant to remove Jiva twa , but for Jliana to ac
crue. " 

(5) What is meant by Avidy., AjiianQ 1 With re
gard to this question there was no unanimity of opinion 

, 
among the other non-SaIikara schools; even Ajliana too 
had to be known only from the Smtra. If the Avidya that 
has at present accrued to us has to be removed, it is quite , 
necessary to practise the SaJhana stipulated in the Smtra. 
In the doctrines of some Vedantins there are two types 
of Avidyar viz. (a) Naisargika (natural) Atmavidya (igno
rance enveloping the Self) and (b) Ani4mOvidya (igno
rance enveloping the not-Self), which is Agantuka (ad
ventitious). "This latter Avidya which is adventitious and 
pertains to AnOtman - for example, that Avidya which is 
the cause for the wrong or false knowledge of a rope 
being reckoned as a snake - is removed just as, by our 
determining in the manner - 'This is a rope alone', the 
delusion that it was a snake disappears. In the same way, 
this adventitious Avidyo (i.e. Agantuka AniitmiividyO) im
mediately disappears by means of Tattwajliiina. But in the 



, 
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case of Atmiividyo which is Anali (beginningless, existing 
from time immemorial) it is not so. Even after it disap
pears by virtue of Tattwajiiiina, due to V~ana (latent 
impressions) it may once again recur ; due to this r~cur
renee, Jiiiina too may have a set-back. Therefore, Jiiiin1i
bhyiisa (repeated practice of Self-Knowledge) has to be 
undertaken. " Thus these proponents of the above-men
tioned doctrine were affirming. Shri Sureshwaracharya, 
one of the direct disciples of Shri SaIikarachfuya, follow
ing in the footsteps of his preceptor, has vehemently 
refuted the doctrine of these disputants raising questions 
like - "What is the meaning of saying that there are two 
Avidyik ?" "Howat all the Avidya which is once de
stroyed by Vidya can later on, once again, be resuscitated 
or can become alive ?" , 

Whereas Shri Sankara has described the fruit that 
accrues from Atmavijiiiina (Intuitive Knowledge of the 
Self) without any trace of doubt on the validity of the 

Sruti : "~~ fqJEi cpf ~ ~ q<l¥td't _ ~ f~~d 

!!t;llIi msFqellur:ti fctfCfi<d1t; ~ II" - (MuQQaka 2-1-10) 

- in the following manner - "Karma, Tapas (austerity) of 
the nature of Jiiiina - all this is verily Parabrahman 
(Supreme Ultimate Reality) alone, Paramapurusha (Su
preme Self) alone called Akshara (imperishable, immu
table) which is extremely excellent, of the very essence 
of Am(ita (immortality) and SarvakiiralJa (cause of all 
things). One who attains this in his Intuitive Experience 
in the manner - 'That Parabrahman is verily myself. In 
every Jiva's heart I am residing (existing) as his Atman', 
he will untie the AvidyOgranthi (knot of ignorance) here 
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itself while alive ; he gets this Avidya, along WIth all its 
various concomitant V~anas, completely destroyed." 

(6) VQkyiirthanirlJaya (Determination of the True 
Purport of Vedanta Vakya) : Each school of ancient 
Vediintins were determining the meaning of the Vediinta 
Vikyas (Upanishadic sentences) by deliberating upon or 
elaborately examining the Mimiil!tsii Niyamas (rules and 
regulations as per the science of Mimiil!tsii or rational 
interpretation or etymology) of the type of six kinds of 
Ti4paryali,jgas (symbols of ultimate purport) like Upa/crama 
(introductory part comprising the subject-matter to be 
propounded) and Upasa'(lhiira (conclusive part proving or 
arriving at the desired conclusion) etc., as also the ety-

, 
mological rules like Sruti, Linga, Sthana etc. and were 
formulating their own respective philosophical doctrines 
or tenets. Because of the reason that features like -
choosing Vedanta Vikyas as per their whims and fancies, 
determining the meaning of the sentences by virtue of 
their intellectual skills - were common to all of them, 
there was no pos·sibility of finding a genuine testing 
touchstone to determine as to which of these philosophi
cal systems was the best among all of them and why. But , 
Shri SaD.kara drew the attention of his listeners- or follow-
ers by asking them the pertinent question: "By following 
my time-honoured traditional methodology check up 
whether, according to the commentary I have made now, 
the subject-matter culminates in your Anubhava or not 7" 
It is quite possible for any particular philosophical theory 
to be interpreted somehow or the other by taking or 
quoting any particular Vediintic sentence as the valid, 
authoritative source and on the strength of grammar, 
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lexicon etc. according to one's whims and fancies. But if 
the meaning or purport which they enunciate has to yield 
a fruit in course of time or in a different world or region, 
how at all could it be detennined whether their commen
tary is correct or not ? This problem is not to be found 
in 8hri Saitkara's system or methodology. To the person 
(genuine seeker) who has attained the Intuitive Knowl
edge of the meaning of the Upanishadic sentence - ':All 
this is verily Brahman ; I am Brahman' - here and now 
the Absolute Reality is realized in his own Intuitive 
Experience ; this spiritual instruction is in consonance 
with -universal experience too. Howat all can anyone 
negate or refute it ? 

(7) ParamatakhaIJ4ana (Refutation of the Oppo
nents' Opinions) : It was further a common feature 
among all schools of philosophy not only to determine 
the meaning of the Vedanta ViJcyas to suit their own 
respective systems by following MimOl!zsa Nyayas (axioin
atic principles as per the etymological science), but also 
to undertake the task of demonstrating in the manner -, 
'The other philosophies are opposed to Srutis and Smtitis' ; 
on the basis of certain Yuktis (logical devices) innovated 
or imagined by themselves, to refute the opponents' 
doctrines. It was not possible for people with common
intelligence to determine as to which system or method
ology among the disputants' of this type is in consonance 
with Sruti and Yukti and which is opposed. But after 8hri , 
Saitkara demonstrated the truth that - "His own tradition-
al methodology is unique inasmuch as it is supported by 
SiTvatrika Anubhava (universal experieIlce) as also the 
Srutis and logic unopposed to them are in full agreement 
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with this Anubhava" - the alien, rival systems lost their 
verve and vehemence. 

In the olden times many BhashyakOras (commenta
tors) had written their respective commentaries to suit 
their own systems. But none among them is extant to-, 
day ; whereas, the Bhashyas which Shri Swara wrote 
are extant and intact even to this day and are respected 
and revered by one and all. Because of this reason that 
this Achiirya~ name is thus famous allover the world, 
it is the implicit belief of many authors that merely if it , 
is stated that a particular work is Salikar«hat'ya's work 
it would invariably be given universal recognition and 
respect. Therefore, many an author has written a colo-

. , 
phon· to his own text of the type -: SllIikarabhagavatpii:la 
Virachite. Does it not amount to showing disrespect to-, 
wards, and dishonouring, Shri Sailkara ? The Anubhava 
(Intuitive Experience) which this Achiirya has shown or 
depicted is acceptable to all people in all regions and at 
all times, and hence it is universally acceptable indeed. 

Just as Shri Krislu).a has stated in the Bhagavadgha : 

cClt~I(q1 ";f j91~6qci I14ltlfm QIU6Q" - [meaning, if you 

cognize (this Reality), once again, as before your Aj1iiina , 
can never recur I], the Jiiiina that Shri SaIikara has 
expounded destroys once and for all the Aj1iana (igno
rance). It is, in fact, not possible for anyone anywhere at 
anytime to shake his head in negation of this teaching ! 

. Anybody may raise a question here: "Maybe this 
Jiiiina is acceptable universally as it is based on everyone's 
experience ; ~ut, is there any benefit or utility for human 
beings in general in their workaday life 1" But we ask 
a counter-question in this context : 'What is meant by 
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workaday life of man l' The usual query of the type -
'My son has to pass his M.A. examination with distinc
tion ; from your Vediinta study is there any benefit 
accruing to him ?' - is not worthy of being included 
among the relevant explanations of this word J Ivana 
(life). For, passing any examination is not at all the goal 
of hum~ life ; by such graduation the life does not 
acquire any great value., Irrespective of his passing the 
M.A. examination or not, every human being wants and 
seeks peace of mind ; in truth, that alone is the prin
cipal and prime goal of ,human existence. Therefore, 
we should all agree that if by means of Vedantavijiiana 
(Intuitive Knowledge propounded by the Upanishadic lore) 
such a supreme mental peace can be attained, then it is 
definitely useful, beneficial in our life ; then alone, it will 
be fit for the honourable, respectful name of Brahmavidyii 
(Intuitive Knowledge, greater than all other knowledges). 
Whether it is an internationally famous institution and a 
seat of all great sciences or knowledges, even if one 
obtains a priced position or title from that institution, but 
he does not get any mootal peace and h~ppiness from it 
- then can we reasonably and honestly say that there is 
any benefit or utility worth the name for his life in 
general 1 To believe that this mental peace and happiness 
is obtained from wealth or money, especially, is too 
ridiculous indeed. Man cannot possibly conquer or over
come his mortalitY by means of any practical means 
which does not give him mental peace and satisfaction. 

As per the Sruti sentence : "';f Cflquil ';f ~\i1l41 ~ flfl~~Cfi 

3i'id(i1'iI~!!:" - [Even if we fulfil any great challenging 

task we cannot attain Am{itatwa (immortality) ; even if 
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we get a prosperous progeny and attain an extra-ordinary 
fame for our entire family, by that we cannot attain 
immortality ; even if we acquire an immense and immea
surable wealth, this Am!itatwa cannot be gained from it. 
If man has to get freed, liberated from his present mortal 
nature of being and attain this Am(itatwa, he has invari
ably to renounce the whole gamut of Anilman ,not-Self) 
and has to attain the Vijnana (Intuitive Knowledge) of his 
own essential nature of Pure Being which is the Absolute, 
Ultimate Reality ; only when he gets established in It 
fully, he attains the real Am!itatwa and not otherw~se. 
Only then he acquires eternal Shiinti (peace). Why, his 
very purpose of life becomes fulfilled]. A great Brahmin 
(a Jiiall) by name 'Yajiiavalkya' has imparted this Vediilta
vijiiiina even to. a great emperor like Janaka and has 

assured him in the manner - "31'14 t "I;JfCfi su«flr~" -
giving . him the boon of fearlessness ; this fearlessness 
(Abhaya), this A m !ita twa , this Shiishwata Shanti (eternal 
peace) which is yielded by Vediintic Knowledge while one 
is alive, in the present embodied state itself -' such a fruit 
who can deny as not needed in his own life ? , 

Shri SaIikara has demonstrated the truth that - "This 
fruit (of Immortality) can be attained commonly by 
everyone while alive, in this present birth, merely by 
acquiring this Jniina (Self-Knowledge or BrahmavidyO)." 
Although many others wrote their ,Bhashyas like Shri , 
Satikara in Sanskrit alone on these very Upanishads, no 
one had in the past depicted and demonstrated like him 
that the Tattwa (Ab~olute Reality of the Self) is in 
consonance or unison with everyone's Anubhava (Intui
tive Experience). Therefore, let us daily remember and 
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r~vere this great seer and saint worshipped and venerated 
everywhere and seek His grace and guidance so as to 
attain genuine Mumukshutwa (desire to attain Libera
tion) ; we can ardently believe that by His grace we will 
surely and certainly, in due course of time, at least, 
acquire this VediintavijRiina and its fruit of Am{itatwa, 
Abhaya and Shashwata Manaiiiinti. 

IV. EMPIRICAL SCIENCES 

We have deliberated upon the mutual differences 
between the traditional methodology of Vedanta which , 
was followed by Shri SaIikara and the remaining schools 
of Vedanta philosophy_ Now we have to take up the 
consideration of JRiina (Intuition, Self-Knowledge) and 
Ajliiina (ignorance of It) as expounded in Vedanta. But 
before we go into it, we will have to know, as a matter 
of necessity, the empirical Jniina (intellectual knowledge 
of a particular subject-matter) and Ajiilina (its ignorance 
or lack of knowledge). 

When a child is born, first of all its tongue starts 
functioning. Among some communities, the practice of 
smearing a cloth piece dipped in a particular kind of oil 
on its tongue is in vogue. Thereafter along with the 
tongue the eye as a sense organ starts functioning. The 
child is having an immense curiosity in seeing light ; in 
the beginning it keeps on seeing its mother's face in the 
light. As it grows up, the remaining sense-organs too, one 
after another, start functiop.ing. Even after we have all 
grown up,_ we perceive the external world through the 
sense-organs alone and acquire itS knowledge. As such 
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knowledge gets amassed ; whatever ignorance - to wit, 
the opposite of JiiOna (knowledge) we had with regard to 
the world and its objects - gets extinct by stages. Thus 
as and when knowledge increases, inversely the ignoranc'e 
gets destroyed ; even so, there is no final stage being 
reached when we can confidently say ~ "Here (now) all 
my Aj liiina has completely disappeared." 

As our knowledge goes on increasing we start getting 
a Samshaya (doubt) of the type - "This knowledge of 
mine - is it correct or not ? Does this object exist as I 
have known it to be or not 1" Because of reasons like 
objects being similar to one another, or they being too 
microscopic or subtle or being either too far away or too 
near - we may get Viparftajnana (wrong or false knowl
edge) about the object we wish to know. In that event, 
in order to purify or clarify our Jiima we may use Tarka 
(logic) ; for this exercise we need Manas (mind) also. 

To assist the sense-organs which the common run 
of people utilize for the sake of acquiring knowledge, the 
scientists use instruments like binoculars, telescope or 
microscope etc. They keep on finding the essential nature 
of subtle matter, the state in which it exists at a particular 
point of time and its functions or behaviour. Because of 
the reason that as soon as we acquire the knowledge of 
externally-perceived things some among them appear to 
be dear and desirable while some others appear. to be 
repulsive and undesirable, with regard to them we quite 
naturally get either desire or hatred, respectively. Then as 
and when our desire increases we engage ourselves in 
acquiring and amassing desirable things around us, while 
when our hatred increases we endeavour to keep away the 
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undesirable objects, and this becomes our natural habit. 
Children, once when they eat a bit of alum mistaking it 
to be sugar, even reject real sugar; but when they have 
been able to cognize the distinction between alum and 
sugar with regard to their essential natures and qualities, 
they get to know how to use both of them. In the same 
manner, elders too, as and when their Itchha ( desire) and 
Dwesha (hatred) increase, go on amassing the knowledge 
of the perceived objects and by virtue of that VidyiibhyT6a 
(education, pursuit of knowledge) get rid of their Ajiiiina 
(ignorance) progressively. Even all the various branches 
of science which the modern scientists have accumulated 
in abundance over centuries - like physics, chemistry, 
biology, zoology, physiology, p~ychology etc.,. due to 
their intrinsic Itchhii-Dwesha - a story of engaging them
selves in Prav(itti (progress towards acquiring knowledge 
of the objects of study) or Niv(itti (receding from or 
giving them up ), of finding out devices of producing 
desirable objects and of avoiding or getting rid of un
wanted things and utilizing those methods, are, in the 
same manner, verily a history indeed of their pursuit of 
knowledge. 

In our own country Vaisheshikas have divided the 
perceived objects into seven categories of Dravya (sub
stance), GUlJa (quality), Karma (action), Siirniinya (genus), 
Viiesha (species), SamavOya (inherence), Abhava (non
existence) and have founded a whole Darshana (system 
of philosophy). NaiyyOyikas have founded another school 
of philosophy which is Jiianapradhiina (prominent as a 
branch of epistemology, knowledge) pertaining to the 
deliberation on categories like PramiiIJa (valid means of 
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knowledge), Prameya (object of knowledge) etc. Whether 
in the case of the empirical scientists or indigenous 
Diishanikas (founders of schools of philosophy), although 
as and when their abundant objective knowledge about 
the external perceptible objects increased the three kinds 
of Ajiiiina (ignorance), like Jiiara,havQ (absence of knowl
edge), Samshaya (doubt), Viparitajiiiina (wrong, erroneous 
knowledge or misconception), were being removed, it was 
not possible to determine that they reached the final rung 
of the ladder to affrrm in the manner that - 4.'Aj1iiina 
(ignorance) has been completely got rid of." If anyone 
asks : "What is the final declaration of all empirical 
sciences 1" - the world-tamous scientist, James Jeans, has 
given an apt answer of: "One should give up saying that 
such and such is the last and final decision" - in one of 
his books. 

In any case Louldko;jiiiina (empirical, mundane knowl
edge) means, instead of saying that it is 'getting rid of 
our ignorance', we may say that it is 'enhancing our 
Ajiiana ; increasing our Itchha-Dweshas, finding out or 
devicing special methods of procuring or producing de
sirable things and getting rid of or destroying unwanted 
things or phenomena'. If we prepare a balance-sheet, so 
to speak, as to what are the advantages (benefits) and the 
disadvantages (calamities) that we have encountered due 
to the defects or deficiencies in the instruments of knowl
edge like the external sense-organs, internal mind and to 
assist and augment their perceptual power the various 
scientific in~truments and gadgets that science has in
vented - thpn we are reminded of the following Upanishadic 

sentences : 
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q~:iF:q @IF~ 6£I(}OIt( m'I: df'ilt( q<I:S~ q~lfrt1 9i1'"d(I("tf~1 

q(I'q: CfiIQI9ijlfRt CSfIt1ltti 'iflfl4Rt Fqdd~ ql~I"l1l (Katha 

2-1-1, 2), meaning, (i) 'Because of the reason that our 
sense-organs are created to be extroverted, we are per
ceiving outwardly alone ; we do not have any scope of 
attempting to cognize as to what is there internally within 
us' ; (ii) 'People who are non-discriminative, ignorant 
like children, are hankering after externally desirable 
things ; they are invariably falling a prey to the exten
sively spread-out dragnet of Death, comprising Avidya 
(ignor3nce), Klima (desires), Karma (action)'. 

It is true that to acquire any knowledge of objects 
PratyakshaJi Pramm,os (valid means of perception, infer
ence etc.) are helpful to us ; but because those PramiiIJas 
are having defects or deficiencies (as stated before) the 
knowledge engendered by using them has necessarily to 
be utilized only after .properly examining it. It is also true 
that in order to purify or clarify those PramiiIJas we seek 
the help of Tarka (logic) ; but to find out whether that 
logic or reasoning is proper or not is also quite necessary. 
For, it is quite possible that the motives with which we 
use the valid means like Anumiina (inference) etc. to 
determine the essential nature of the objects may be 
vicious or vile. The logicians have determined that 
HetwiiJhiBa (logical device or arguments which appear to 
be the correct or proper motives or causes) are sq many 
in number. But while we are examining those Hetwii:Jhesas 
the latent impressions of liking or hatred that lurk in our 
mind (i.e. sub-conscious mind) are not totally removed 
among anyone of us. Therefore, it is not possible at all 
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for anyone to assert or boast and declare that - 'The 
knowledge that is determined by virtue of utilizing 
PramOlJos (empirical valid means like perception etc.) as 
also Tarka (reasoning, logic) is definite, not giving any 
room for doubt or wrong or false knowledge.' Hence, it 
amounts to saying that we cannot assert in the manner : 
'On the strength of such know ledges the pursuit of ac
quiring an object (Prav(itti) and resigning or receding 
from an unwanted object (Nivtitti), which we adopt in our 
daily transactions, will unfailingly succeed ; there is no 
defect or deficiency whatsoever in these objective 
knowledges.' Amog those of us who have heard about a 

, 
sentence in the epic Mah1ibharata : cc~~:(IIUlfbl crtilGql;f 

~I(ql 't:tcszu: qRctGfttf.id I OI~I:td~s( ttdf.id ihf:q~I~ ~ 
~ 

~ ~ fS4i1lltstJ'lII" - (meaning - "Cognizing that - 'Here 

is a snake, here is a tho~y bush, here there is a well t 
- human beings avoid them and move away ; but those 
who have not cognized them go and fall into them") -
a pertinent doubt of the type - ' 'Though our present 
knowledge enhances our understanding or intelligence, 
proportionately our ignorance too is increasing, our lik
ings and hatreds too are steadily on the rise, and hence 
as a result of our following repeatedly a wrong path and 
doing forbidden acts we are constrained to encounter all 
kinds of calamities and catastrophes, is it not ? Thinking 
that we will be escaping from small snakes are we, in 
fact, being caught by big pythons ? While moving to a 
side away from a bunch of thoms, are we stepping, over 
a cluster of sharp-edged stones and injuring our soles ? 
Fearing that we may fall into a pond when we are 
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running away fronl it, are we really jumping into a deep 
well ?" - is likely to arise in our minds. 

Our sense-organs and our mind which is supporting 
them to function are capable of cognizing only the ex
ternal objects ; despite the fact that howevennuch our 
knowledge that they are providing us is increasing, we 
cannot possibly extricate ourselves from the vice-like grip 
of Ajniina or ignorance. It does not appear to be possible 
tor us to escape the expansive dragnet of the nature of 
Avidyii-Kiima-Karma cast by Death (M{ityu). Hence, we 
have to consider now proper solutions or answers to 
questions like : "Apart from these two, viz. outer sense ... 
organs and inner mind, are there any other Jiionasiidhanas 
(instruments of knowledge) at all ? Is the Upanishadic 

statement : '~GI~fq~I91§f.:t~dl¥rl:' (meaning : "We can 

possibly acquire an indubitable and inviolable knowledge 
by means of Vedantavijiiiina or Vedantic Intuitive Knowl
edge of the Self ') is, just like a fake promissory note 
which is a mere piece of paper, a vain assurance ? Is 
there any real content or substantive truth in it ?" Now 
let us try to find out satisfactory answers to the important 
question : This Am!itatwa Siidhana (spiritual practice to 
attain Immortality or Liberation from the jaws of Death), 
which Vediintins recommend, bow at all can we discern 
it and on the strength of which irrevocable and irrefutable 
evidence ? Howat all can we determine the truth that the 
meaning of that VedOntic statement is a Nirapavliiajiiiina 
(irrefutable Knowledge) devoid of even an iota or taint 
of defects or deficiencies like Samshaya (doubt), Viparita-
jliiina (false knowledge or misconception) ? 
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v . VARIETIES OF EXPERIENCES 

We have so far understood the truths that - 'For 
acquisition of JiiOna the valid means are the sense-organs 
and the mind and through those SiiJhanas (instruments) 
we can 'get to know, to some extent, the external world 
of diversity only. In order to know the external phenom
ena not only the instruments of our sense-organs but also, 
keeping all those phenomena perceived by our sense
organs directly as the basis, we can further imagine or 
infer, on tile strength of that perception, some other 
objects which cannot be perceived by the sense-organs 
and mentally conceive them.' Thus for the acquisition of 
knowledge those people who have utilized predominantly 
the sense-organs alone are called PramiilJaviiJins. 

Among these Pramm,as (means of knowledge), only 
the Pratyaksha Pramm,a (perceptual knowledge as means) 
were accepted by certain people in our country and they 
were known as ChOrviJcas (materialists). All those phe
nomena which we reckon to have perceived through the 
senses are not real. For instance, the water seen to exist 
at a distance in a desert is not really existing ; in this 
context the knowledge that we get is not the correct one, 
it is mere Bhriinti (delusion) - also called Mithytgiiana, 
Viparitajiiiina. Even the sky appearing to be blue in 
colour, the sun appearing to be of the size of a thumb 
- these are also Bhriinti indeed. People mistaking a rope 
lying on the ground to be' a snake in poor light, a sea
shell at a distance shining in sun-light to be silver - such 
Bhranti (misconception or delusion) is familiar, well
known. For that reason alone, we have already stated that 
to determine whether the perceptual knowledge acquired 
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by us through our senses is Bhriinti or not, we need 
Tarka (reasoning, logic). After seeing or perceiving di
rectly and detennining as to what the object is by means 
of Tarka, we acquire Yathiirthajiiana (knowledge of the 
object as it really is) ; such Pratyakshajiiiina is also 
called Anubhava ( experience) and on the strength of what 
we have experienced in the past, that memory which we 
get now is called Smriti by PramWJajiias (people well
versed i~ the science of PramiiIJas or valid means of 
evidence). Although Smtiti which accrues on the strength 
of Yathiirtha Anubhava ( experience as it is) which, in 
turn, is engendered by Pratyaksha PramUIJa (valid means 
of perception), there is no rule of law as such to assert 
that Smtiti (memory) should always be in consonance 
with (Yathiirtha) Anubhava (experience) ; it may also be 
Ayatiirtha (not in agreement with our perceptual knowl
edge). Keeping or using the Anubhava (experience) that 
accrues from Pratyaksha as the hallmark or principal 
criterion, that understanding or knowledge, that we finally 
determine to be true is called Anumiti (inferential knowl
edge). Both Pratyaksha (perception) and Anumiina (infer
ence) are accepted as PramOlJos (valid means of knowl
edge) by some among the Buddhists. By cognizing the 
truth that - 'Like the buffalo there exists a wild buffalo' 
we decide, by using the Upamiina PramOlJQ, a buffalo 
seen in a forest to be a wild-buffalo. That Nishchaya 
Jniina (definite knowledge) born out of that PramOlJa is 
called Upamiti. Whereas, Shabda means the statement 
made by 'all Apta (a trust-worthy, reliable person who can 
communicate honestly to others what he had seen). Though 
we are not able to see for ourselves and directly know 
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a particular object, on the strength of the statements of 
certain trust-worthy persons we believe that they would 
tell us correctly what they have perceived, and use that 
as a PramiOJa. Another school of indigenous philosophers 
called PUrva Mim~sakas (founded by laimini ~shi) add 
two more PramOlJas called Arthapatti and Anupa/abdhi. 
Because of the reason that though a particular person 
does not take any food during the daytime he is quite 
strong and sturdy, we may imagine or infer that he must 
be eating during the night in secrecy. This kind of in
ferential knowledge is called A rthOpatti. To determine 
in the manner - "Since the existence of a particular thing 
could not be known or ascertained through any proper, 
reasonable valid means or evidence whatsoever, that thing 
does not exist at all" - is called 4nupalabdhi. 

Thus there are differences of opinion among the 
Darshanakiiras with regard to the number of PramOlJas. 
About Tarka too with which those Pramo"as are tested 
to be proper or not, there is difference of opinion. There 
is also a controversy -with regard to the question of -
"Are the PramOlJas independently valid or are they said 
to be valid if they are endowed with any particular GuIJD 
(quality) ?" In all such ways since there are differences 
of opinion with -regard to PramOlJas, it is not possible at 
all for anyone to provide a universally acceptable proof 
or evidence to affirm that the knowledge gained through 
Pramo"as is Yathiirtha (absolutely true). Because of the 
reason that for this PramiilJajiiOna (knowledge engendered 
by valid means or media) there is a necessity of the help 
or support of Sm{i,ti (memory), it is very difficult to 
decide, beyond all doubt, whether this Pram~iiCIJa is 
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Yathiirtha or not. Besides, there are disputants who ques
tion in the manner - 'Why should we accept any Pramm,a 
at all l' - amidst us. Nagarjuna, a Shiinyaviilin (nihilist), 
has demonstrated in one of his books that since each and 
every object in the world appears desiderating, or in 
relation to, another - which he has technically called -
Pratityasamutpanna (dependent origin:ation) - no object or 
entity has any Swabhiiva (essential nature of Being of its 
own) whatsoever. We may adduce an example of his here 
as to how he has established his doctrine that Gamana 

(going) does not exist at all : "1Rf -;:r IlillZld dlctG1ld ~ 

'Iutd I .ldllldfClf~1~ 11'4"114 ";f IliZtd II" [meaning : The 

path one has traversed already cannot be possibly tra
versed ; that path which has not been traversed cannot be 
possibly traversed; that which is not Gata (traversed) nor 
Agata (not traversed), a path which in future has to be 
traversed, one traverses now - if it is said so, we cannot 
at all accept it. So how at all the act of Gamana arise ?] 
Further, Nagarjuna's Yu/cti (logical device) to prove that 
Utpatti (coming into being, birth) is itself non-existent is 

as follows : "ijd:ti1 dlct5Nf~(ijd:ti1 ";f ~~d l";f ijd:t:qlffd:t~ft1 

't4?1cf1qqlfGd'l II" [meaning : That which exists (Sat) 

cannot possibly be born ; that which ever exists - how 
at all can it be said to be born ? That which does not 
exist (Asat) - what is meant by the statement that it is 
born ? Further, that which exists as also does not exist 
- such a statement is extremely ridiculous, is it not ? Is 
there any sense in saying - 'Existing as also non-existing 
at the same time ? Thus, there is nothing like Utpatti 
(birth), Nmha (destruction, death) whatsoever ! Just as 
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there is no Utpatti (birth), Sthiti (sustenance) and N~ha 
(death) - nothing whatsoever - for phenomena like Maya 
(illusion), Swapna (dream), Gandharvanagara (celestial 
city) etc., in the same manner, there are no Utpatti, Sthiti 
and Niisha whatsoever for anything - thus he opines ! ] 
Howat all can such a Shiinyaviiiin accept any Pramm,a 
whatsoever ? 

Therefore some people opine that : "Hence, that 
thing which is established by means of PramOlJas cannot 
possibly be said to be Satya (real). In the same way, the 
thing which is Artha-Kriyii-Kiiri (having substantive exist
ence, has action, is the cause of action) is real ; for 
instance, that thing which, if drunk, quenches thirst is the 
real water" - thus some people opine. If a thing is 
Samviiliprav(ittijanaka (after we endeavour, if a thing is 
acquired as we wished) that is the correct Jiiana (knowl
edge) - all such special features are, in the ultimate 
analysis, not sustainable or tenable. For, let us suppose : 
In a dream it appears as though at a distance there exists 
water ; when we approach that place a pond is seen. In 
it if we bathe, our clothes get wet. Therefore, it becomes 
Samvaiipravrittijanaka. But merely on that count do we 
ever reckon that the perceptual knowledge of the water 
that we .gained there in the dream to be the real, proper 
knowledge or that there was really water therein ? Never. 

Let it be. It amounts ta saying that the question that 
- "Whether the knowledge that we thus acquire through 
Pramm,QS or those objects, phenomena that we come to 
know through them - are they real or mere false appear
ances ?" - cannot be determined merely on that basis, is 
it not ? Apart from the Anubhava ( experience) engen-
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dered by means of PranlOt;as, Vedanas (feelings or emo
tions) like Sukha (happiness) Duhkha (grief, misery), 
Ashcharya (wonder), Bhaya (fear) etc. are also called 
Anubhava. 

Thus all experiences like - Pratyaksha Anubhava 
which we get through the senses, Sukha Duhkha Anubhava 
which are engendered in our mind and Anubhava that. we 
get in the form of Vedanas - are being transacted as 
Anubhava alone by all of us. The name Vyavahiira (em
pirical transactions) is given to all three things like 
Vyapadesha (communicating through speech), Pratyaya 
(cognizing through V!ittis or thoughts of our mind), Pravtitti 
(engage oneself in action). This Vyavahiira is being car
ried out in the Jiigrat Avastha - the waking state alone 
in which our senses are cognizing the external objects. 
Hence whether we call it Jiigrat Avasthii or VyavalJiira 
Avastho, it is one and the same. In this Avastho the 
person who cognizes through the senses is called Pranlatru, 
one who performs any action is called Kartru and one 
who enjoys the fruit of any action is called Bhiiktru. All 
these Vyavaharas like Pram at{U , PramolJa, Prameya, 
Pramit; ; Kartru, Karaka, Karma, Phala ; Bho7ctru, Bhoga, 
BhOgya, T{ipti - are taking place in the Jiigrat Avasthii 
alone. Therefore, we can call this Avasthii by other names 
like Pramatrudrishti Avastha, Kartrutwa-Bhoktrutwa 
Avasthi. 

So far, it amounts to our having understood the fact 
that in our Vyavahiira Avasthii (i.e. waking state) in so 
many ways we have been using the meaning of the word 
Anubhava (experience). But with what do we' cognize the 
entire waking state as a mass of one single object, so to 
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speak 7 For this act (really 'it is Intuition) we do not at 

all use any other instrument or valid means ; we by 
ourselves directly become aware that - 'This is waking'. 
Because of the reason that our Swariipa (essential nature 
or core of our Being) is Anubhaviimam (of the very 
essence of Anubhava or Intuitive Experience, also called 
ChaitanYII or Pure Consciousness) - just as all the objects 
which are in the vicinity or within the purview of the 
light of a lamp appear to us without desiderating any 
extra or special effort on our part - this whole gamut of 
Vyavahiira itself 'appears' to this Anubhava alone. In 
fact, in our workaday world there is not a single object 
or phenomenon whatsoever which does not come within 
the ambit of this Anubhava. Since It is our very Swariipa, 
there does not arise any doubt (Samshaya) about It. 
Vediintins call this alone by the name Anubhllva. Those 
Anubhavas or experiences called by that name from our 
Vyavahiira D{1:sh(i (empirical viewpoint) are GoulJfJ (of 
secondary importance or sense) ; this VedOntic Anubhava 
(Intuitive Experience or Pure Consciousness) alone is the 
real Anubhava in the predominant sense. 

In our transactions of Pramm,tJ-Prameya the one 
who is called Prami6(U (the cognizer, who uses those 
PramiiIJas when he wishes to know or cognize Prameya 
or objects) is - if we deeply observe - verily of Anubhava
swariipa. No one gets a doubt or can ever doubt, in the 
manner - 'Am I myself (existing) or not 7' In order to 
detennine the Prameyas (objects) PramOrJos (valid means) 
are necessary ; but in order to detennine the Pramcxru 
(the cognizer) there is no need whatsoever of any PramO/JtL 
Is it not true that assuming in the manner - 'I am or I 
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exist' - alone any person tries to cognize or know the 
Pram~yas before him using his PramO!;os ? One more 
point : For the cognition of detennining in the manner 
- 'This is such and such a thing' - there is a name of 
Pramiti. If we ruminate in our mind to find out as to 
what could be the cause for this Pramiti to be the final 
culmination of knowledge or cognition, then we will have 
to say that the real cause is - that Pramiti also is of the 
very nature of Anubhava. For that reason alone, whenever 
there arises a Sal!lshaya (doubt)' in our mind, no one ever 
thinks or understands it in the manner - 'This alone is 
Pramiti - the final culmination of true Knowledge.' In 
any case, it amounts to saying that in this way Anubhava 
which is Param1rtha (the Absolute Reality) is Itself putting 
on various parts (acts) of Pramat{U, Pramiti in the drama 
of I Vyavahara. 

Although in this manner this Anubhava is verily the 
substratum or the projection screen 'for all Vyavahiira 
(empirical, waking transactions), people have totally for
gotten It. Just as the fishes are always moving about, nay , 
living in, water alone, they are not aware in the manner 
- 'Where we exist is the world of water' - though all 
of us are invariably following in the shadow of this 
Anubhava and carrying on all such various transac
tions like knowing, wishing, doing Karmas, enjoying 
their fruits - we are not cognizing this Anubhava Itself 
which is the substratum for everything. 

The Achiirya (spiritual preceptor) who made it ex~ 
plicit that this prime secret' is being used in the Vediintic , 
spiritual science for the first time is Shri Satikarachfuya. 
While undertaking the task of depicting the extreme dif-
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ferences and distinctions between Dharmajijliiisa (pursuit 
of Dharma or religious tenets) and Brahmajijiiiisa (pursuit 
of the Ultimate Reality or Spirit called Brahman in 

Vediinta) he has stated : ,c-;r !f4f\if~lellfrfiiq !flflGlf ~ 

AQroj it~f\if~lellfr'(, fq; (f "'~IGlf: ar.rqctl~lf~:q 1:ftff ffUfctfq8 
~ ~ ~ 

AliIUI'(1 ~'iqlqij''1(qIC( 'fdq«ffqqq(qliSi:l .6l~''1@:f'' - (Sfitra 
~... .. ~ 

Bhashya 1-1-2) - [meaning - "Just as in Dharmajijliiisa 
only Srutis etc. are Prammps, in Brahmajijn~a too merely 
they (i.e. Srutis etc.) are not PramOlJa. On the other hand, , 
here (i.e. in the context or case of Brahmajijnasa) SrutyaJi, 

, 
(Sruti etc.) Anubhavaii (Intuitive Experience etc.) are 
PramOlJas (i.e. valid me'ans of cognition). For, Brahmajiiiila 
has to culminate in Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) ; 
further, for Brahmajiiana an ever-established, ever-exist
ing Entity or Reality is the Vishaya (object of Knowl
edge, cognition) indeed"]. While by means of empirical 
PramOlJas certain objects or phenomena which are Prameya 
alone (i.e. perceptible either to our senses or conceivable 
by our mind) may be cognize·d ; but by means of this 
Anubhava which is the kingpin among all PramO/JaS, the 
whole, Consummate Reality behind the universe before us 
can Itself be determined. In truth, Vedintins following , 
Shri SaJikara's teachings have deliberated upon the 
Paramartha (Absolute Reality), which is PramaIJatita 
(beyond the ambit or purview of aU empirical valid 
means or media), on the strength and support of 
Anubhava and have thereupon determined that Real
ity. 
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VI. ANUBHAVA (INTUITIVE EXPERIENCE) 

The PramOlJaviilins acknowledge_ the fact that by 
means of Prama"as that knowledge which becomes fully 
detennined or established is itself Yathiirtha (the correct 
knowledge of ;the entity as it is). But with regard to the 
authenticity or veracity of the PramOlJas themselves, among 
them too there is a great deal of difference of opinion. 
For the sake of purifying, or rectifying, any deficiencies 
in the PramOl;VS they utilize Tarka (logic) ; it has already 
been pointed out that with regard to that kind of Tarka 
too there is difference of opinion. 

The ·PramOl;avaJins have not taken into consider
ation the support of a 'Knowledge' higher or subtler than 
the empirical PramiiIJas. In truth, Anubhava alone is the 
fountainhead or substrate for all PramOl;a Vyavahlira (trans
actions involving valid means of knowledge) ; it is not 
possible for this PramOlJa Vyavahiira even to breathe, so 
to speak, without the support and sustenance of Anubhava. 
It being so, for this the name of Anubhava is not truly 
suitable; if so desired, truthfully it may be called Piirva
bfrava (an Entity preceding any transaction) alone. Shri , 
SaIikara has proclaimed that : "Because of the reason 
that Jniina (Intuitive Knowledge) of the Paramlirtha Tattwa 
(Absolute Reality of Brahman of Vedanta) is the subject
matter of, or pertaining to, a Bhiitavastu (ever-existing 
Entity or Reality), Brahmajijiiiisa (pursuit of the Absolute 
Reality of Brahman or A tman, our innermost Self) is 
culminating in Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) alone ; 
therefore, in this Jijniisa (pursuit of Self-Knowledge) mere 
Sastras (scriptures) alone are not the PramOlJas ; Anubhava 
etc. are also Pram07}a (valid means)." To those who have 
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listened to and ruminated over his teachings - whosoever 
they may be - this teaching appears to be quite rational 
indeed. 

Now let us deliberate upon this topic of Anubhllvil 
a little more in depth. The Indriyas (sense organs or 
senses) can cognize (perceive) only those objects which 
are external and in front of us. The Mind is capable of 
cognizing (as an object of knowledge) these Indriyas 
(senses), whereas Anubhllvil can subsume both the Grmya 
(object cognized) and Grilzaka (the senses or the Mind 
with which we grasp or comprehend the objects) - just 
as two fruits are grasped or held in our fist - within 
Itself. The two knowledges of the type - 'This topic I did 
not know; now I have known' - when we detennine both 
these as our objective knowledges - the Entity by the 
strength of which we determine them is Itself this Anu
bhava [i.e. It is not intellectual, but Intuitive, belonging 
to the Absolute or Pure Consciousness, ever-present, nay 
It is our very Being]. That Entity by virtue of which we 
objectify and cognize the two Avasthiis (states of Con
sciousness) in the manner - 'I woke up just now', 'So 
far I was dreaming or sleeping' - that Entity Itself is this 
'Anubhava', more pervasive than both these objectified 
or cognized states of awareness ; It is A tman (our inner
most essence of Pu(e Being-Consciousness called the Self). 
This Atmiinubhava (Intuitive Experience of the Self) alone , 
has been signified by the Sroti sentence of Ka{IIOpanishad : 

"~C1I;d \JIIIIRdl;d ~ N ~;tI:tq:(lfFd I q61;d Fq\fii1Cii14 If(qJ 
~ ~ 

'-itU ~ :(0 :qF('I II" - on the strength of AnubhavapramiDJa 

(Intuition Itself as the valid means of cognition). 
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In our workaday transactions in order to determine 
the PrOmiUJya (validity or veracity) of Pramm,os (empiri
cal means of cognition, knowledge) we utilize Tarka 
(logic), is it not ? In the same way, for this kingpin 
among Pramm,os, viz. Anubhava, a kind of Tarka is 
needed. But here while combining or cogitating various 
Anubhavas or universal experiences and determining the 
Tattwa (Ultimate, Absolute Reality), the intellectual fac
ulties that we all utilize have been called here in this 
context - Tarka. This is a unique kind of Tarka or logic 
which is quite different or distinctive from the empirical 
kinds of logic like - Anumiina (inference), A rthapatti 
(inferential conclusion) etc. which are Prama.,alakshaJ.la 
Tarka (syllogistic logic), Anishtaprasaiijaka Tarka (logic 
or dialectics used to point out undesirable conclusions) 
which is utilized for finding out the veracity . o~ the 
PramiilJas, Kevala or Shushka Tarka (vain, academic 
dialectics) which is formulated or conceived of by merely 
imagining a coherent relationship among various forms of 
mental concepts (which need not necessarily be relevant 
or· based on ground reality). For this unique Tarka all 
universal Anubhavas or experiences (Intuitive experiences) 
are themselves the support. This is such a profound and 
perfect Tarka in which, after all kinds of logical argu
ments like - "Because of the reason that our (universal) 
experiences of such and such type are there, we have· 
necessarily to draw -this conclusion ; besides, the groUnd 
reality is also fully in ~onsonance with it ?" - are made, 
the fmal conviction culminates in everyone's Anubhava 
(Intuitive Experience) alone. 
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Here a question may arise : "Is it not your philo
sophical teaching that Anubhava Itself, being the support 
or substratum for everything, exists as a Pramm;za (valid 
means of cognition) ? But the Pramilru - one who 
combines and cogitates all his special or various experi
ences and then by means of Tarka takes a decision - is 
existing in the Vyavahiira Prapaiicha (empirical, 'mundane 
world of duality) ; Tarka also belongs to this Vyavahiira 
Prapancha alone. For both these phenomena Anubhava 
Itself is the support, is it not ? Therefore, how at all can 
this Tarka which breathes, thrives on those Anubhavas 
alone deliberate upon those sustaining Anubhavas ? How 
at all can this be possible ?" The answer to this question 
is : "Anubhava (Intuitive Experience or Absolute, Pure 
Consciousness) Itself wears the attire or part of a PramiiJ(U 
and utilizes a Tarka which is of the form of Buddhi V (itti 
(intellectual, rational concepts). Thereupon, although that 
Anubhava, which is of the form or nature of the final 
resultant fruit appears at the end of .the definite concept 
of conviction, that Anubhava too js verily that Intuitive 
Experience which is the support and substrate for every
thing. Thus what is cognized (Intuited) by means of 
AnubhavlI is itself being determined by Anubhava in 
the attire of a Pramitru. It being so, one who is a 
Jijiiiisu (one who desires to attain Jniina) is like a kind 
of a Dwibhikhi (bilinguist) I All this is indeed a natural 
habit with all of us. It is a well-known fact of life of 
everyone of us that the waking PramC4ru expresses his 
own Intuitive Experience of the deep sleep state in the 
manner : 'Last night I slept for only one hour ; thereafter, 
I did not get any sleep at all.' Here, in truth, what is 
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cognized or Intuited by means of Anubl1ava is once 
again being explained in detail by Anubl1ava Itself in 
the garb of a Pramatru. Really speaking, Pramatru did 
not go to sleep, nor mere or Absolute Anubl1avtl- or 
Consciousness did not remember or get the memory 
of sleep. Even so, we are all 'believing that both these 
are special knowledges, 0( cognitions that accrued to us 
only. What a great wt>ndet this ! 

The Srut; is instrUctiDg in the manner : Tattwamasi 
(meaning, 'Tijat T~ou Art') ; its purport is that all of us 
are verily Paraml4ltlan (Supreme Self) of AnubhavaswarUpa 
(the essence of Intuitive Exp~'·I~nce). Trying to objectify 
that Brahman (the Absolute, Ultimate Reality) of this 
AnubhavaswarUpa by means of or through their senses 
and Mind, the Gommon run of people are complaining in 
the manner :. "'We are not having an experience of the 
type - 'I am verily~Brahmall'." Here the secret is : "In 
states like Sushupti (deep sleep) etc., when the PramatlU 
has become one with or merged in his AnubhavaswarUpa, 
he gives up his false make-up or part to merge in his 
essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness. But once 
again when he emerges out to the Vyavaharic region of 
the waking state and talks about those states - just as 
when a dog's bent tail which was straightened is let off, 
it, once again, regains its natural bent shape - as before, 
he becomes a Pramiitru only_ Therefore, his Mind cannot 
discern or divine the truth that - 'Being Anubhava Itself, 
I have cognized Anubhava only.' But when a highly 
qualified disciple sits at the feet of his preceptor and 
deliberates Intuitively upon A tm aswarUpa , although be
fore the deliberation he remains identified with Pramii{Utwa, 
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since he keeps on deliberating in accordance with his 
Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) alone, at the end of such 
Intuitive deliberation he becomes one with Brahman of 
the essential nature of Anubhava (Pure Being-Conscious
ness or the Self, Atman). Thereafter, he can never be
come a Pramilru. This very teaching has been propound-

ed by the Sruti sentence : "~~"( ~ d(q(q 1m ~ .. 

'Iqfij" - (meaning: 'He who cognizes, Intuits that Para

brahman he verily becomes Brahman'). 
We are carrying on the external 'VyavahiFa' due to 

our Bhriinti (delusion) of the type - 'We are Pramatua. t 
When the seeker of Jiiiina (Self-Knowledge) gets Vishaya 
VairOgya (a high sense of renunciation from attachment 
to external objects or possessions, belongings), approaches 
a Sadguru (spiritual preceptor) and seeks his instructions 
about the Tattwa (Reality), the latter will explain the 

purport Implicit in the Srut; sentence : "q(l~ &If~ OlIqUltl 

{4ti,\({it'iIt{ q(l~ q~ltftt -.id(ltiit I Cfi~tl(: A(404'lItclI::t

~td~I<t\1~~(lid\'CIf1:t"Cl0"t ,," - (Katba, 2-1-1), its purport 
being - "My boy, you are not of the essential nature of 
a Pramaru ; really speaking, you are verily Paramaman 
who is devoid of the distinctions of Prami4ru, PramOlJa 
etc. ; you do not have death, you are verily of the 

. essential nature of Immortality ~" When the I disciple, on 
hearing this ~nd of spiritual instruction tries to ruminate 
over its subtle meaning, slowly by stages his PramCtru
twi1:Jhimmtl (deep-seated identification with the cognizership 
as 'I' notion) gets loosened, dislodged and he gets the 
habit of seeing from Pratyagd{ish{i (introspection or intro-
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verted viewpoint of the Self). Finally, he gets established 
in the Intuitive Experience of the type - 'I am never of 
the nature or form of a PramiifU ; in truth, 1 am verily 
of the essence of Brahman which is Nityashuddha
buddhamukta (eternally Pure or Absolute, i.e. beyond all 
empirical accretions or adjuncts, Conscious and Liberat
ed)'. 

If all of us Intuitively deliberate upon pregnant 
sentences of the Upanishadic lore like - 'One should not 
deliberate upon the speech but he should deliberate upon 
the speaker' ; 'One who cognizes both the dream and the 
waking in their entirety he alone is the A tman who is the 
greatest and all-pervading Reality' - we get closer to our 
Paramiinubhava (the Intuitive Experience of the Absolute, 
Ultimate Reality of our Self as the Pure Being-Conscious
ness-Bliss). The logic of the type - "The waking ego or 
PramOJ{U is not in the dream ; the ~am ego or PramiiJru 
is not in the waking ; the Witnessing Consciousness. in 
us (i.e. our really real Self which is verily our essence 
of Pure Being-Consciousness) which objectifies both these 
'PramC4rus' and their respective concomitant parapherna
lia - how at all that supreme 'I' or Self be the Pra
mC4{U ?" - is fully in consonance with universal experi
ence. In the ordinary empirical Tarka of the type - 'Since 
that thing is bigger, this thing is rendered to be smaller' 
- our mind is confined to, or bound, up by, a system of 
formal reasoning in which our thought-constructs (V.rittis) 
are apparently related to one another sequentially. But 
this above Tarka pertaining to waking and dream expe
riences in their entirety is formulated on the strength of 
plenary, Intuitive Experiences, calleQ, or popularly known 
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as JQgrat, Swapna, respectively. Just as a thorn embed
ded in our sole or palm is dislodged and removed by 
another thorn, by means of Anubhaviinusa-i Tarka (logic 
in consonance with universal, Intuitive reasoning) the 
falsity or unworthiness of (empirical) Tarka which is 
merely of the fomi of a sequence of mental concepts 
appearing to be rational can be detected, cognized. It is 
true that - 'Being or remaining as the waking Pramilru 
alone, all of us have perforce to deliberate upon our 
A tmiinubhava ; there is no other go.' In truth, Qefore we 
start the deliberation we have to perforce assume the 
distinctions of Prami4(U, Pramm,tl, Prameya, Pramiti and 
carry out the deliberation. But when this reasoning or 
discrimination based on universal experience ends up - as 

Shri SaIikara has stated in his Gila Bhashya : 'wqlqcqqq 
• 

~ r~qdllra ~ Q~UOIi( - we get the Intuitive cognition 

and conviction of the type - "We are truly treating the 
Paramiirtha Anubhava (the Absolute, Ultimate Intuitive 
Experience) alone as the various distinct fonns of Prama(U, 

, 
PramOlJa etc." The SQstra. does not create a non-existent 

object, nor. does it remove an existent entity. '~lIqci; ~lIesi 

':f ~ CfiI{Cfii( (meaning, the SQstra brings into our expe

rience what really exists and reminds us ; it does not , 
create or bring about anything afresh) - thus Shri SaIikara 
has reiterated this truth. 

There is difference of opinion among the various 
Pram OfJavaiins, is it not ? Various disputants have ex
pressed differing opinions in the manner : 'In this mat
ter,' - some people have said - 'all the opinions or tenets 
of various schools should be accepted' ; some others have 
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opined that - 'All such opInIons should be rejected, 
refuted.' But Vediintins say : "All these are consider
ations pertaining to external things ; this deliberation 
pertaining to the subject-matter of PramOlJos (valid means 
of knowledge, cognition) is not needed for the detenni
nation of Tattwa (the Absolute Reality). As the Gita 

statement says : 'a:tfq;lI~1 ~ ~ m ~ f1cffq~ 'ffift( 
(meaning, 'Know that Atmavastu which is verily our 
Anubhavaswariipa which is an all-pervading Reality to be 

indestructible. ') The Katlta Upanis/Jad says : c~ <J~ 

ecfcfflCfi~ ~: -:r f<:'1'4d ~~G4f~~~: I QOCfi~m 'tfCf'it1HHI~1 

";f f(.1'4d ~:~~: II' - [meaning, 'Although the sun 

is illumining everything, he is not tainted by any defects 
or blemishes of the impure or defective things which· he 
illumines ; similarly, this Paramiinubhava which is the 
Antaraman (the innermost Self) of every PramiiIJa -
though It is illumining everything being its very Witness
ing Consciousness (Sakshi) - It has no taint of anything 
whatsoever. '] 

Whatever has been stated so far is verily our Swa
bhava ( essential nature). In truth, this need not be decided 
or determined by the S~tra PramOlJa (scriptures them
selves as valid means of cognition). All this is invariably 
our Anubhava alone. If in case anyone feels or says : 
'This truth we are not able to discern, grasp' - then it 
has to be determined that - "That Entity in us with which 
we can understand or reckon that we could not 'discern' 
or 'comprehend' - that very Entity (in other words, Pure 
Consciousness) alone is what is being called Anubhava 
here. " 
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We all know for sure that the states like JOgrat 
(waking), Swapna (dream), Sushupti (deep sleep) are all 
the Anubhavas of each and everyone of us. Even when 
we express that - 'We ourselves are experiencing these 
states' - we are articulating this statement on the strength 
and support of our A tmaswarUpa which is verily the 
Witnessing Pure Consciousness (Siicshi Chaitanya or Siicshi 
Anubhava) of these three states indeed. For this Anubhava 
there is no distinct boundary or limit-line of the type -
'Up to here or there' - whatsoever. Anubhava is pervad
ing everything in toto. Everything is, indeed, Anubhava 
alone. Apart from It there exists nothing else whatsoever. 
Thus Shri Sailkara, out of sheer compassion, taught all of 
us so as to be able to cognize or Intuit this truth. Let 
us acquire, earn this profound wealth of 'introspective 
discrimination' and by His benign grace let us attain the 
Intuitive Knowledge or Experience of Reality or Self, 
called Tattwanubhava, and attain solace ! 

VII. ANUBHAVA WHICH IS THE SUBSTRATE FOR 

ALL V YAVAIIARA 

We have understood the truth that on the strength 
and support of Anubhava we can transcend the PramOlJa
Prameya Vyavahiira (empirical transactions involving valid 
means of knowledge and objects of knowledge). Now we 
have to pursue further this deliberation on Anubhava. In 
what manner does our Jiiana (knowledge) accrue in our 
workaday transactions ? Merely on contact with their 
objec~ our senses acquire the cognition of those objects. 
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Remaining where we are, merely on opening our eyes, 
the perceptive knowledge of a distant hillock, river or 
tree etc. accrues to us, is it not? This Jiiiina itself is- the 
root cause for the functioning of Pravartaka DOshas 
(defects which prompt or motivate us) like curiosity, 
desire, hatred etc. Merely by virtue of J iiiina man does 
not enter into or engage himself in Vyavahiira. Only after 
a thought of the type - 'This thing is good or bad' ; 'This 
thing I want or I do not want' - accordingly the Itchha 
(desire), Dwesha (hatred) are engendered in us to prompt 
us either to try to obtain the objects concerned or to keep 
them away. These Itchha and Dwesha are called Pravartaka 
Diishas. Those people who are victims of these defects 
or weaknesses unconsciously, as it were, enter into Prav(itti 
(attempt to procure an object) or Niv{i,tti (attempt to 
recede from or keep away an object) ; thereafter when 
they find out the resultant fruit that has accrued to people 
in general, they decide or detennine in themselves in the 
manner - 'What I did in this manner was proper' or 'I 
should not have done like this'. This is indeed a fruit of 
analysing merely our Vyavahiira. 

In this empirical Vyavahiira how does that J ijiina 
which accrues to us first before anything else is known ? 
Although an object is a mass or totality comprising many 
parts or aspects, first of all the entire object itself appears 
to us. For instance, the plenary knowledge of the type -
'This is a curry' - first accrues ; the fact that in it the 
various components like salt, tamarind, chillis are ad
mixed is known later on by analysis or examination. 
Similarly, the knowledge of the type - 'This is a pot' -
accrues first in its entirety ; but later on we have to 
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detennine by deliberation or examination the various 
features like - 'It is made' of brass' ; 'It is round' ; 'Its 
capacity is as much as to contain one litre of milk' etc. 

All this is about Jnana. Now let us tum our atten
tion towards the Jii~!U (knower). Though for all Vyavahira 
this JnCA{U alone is the main cause, the common run of 
people are not taking into consideration the essential 
nature of this Jniittu. As one saint by name Shri 
Chidanandavadhiita has written : 'Although you have known 
all the mythologies, you do not know your own mythol
ogy' - even those scholars or scientists who have amassed 
an immense knowledge about the Jneya (objects) have 
not made even a wee bit examination of or deliberation 
upon their own Jiiarutwa - their 'I' concept which cognizes 
the object. Shri SaIikara in his Adhyiisa Bhashya has 

written : '~~~4IrGq art qqlfiiql~ <f~dfLI S4qlqtcU'1Qq\ft 
~ ~ 

stqIUlst~flfjqq~:t - [meaning, "Without assuming or reck

oning that the body is 'myself and the senses are 'mine' 
I cannot become a PramCAru (cognizer) or a Jiiiil{U 
(knower)". But, although there is no reason or evidence 
for our assuming the body to be 'myself or 'I' concept 
in us, the pride or innate identification or sense of 
ownership that we have in it, we do not have or exhibit 
in any other entity whatsoever ; in fact, to provide and 
pamper it with all creature comforts and conveniences has 
become the totality of our life itself. We have not learnt 
the lesson or earned the knowledge of the type - 'This 
is a body ; this alone is myself - from anybody else ; 
neither, like the school-going children, we are learning it 
by rote in the manner - 'I am the body, I am the body'. 
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This empirical transaction of using 'I' and 'mine' has 
become quite natural to all of us. Without any deliber
ation whatsoever p~llalning to these assumptions, rather 
presumptions, we are by our very nature carrying on such 
transactions. In fact, there is no one who has not fallen 
into this deep pit. If the Vediirltins say - 'This is Avidya, 
wrong or false knowledge; you are not the body, nor do 
the senses belong to you !' - no one pays any attention 

to it. The Sruti is proclaiming: 'a:t:(I(\( qtq ~ ';f F~4IF~~ 

t1~ld:' (meaning, 'To one who is not embodied, the 

objects which are dear or hateful do not affect or af
flict') ; but, in this matter - to wit, with regard to the 
question of : 'We really do not have a body' - the 
common run of people can never get any belief whatso-
ever! 

Now, let us untie this knot of Jiiiit!Utwiihhimana 
(deep-seated, innate pride or identification with our 
knowers hip ) a little in accordance with our Anubhava. 
Hov/evermuch strongly (deep-seated) we may now have 
an identification with our body and senses of the waking 
state in the manner - 'I' and 'mine', it is totally erased 
out in our dream ; there in the dream, we possess a 
different body, different senses and through them a cog
nition of a different kind of objects ensues ; this is the 
ground reality, ,our dream's Anubhava ! As if this is not 
enough, in each one of our dreams we have one set of 
body and senses. It need not be gainsaid that then - to 
wit, when we are associated with or experiencing those 
dreams - we are dealing with those very bodies and 
senses as 'I' and 'mine' ; who does not know this? Now, 
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especially in our deep sleep neither the body, senses etc. 
of the waking exist, nor do the dream bodies and senses 
etc. exist. Even so, no one ever thinks or believes that 
- 'We ourselves did not exist therein'. Is it not true ? 
Though this is our experience, commonly all of us are 
presuming this waking body, senses themselves to be 'I' 
and 'mine' ; what a wonder this! How strange it is that 
we are not in the least taking into account or considering 
anything about our Atman too who is witnessing all the 
Avasthas and who is verily our real essence of Pure 
Being-Consciousness ! What kind of MOyo (illusion, 
hypnotism) is this ! For this kind of Bhriinti (delusion) 
alone the name of Avidya is given in Vediintic parlance. 

_ What we have considered so far is the Ajliiina 
(ignorance) with regard to the JiiC4(U (knower). None 
among us has known as to . Who 1 an}· ; even so, just 
as an illiterate person undertakes to teach lessons to 
-children, we all have begun to deliberate upon the 
Jiieyaswariipa (the essential nature of the object of per
ception) in the manner - 'What is this object ?' - and to , 
determine its reality ! Just as the Sruti proclaims : 

'01fqal~I""?t' Cld"I~I: m- fftu: QfU6ti q~ql.tI: I G~'4'tlUII: 

qf<4Ri~: 3t~~CC ;;{\4qHIl:ft(I~I: 'I' - (Katha 5), (mean
ing 'Existing within the realm of Avidya itself, boasting 
that they are themselves courageous, wise people, having 
lost their way and wandering about belter skelter - these 
people are appearing just like a horde of blind people 
who are meeldy following a leader who is himself blind') 
- our present plight is just like that ! It is true that we 
are having the cognition of some objects of perception 
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through our senses ; but who can believe that whatever 
is appearing outside to a person suffering from the dis
ease of cataract all that is real 1 How can we decide once 
for all that - 'For anyone, whatever his eyes signify about 
the external things, that infonnation itself is the reality 
behind those objects' - 1 It is not possible whatsoever to 
deny or refuse to accept t 1 h': fact - ' 'Assuming the 
objects that are perceptible to our senses alone to be real, 
we are all carrying on our workaday transactions." But, 
our senses merely report in the manner - 'The object 
before us is appearing like this' and not declaring in the 
manner : 'This is real ; this is false.' On the basis of the 
report submitted by the senses, as it were, the Mind 
internally is deciding in the manner: 'This is real' ! That 
Mind did not go out of the body, nor did the senses go 
inside. Evett so, we - the JniilruS - are totally believing 
whatever this Mind is saying to be true and carrying on 
our empirical transactions. But neither do the senses nor 
the Mind know as to "Who 'I' am 1", "How exactly 
is the real essential nature of the Jiilit(U ?" Even so, we 
do not entertain even an iota of doubt with regard to the 
fact - 'We have the senses as also the Mind'. Therefore, 
there is invariably an ultimate essence of Consciousness, 
Awareness or Cognition which is Itself cognizing or In
tuiting the truth about the inquiry - 'Which is that entity 
that is cognizing these phenomena like I, the Jiiiil(U, the 
senses and the Mind - the JliiinakaralJos (instruments, 
means of knowledge) - l' That alone is called Anubhava. 
In fact, on the strength and support of this Anubhava 
alone both the external senses and the internal Mind are 
functioning or carrying on their respective functions. This 
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truth has been revealed in the form of a discussion 
between a preceptor and his disciple in Kenopanishad as 

follows : CCt;~~d qt1ft1 ~~d 'J:A": ~ I"MUT: ll~: ~ 

~: I ~~~t1j ql'qfqqj ClGRi ~: ~ ~ "0 tc:U l4:>if~' II 
~ .,~ ~ 

(Kena 1-1) (meaning - 'By virtue of whose mere desire 
or wish, being induced, does the Mind pounce upon its 
object ? By virtue of whose wish, being prompted, does 
the MukhyaprOlJa (the empirical consciousness or vital 
force) is functioning ? Being in the control of whose 
wish, are these words being uttered by the people 1 Who 
is that deity who is ·utilizing the sense organ of sight as 
also the sense organ of hearing 1') Thus the disciple has 
questioned. To that the preceptor has given the following 

answer : C ~154~ ~ q:>icm 11-R l4i;lifl 1" qfii lJ G AIOltttl 

1[Of: I -:q~ti~i1~<f(1S:sq fftu: ~~I~I~q;I~l1dl 'qccRi' I' -
(Kena 1-2) - (meaning - "The deity that you are asking 
about is the Ear of the ear, the Mind of the mind, the 
Speech of the speech, the Vital Force of the vital force, 
the Eye of the eye ; those DhiriiJa (wise, courageous 
people) who have given up the vain pride or identifica
tion of the type of 'I' and 'mine' in all these adjuncts 
and have transcended beyond this workaday world of 
empirical transactions become Immortal.' ') 

In the whole gamut of these empirical transactions, 
that phenomenon which is said to be Jii«ruriipa (form 
of knower or 'I' concept as the perceiver or cognizer) 
is verily Avidyakalpita (conjured up due to ignorance). 
For, without having an identification of the type of 'I' 
and 'mine' with the adjuncts of the body, the senses etc. 
A tman or our innermost Self cannot possibly become a 
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Jniil{U ; now, where is the need to stress or point out the 
incapability of the senses etc. which are the adjuncts for 
this Jniiru to cognize or perceive the external objects ? 
Here in this context all that is Paramiirtha (absolutely 
real) is Anubhava (Intuitive Experience or Pure Con
sciousness) alone ; in truth, that Anubhava alone is being , 
called Paramiitman (Supreme Self). Shri Satikara has 

written in his Gita Bhisbya_ that : u~t?IGl91i ~C(6qk11911 

W~'IIC"'t~~ Cfi~dl9iI"l atfCleJ41 "'CJ\tT: aq~~~lfG(1~: am=qr 

- ~ q('iIC"'t1 ~: I am: 'q('ilt'il' ~fJ4~~ :t1«9i ~ ~: 

Cfir~: ~ II" - [meaning - "People are imagining due 

to Avidya their adjuncts like the body, the senses, the 
vital force, the mind, the intellect themselves as 'our 

- ,-
inner Self or Atman.' In the Sruti this Atman, who is of 
Anubhavariipa (the essence of Intuitive Experience), is 
Himself called ParamO/man (meaning one who is really 
real or Absolutely the Self), because of the reasons that : 
He is innennost to all these adjuncts, is innately near to 
all of us, is the cause for the functioning of all these 
adjuncts merely by virtue of His presence or vicinity, one 
who lends, as it were, His Chaitanylibhasa (reflective 
light of His Pure Consciousness) to all of them and 
prompts them to get illumined, one who illumines all of 
them by means of His own independent Chaitanya's light 
and remains a Sikshi (Witnessing Consciousness) for all 
these. "] 

Because of the reason that this entity called Anubhava 
is appearing as the Sikshi for each and every Pratyaya 
(mental concept) that is engendered in the mind, we have 
to perforce cognize It by means of this Anubhavariipa 
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alone, with the support and strength of the Anubhava 
alone (i.e. Intuit It). The Mind that illumines every object 
has perforce to engender or create concepts which are of 
the shape or form of the respective object outside it ; at 
that juncture due to the AbhT8a (reflective light) of 
Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness) that arises in that V.ritti 
(mental concept), the objective phenomenon appears. 
Whereas, in the case of this Anubhava, which is verily 
the essential nature of our A tman - irrespective of the fact 
that V tittis may assume any number of new and various 
fonns and appear - all of them It illumines without any 
trace of strain or exhaustion, but at the same time It 
remains self-resplendent as It is without any change or , 
mutation. For this reason alone the Sruti (Upanishad) is 

stressing that - 'S4f(1csn!lfqf~d'l qdi( - (Kena 2-4) - the 

purport being - 'Thus for each and every BOdha or 
Pratyaya (mental concept or thought-construct) that 
Anubhavariipa alone, which illumines them as their SiJcshi, 
is verily That ; if one cognizes This by means of Anubhava 
alone it amounts to his correctly, properly Intuiting It ; 
as otherwise in order to cognize It there is no other 
instrument or valid means or Pramm,a (evidence, proof) 
whatsoever.' For the Anta"karalJfl (the internal instrument 
of knowledge or cognition i.e. the Mind) in order to get 
transformed or to assume the shape or fonn of the 
external object, there is distinctly some amount of strail\ 
or stress ; for that reason alone, the Mind gets or feels 
exhausted [called in psychological parlance 'mental fa
tigue'] because it has to either perceive an object by 
effort or has to deliberate upon it using Tarka and then 
determining the object's real essential nature. But because 
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of the reason that Anubhava, remaining as It is without 
any dealings or effort, is 'illumining everything, there is 
no strain or stress' whatsoever for this Anubhava. For the 
V.littis of the Mind, in fact, Anubhava Itself is the PramOlJa 
(valid evidence, nay the substrate). For their birth, sus
tenance and dissolution - for everything Anubhava alone 
is the substratum. But for Anubhava Itself there is no 
need of any other PramOl;a (valid means of cognition) ; 
even Its birth or origination, functioning and dissolution 
or destruction can never even be imagined by the Mind. 
This Atmavijniina (Intuitive Knowledge of. the Self) is 
taught only, exclusively by Vedlinta (i.e. the Upanishadic 
lore) ; from this alone the J !vas (all human beings) can 
attain Am{itatwa (Immortality) here and now in this very 
life - thus all the Upanishads are proclaiming over and 
over agaIn. 

VIII. THE CHANGELESS ANUBHAVA EXISTING IN 

ALL THE A v ASTHAs 

We have already mentioned that for the various 
senses to carry out their respective functions the help and 
support of Anubhava is necessary. We have also pointed 
out the truth that although both the external senses and 
the internal Mind are undergoing many mutations or 
changes while carrying out their respective functions, 
there is no change whatsoever in Anubhava which is the 
SiJcshi [Witnessing Pure Consciousness - beyond time
space-causation categories, nay beyond the empirical realm]. 
We have also reminded about the truth that for this Anu-
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bhava to be attained there is no other means or instru
ment barring this Anubhava Itself. In this chapter too this 
deliberation about this indisputable universal truth of 
Anubhava alone will be continued more in depth. 

Just as it has been stated in the following verse of 

Dakshinamiirthy Stiitra : ' i41~lf~tqfl:t "'IU~lf~CSf (flIT 
• --.:a 

tict{tqctt:c;UtqN I cql<tijl{lq~ctdql"'hifi:lflt;a: Wi<:fl ~ II t -
...:a ...:a 

the general purport of which is : For all Avasthas, Atman 
who is of the very essence of Anubhava is the SiJcshi. 

What is meant by the word Avastha? It is defined as : 

'fSl~q: Cfilft1(fi)sctft4I' - (meaning - To any Vastu or entity 

any special feature brought about by time is itself 
'Avastha'). 'That thing alone is this' - in this manner 
there should be a Pratyabhijlio (recognition) and second
ly, the thing should be always undergoing changes or 
mutations - thus anything that exists in time and is 
undergoing various sorts of transfonnations is said to be 
'Paril}imi Nitya' in Vediintic parlance. For example, a 
mango fruit - first it is unripe, then becomes big fruit and 
finally becomes a ripe sweet fruit. For the fruit, by 
transformation, various 'Avasthas' (stages or states) are 
occurring. But Vediintins call that thing or entity which 
does not undergo any change whatsoever and always 
exists as it is ,- 'Kiitastha Nitya'. Our body, senses etc. 
are always undergoing changes or transformations ; but 
our A tman, of the very essence of Anubhava who exists 
as our innermost Being, is Kii(astha Nitya ; because of 
the reason that He always exists as He is, the truth that 
He does not have any AvasthTlf whatsoever becomes the 
Vedantic Siddhiinta (final, absolute spiritual teaching). 
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In the Giti, Shri Krislu:la has taught Arjuna : 

'~ft?;fIsffl:t\ "tftn ~ cM'il( ~ \iRT I ~ ~t?I~(~lfCdtil(f<1S1 

';f ~Qlf(1 II' - (Gita 2-13) - meaning - 'Just as to an 

embodied being changes like childhood, youth and old 
age are occurring, in the same way another body may be 
acquired ; but one who is a Viveki (wise discriminative 
person) does not get deluded in this matter.' Here the fact 
that Shri Kris1n}a has no intention of teaching Arjuna the 
universally known common truth of life that - 'Jivas 
undergo Dehantarapriipti (other births, rebirth), just as the 
embodied person undergoes childhood, youth and old age' 
- is very clear and evident. For, none of us can possibly 
accept that Arjuna did not have the knowledge with 
regard to Janmiintara (other births), PUpa (demerits, sin), 
PUlJYa (merit), Svarga (heaven), Naraka (hell) etc. ; in 
fact, he himself has stated - 'We are beginning to commit 
a great sin !' ; 'By virtue of VarlJosankara (admixture of 
castes) one begets hell alone'. He wants to know from 
Shri Kris1n}a as to - 'Which is Dharma (moral, righteous 
duty) ?, which is Adharma (wirighteous act) ?' He has 
clearly expressed his wish : 'In the matter of Dharma, 
my mind has become deluded; hence I am asking you' 
- is it not? For all these reasons - as Shri Sankara has 
written in his Bh~hya - this utterance of Lord Shri 
Kris1n}a is not pertaining to topics like Janmiintara, Papa
PUlJYa etc. ; on the contrary, it is concerned with Atnzajiilina 
(Self-Knowledge). The introductory statement by Shri 

Kris1n}a - 'a:pifl:6£tI'1;Q:irtit{O(i1"l' - (Gita 2-11) - (meaning -

'You are grieving about people for whom you should not 
feel sorry') - is meant to remove Arjuna's deep-seated 
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ShOka (grief), Mona (attachment, delusion), which are the 
root causes for Samsiira (transmigratory life). What Shri 
Sailkara has written in his Bhiishya in this context, viz. 

"'1ijftt :iflCfitlllR f~'111t4 at~ ... t4 3t~" a:t1(q~I'1IS;S;(Olqq~lfi 

\t11q1i. ql§~q:, (Rf: 1iqlfl a:t~ ... '{ af(tft~:, a:t1(q~I;lfllt a:tqdl(lfi 

~ II" - [meaning - 'Lord Vasudeva, who saw (realized) 

that - 'In order to save and provide solace to Arjuna who 
is immersed in the vast ocean of grief, barring AtmajiiOna 
there is no other solution or means' - out of compassion 
and with a view to saving Arjuna from his predicament 
- as an introductory discourse to AtmajiiOna - has begun 
in this manner'] .- is fully suitable to this situation. 
Therefore, as he has written, although here in this birth 
A tman is apparently undergoing states like childhood, 
youth etc., He exists immutably in His essential nature of 
Pure Being-Consciousness ; hence, even though apparent
ly death comes and DehOnta~a (obtaining another body) 
ensues, Atman can never have any Avastha whatsoever. 
The condition of having. Sthula (gross) and Sukshma 
(subtle, astral) bodies obtaining in childhood is not to be 
found in the youth ; that earlier condition having certain 
physical and mental features would have completely van
ished in the youthful state. In the same way in old age 
any special features of the body or the Mind do not taint 
or touch A tman at all. Atman especially exists as Nirvika-a 
(immutable) and Ku{ostha Nitya (absolutely, eternally real) 
alone. For the question: "Does not one get the cognition 
of the type - 'In the past I was a child or a youth, but 
now I am old l' - the answer is provided in the next 

verse : '3f13ILfIQlfll .. :' - (meaning, 'They are all states or 
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conditions coming and going' - to wit, they are not 
Atman's real essential nature). Therefore, although the 
Avasthi6 like childhood etc. are VyiiV{itta (manifest), Atman, 
of the very essence of Anubhava, exists as Anuv{itta 
(unmanifest) alone ; on the strength and support of the 
comprehensiveness of this Anubhava alone all these fac
ulties like Sm(iti (memory) etc. are occurring "- thus we 
have to reconcile. This fact is to be discerned here in this 

context. For this reason alone in the previous ,verse : "-;:r 

~ btl ~ \iffif W -;:r ~ ~ \it ~ Ifl1 q I : I -;:r tcr -;:r \i fq tSq I iii: 'ri 
~ 

ctttiid: "tRt(' - the meaning that - 'Atman always exists ; 

A tman's essential nature remains unchanged even a wee 
bit ; that Kii(astha Nitya Atman is not different for 
different bodies like one Atman for each body' - is 
relevant and significant. Here Lord Shri KrishQa has the 
ultimate intended purport of instructing Arjuna, who is 
totally deluded, the truth : 'Atman, who is Kii(ostha Nitya 
and Paramiirtha Satyaswariipa (of the essential nature of 
Absolute Reality), is alone the Satpadartha (real Entity) ; 
all else is Asat (false, unreal, of a nature of appearing and 
vanishing).' Atman is the Sikhi (Witnessing Pure Con
sciousness) for everything ; His 'Anubhava Swariipa' 
does not change in the least ; that Swariipa of His is not 
affected by mutations of the type of Janana (birth), 
MaralJfl (death) etc. whatsoever. 

In the same way, although 'AvasthQy like JOgrat, 
Swapna and Sushupti' are apparently coming and going, 
Atman who is their Sikhi is, in essence, Kii{ostha Nitya ; 
and for this reason alone, on the strength of His Anubhava
swariipa the cognition of the type - 'The Avasthm are 
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witnessed by us' - accrues to all of us. When one of 
these AvasthCB exists [i.e. is in our experience] there is 
no possibility for another to exist at all. Similarly, we 
have to understand the various other changing states like 
... 'I am born' ; 'I have grown up' ; 'I have become 
emaciated' etc. With regard to what we are believing in 
the manner that - 'These Avasthas are occurring to the 
adjuncts like the body, the senses, the mind etc.' ... when 
one of their Avasthiis exists (is being experienced), the 
other is not existing at all. In truth, their very essential 
nature is changing. Therefore, all of them are Asatya 

(unreal). As per the axiom ... '3f1~lq~sf1f lfsllRid qdLtI~sf1f 

t1'd~' - meaning - 'That thing, which did not exist in the 

beginning and at the end, also does not exist at present 
- that thing or phenomenon is not Satya (real)'. Just like 
the silver of the sea-shell or the snake of the rope etc. 
'which are mere false appearances, these Avasthm too are 
mere false appearances. In the waking state there are 
categories like time and space ; but Atman who is Nirvika-a 
does not exist on the support of these empirical categories 
like time and space ; in truth, He is the Siicshi for them 
too and invariably exists beyond these categories of time
space-causation. 

In the dream, the time-space-causation categories of 
the waking state do not exist whatsoever ; but, on the 
contrary, therein a different set of these categories exists. 
Especially in the deep sleep state there is not even an iota 
of those categories like time-space etc. A tman exists as 
He is. Even so, we are carrying on transactions in the 
manner : 'At about 11 in the night I went to bed and 
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slept ; in the morning at about 4 I woke up' - how 
strange ! We are imagining - nay believing - the deep 
sleep which does not exist in time - to be existing at 11 
p.m. belonging to the waking state time series, how 
strange r Although in deep sleep there is no time what
soever, we are uttering that - 'I was sleeping for so long 
a period' - how strange! What a great wonder is this ! 
In the waking state there exists a vast world which is 
confined to or restricted by the time-space-causation cat
egories and having proper or suitable fruits of action ; 
when we go to bed and sleep and experience (witness) 
a dream, therein another 'strange' world of a different 
kind comprising phenomena appearing to be related to a 
different type of time-space-causation categories is seen. 
Though it is so, we express in the manner : 'Such and 
such a dream occurred to me' - how strange! None of 
the adjuncts like the body, the senses, the mind etc. 
which exist in the waking is to be found in the dream. 
To Emperor Janaka, once upon a time, a dream occurred, 
it seems, that for twelve years there was famine and he 
himself wandered about as a beggar merely for a bowl 
of rice-soup ! Even though this is true, assuming that we 
are traversing from waking to the dream and vice versa 
we are carrying on our conversation. We cannot fmd 
anyone who can provide convincing answers to the ques
tions like: 'Which among these Avasthiis is Satya (real) 
and which is false ?' and 'Why?' 

Thus, while all the Avasthas are appearing and 
vanishing, Atman who appears to exist in all those Avasthas 
- to which particular series of time does He belong ? In 
which space or region does He exist ? If we dispassion-
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ately, without any preference or prejudice, observe Intu
itively, then we will have to accept that - 'For Anubhava 
which is of the essential nature of Atma Chaitanya (Self
Consciousness) there is no object ; He i~ Nirvishesha 
(devoid of all special features or attributes), Nirgu1J(J 
( devoid of any qualities), Nishkriya ( devoid of any ac
tion)'. In fact, no Jiiana (knowledge) can possibly objec
tify or comprehend this Atman. It is not possible to apply 
any numbers or to count and to say - 'Atmans are many'. 
Because of the reason that He is Nitya Niravayava (eter
nally impartible), it is not possible at all to see any 
change or transformation in Atman. It is not possible 
even to say that - 'Atmatattwa (the Absolute Reality of 
the Self) exists or does not exist'. Neither can we pos
sibly cognize A tmaswariipa (essential nature of the Self 
as Pure Being-Consciousness) nor forget It ; even so, our 
saying that - 'I do not know or I am not able to cognize 
the Yiithi6mya (the essential nature as He really is) of my 
A tman' - what a ridiculous statement it is ! 

It must have been by now discerned very clearly as 
to how vast a difference there is between the Avidya 
(ignorance) pertaining to the external objects and the 
(Vediintic) Avidyo pertaining to Atma". Howevennuch the 
knowledge of the external objects may enhance, our AjnOna 
(ignorance) does never get totally removed or banished -
this truth has been acknowledged by all empirical or 
physical scientists, and it is rational too. Can there be 
poss~bly any 'end' to 'time' and 'space' concepts ? If not, 
how at all will it be possible for anyone to determine as 
to where and when all kinds of Aj1ilina have been com
pletely removed ? But it is not so in the case of A tman. 
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The phenomena like the body, the senses, the mind etc. 
are appearing every now and then ; at that moment we 
too are having or entertaining an innate identification of 
the type of - 'I' and 'mine' - in those adjuncts of the 
body, the senses etc. But in the dream, the waking body, 
senses etc. do not exist at all ; then there is no scope 
whatsoever for us to identify or feel in the manner -
'These phenomena of body, senses etc. are myself. In 
truth, then we are having an intimate sense of identifi
cation with the dream body, senses etc. Thus although the 
association or relationship with the body, the senses etc. 
is coming and going (in these two states), the wrong 
knowledge or misconception of the type - 'They are 
really and always belonging to us' - does not leave us 
at all ! How strange ! Although Avidya - meaning, the 
innate sens, of relationship (identification) with the body 
etc. - is coming and going, if only we discern or Intuit 
the truth - 'I am always existing or resting in my SwarUpa' 
- then how at all can we say that we have any relation-

ship with Avidya? As the Sroti sentence teaches : "~~4Ioli 

,~ "'1C1SG41~q<n ~ 1«l I ~tI!lNtJql~I'1i q(€U ~ -;:r 

ili1ftt II" - (Kathopanishad 2-3-6) - our senses are born 

from the primordial elements like Ak~ha (space), Vayu 
(air) etc. ; they are all objects of cognition for our 
AtmiiJubhava. Between Atma Chaitanya and those pri
mordial elements objectified by It, there is a very great 
difference in their essential natures. The senses, existing 
in the waking, cognize the external objects ; in the dream 
the senses which appear therein for the time being as also 
the external objects perceived by them therein are not 
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these (i.e. the waking senses and their objects) ; these 
waking senses and objects do not exist at all anywhere 
in the dream. In the deep sleep no body, senses whatso
ever exist. Therefore, neither the relationship with the 
body, the senses, the mind etc. nor the Avidyii (miscon
ception) that they belong to us is our Atmaswabhava 
(essential nature of the innermost Pure Self) at all. To the 
one who cognizes, realizes this profound truth, the ShOlcaJi 
Samsiira (transmigratory existence afflicted with misery 
etc.) does not exist at all. For, that Anubhava (Intuitive 
Experience of Pure, Absolute Consciousness) on the strength 
and support of which we carried out this deliberation on 
our three Avasthiis - to that Anubhava there is no asso
ciation or relationship whatsoever with any AnOtman (not
Self) ; this truth has been detennined by this Intuitive 
discrimination. Although each one of the Pramm,os (valid 
means of cognition) which appear in the waking at this 
very moment are invariably deluding us, asserting in the 
manner - 'I alone am real, I alone am real' - none of 
these exists in all the states at all. Hence, it evolves 
defInitely, with an irrefutable stamp of certainty, that -
'The special or extra-ordinary (adventitious) nature of 
Being which appears to have been brought about by the 
Avasthiis does not really exist for us ; neither any Avastha 
nor any special attribute exists for us.' The fmal instruc
tion of this Vediintic spiritual science is : One should 
know or cognize in the above manner and should get 
established in that Anubhavaswariipa which is Paramasatya 
(the Absolute Reality) - that alone is the Paramapurushiitha 
(the supreme, prime purport of human existence). 
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IX. ATMAN WHO IS NIRVISHESHA 

So far we have been deliberating upon Anubhava 
which is the prime support for both the senses and the 
Mind to carry out their respective functions. Atman is 
verily of Anubhavaswarilpa. In Him there do not exist 
any sp~cial features or attributes whatsoever ; He is 
Nirvikara (immutable), Achintya (one who cannot be 
conceived of or meditated upon), one who cannot possi
bly be objectified or signified by any words or concepts 
- these decisions or conclusions we have arrived at. 

In the Mu'!4akopanishad, the JRiina which signifies 
or depicts this A tmaswarilpa is called Paravidya. A 
person by name Shounaka questions AJigirasa in the 
manner : 'Revered Sir, which is that Entity knowing 
which it amounts to knowing all this world of duality ?" 
Ailgirasa replies : 'There are two Vidyiis called Para and 
Apara - thus say Brahmaj Riinis (Realized Souls) ; Vidya 
(knowledge) of the form of l!igveda, Yajurveda etc. is 
itself Aparavidyo (of an inferior grade of knowledge). 
Whereas Paravidya means that Vidya by means of which 
one -eognizes (Intuitively) Brahman which is Akshara
swarilpa (an Entity of the essence of imperishable na
ture). That Parabrahman called 'Akshara' exists as : 

'lI'd~~~l4qUIQJ'n5fqquf'l:q~:~ d~qlfUlql~'l1 f.Rlf ~ ;acf.,d 

~ d~oq4 lI'id~f.1 qF{q~lIRi mu: II' - (M~Qaka 1-1-
, 

6). The explanation of this S.lUti sentence is : It is 
Adrishya, meaning, that thing whic!l cannot be cognized 
by the senses as their object ; for, It is the Atman for 
all these senses, or is their very essence of Being (Swariipa). 
'In that case, it amounts to saying that such an object 
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does not exist at all, is it not l' - such an objection may 
be raised by anyone. Thi~ is not proper ; that entity with 
(the support of) which we decide in the manner - 'It is 
not existing' - that Itself is 'Atmatattwa' (the Ultimate 
Reality of our innermost Self, Pure Consciousness). It is 
further AgrQhya, meaning, just as It cannot be cognized 
by JnOnendriyas (sense organs), similarly It cannot also. 
be grasped by Karmendriyas (our organs of action) like 
speech, hands, feet etc. For, It is the very substrate for 
GrahalJil (grasping or comprehending). It is verily the 
Atman of one who tries to grasp It. Further, It is AgOtrIl, 
meaning, One without an origin ; that which is an origin 
- just as ine the pot and the pitcher the elay is the 
pervasive substrate - exists as the pervasive substrate for 
its originations (manifestations). Because of the reason 
that this Akshara Brahman Itself is the origin for every
thing, there is nothing else other than Itself· which orig
inates this 'Ultimate, Absolute Entity or Reality. In our 
country (India) all the Hindus mention that they belong 
to such and such a GtJtra (original family tree), meaning, 
'For our family such and such a person was the original 
patriarch Thus they have been mentioning the name of 
a great renowned /!ishi or sage. But this Akshara is the 
very origin of all /!ishis and Pit{US (manes) ; for this 
Aksharabrahman which is the origin for everything, how 
at all can there be a Gatra, origin ? 

It is Avar.,a ; Var1}QS means qualities like grossness 
etc. or colours like white, black, blue etc. That thing 
which has or possesses Var1}QS can be described in the 
manner -'It is such and such' ; but Akshara (immutable 
or imperishable Reality) has no VaT1}QS (special features 
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or attributes) whatsoever ; then, how at all can It be 
described or depicted, on which basis or support ? The 
real intended purport here is to denote that Akshara is 
Avi£hya (indescribable, indefinable by means of words or 
speech). That ',4kshara' is ApOlJipiiJa (deviod of hands 
and feet), Achakshuhshro1tu (deviod of eyes and ears). 
The Karmendriyas (organs of action) are not objects for 
Karmendriyas themselves; similarly the Jiianendriyas (sense 
organs of perceptual knowledge) are not objects for 
Jnanendriyas themselves. Therefore, there is scope for 
imagining that - 'Though they are not objects for descrip
tion, they may be Indriyas (sense organs) ; Jiva (soul) 
who is not an object for the senses, but one who is 
endowed with the senses.' But although It (i.e: Akshara 
Brahman or Atman) is Chetanaswariipa ( of the very 
essence of Pure Consciousness), It is neither a sense 
organ (Indriya) nor one endowed with the sense organs. 

Thus because it is stated that It is neither GrOhya 
nor GrQhaka, it amounts to saying that - 'It (i.e. Akshara 
Brahman) is Nitya (eternal).' One may doubt in the 
manner - 'Such an object - how can we know as to 
where It is ? or how It is ?' But It is Vibhu, meaning, 
It alone exists in .all the forms of creatures beginning 
from the subtle creator aspect called Brahma and ending 
in the immovable objects in the world of duality. It is 
Sarvagatll, meaning, just like the empty space, It is 
pervading everywhere. If 'it is questioned: 'In that case, 
why is it that It is not visible to us ?' - the answer is : 
'It is Susiikshma. Because of the reason that they possess 
qualities like Shabda (sound), Sparsha (touch), Riipa (fonn), 
Rasa (taste), Gandha (smell) etc. both the Paiichabhiitas 
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(five primordial elements) and the physical objects are 
visible ; but because of the reason that none of them is 
to be found in Akshara, It is 'Susiikshma', meaning, It 
is extremely subtle. If it is argued in the manner - 'In 
that case, if It is so subtle, some time or the other It may 
get destroyed, is it not 1', - the answer is : 'Not so ; for, 
It is A ",aya, an Entity which is not of a nature which 
can ever be destroyed anytime. To wit, because of the 
reason that It has no essential nature like a physical body, 
It can never possibly meet with destruction through the 
destruction of Its parts or limbs ; since there is no other 
object, phenomenon belonging to or associated with It -
like a king who has lost all his kingdom and wealth and 
is bemoaning - there is no possibility of Its losing any
thing or getting destroyed ; because of the reason that It 
has no GulJOS ( qualities or attributes), It cannot also 
possibly be destroyed thro\lgh the destruction or loss of 

GulJOS· 
If anyone raises a question: 'In that case, who can 

ever, and how, cognize I~ and how l' - the answer is : 
'Those who are Dhiras (courageous people), meaning, 
who are discriminative and wise, will cognize the truth 
that It alone is the prime cause for all physical objects. 
They will be seeing This everywhere.' Even those people, 
how at all can they cogniz~ It 1 - We have already given 
an answer to this. 'It' is, in truth, verily Anubhavll, of 
the essential nature of Pure Being of all of us. It is not 
possible to cognize 'It' by means of valid instruments of 
knowledge like the senses, the mind etc. ; for, this 
Anubhava alone is capable of cognizing the fact whether 
all Prameya (objects of knowledge) are really existing or 
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not. For one who cognizes through the means or medium 
of any PramfilJas should necessarily possess Pramatrutwa 
(cognizership). But Pram1itrutwa exists only in the wak
ing. In the dream the mere AbhliYa (reflection) of Prama{U 
exists ; in Sushupti (deep sleep ), because no Pramat(U 
whosoever exists, therein there do not exist any PramOlJos 
whatsoever. Because of the reason that this Akshara is 
verily our Atman, who is of the very essence of our 
Anubhava, happens to be the Silcshi (Witnessing Con
sciousness) of the three Avasthm, It is capable of cognizing 
the Pram~as as well as their absence. In our workaday 
world although our Karmendriyas are capable of carrying 
out their respective functions, they do not possess Jii1ina 
(Knowledge, Consciousness) ; although the Jiianendriyas 
have cognition (awareness), they do not have- any move
ment. Even so, both these sets of organs combine and co .. 
operate and somehow are carrying out their functions in 
the waking. Whereas our Atman, who is verily our 
Anubhavaswariipa, though devoid of P OIJipaJa (bands and 
feet), is able to grasp, seize through the Karmendriyas 
everything wherever it may. be. Though devoid of eyes 
and ears, He can see and hear through them. He (A tman) 
alone cognizes everything ; however, there is no one who 

, 
can ever cognize Him. The Sruti also is confinning this 
truth that such a wonderful power is verily this A tman ; 
we all can truly nod our head and give full support to 
that statement on the strength of our Anubhava and express 
in the manner : 'That is true'. Our Anubhava is readily 

, , . 
acknowledging the fact that the Sruti sentence : lUlJT ~ 

~ fqEJI;:qIN4 g ~~ - [meaning, One should cognize 
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Prak(iti (primordial nature) to be MOya (illusion, magic) ; 
reckon Maheshwara (the supreme Lord) to be MOyin (the 
magician)] - is stating a universal truth. Barring this 
Anubhava, how at all is it possible to determine the fact 
as to what is existing, where ? Therefore, the conclusion 
that-- 'This alone is Akshara ; This alone is all-pervasive' 
- is quite rational. 

In our empirical transactions· Vidya (knowledge, 
Jniina) has to be invariably subservient or subordinate to 
Kriya (action). Mere Jniina is of no avail. In fact, people , 
in general say that Vidyo that cannot be utilized for any 
action or activity (beneficial pursuit) is verily Avidya 
(ignorance). But the question of Parllv;dY6 is not like 
that. Once that accrues to us, then there is nothing re
maining to be done or acquired. In this sense, the Vidya 
that is taught or propounded with regard to Karma in the 
KarmakiiIJt/a is also not PiirlJfJ (complete, consummate). 

Shri Saitkara has written in this regard : '~ rqfilrC4q~ 

Cfi5lfEl~ Cfi Cfi r<Cfil q ti tH <&ORo, q I cf<U ~ r '1Cfi r(flr G;:q Sf 3i ;fisd~ stU ma-
...:a 

3tpq61sllf~ ~:, ';f. q<fqEJlfql'f~ ; qICfllIt!l'~I'1@1I1fq;I~ l{Cf 

~ qqClfflffl 'ttClfd II' The purport of this Bhiishya teaching 

is : "With regard to Karmavidhi (injunctions about rit
uals) after gathering together Karakas (instruments) like 
Kartru (agent of action), KaralJfJ (means of action) etc. 
- not only understanding the meaning of the sentences but 
also the Karma (action, ritual) like Agnihotra etc. remains 
to be performed, is it not ? But it is not so in the case 
of this Paravidya. At the very instant of cognizing the 
meaning of the scriptural sentence everything comes to its 
fruition. After understanding the meaning of the Vidhivikya 
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(sentence pertaining to the injunction) mentioned in the 
Karmakm,t/a, the frqit that accrues by performing Karmas 
as per the injunctions is also Anitya (non-eternal). Whereas 
here because of the reason that the Paramiimavastu (the 
Entity of Supreme Self), which'fis never within the pur
view of categories like time and space, which is in Itself 
and by Itself eternal and non-dual as also devoid of 
action, is Itself known or cognized by means of the J liiina 
(Intuitive Knowledge) engendered by the scriptural sen
tence to be our Atman (Self), there remains nothing 
whatsoever to be done or performed after this Jiiiina 
accrues. 

In our workaday world if we examine any object or 
phenomenon, whatsoever it may be, it is associated with 
the essential nature called Pure Absolute Being or 
Existence. Although this is in everyone's experience, we, 
who are totally engrossed and indulging in the objective 
phenomena alone, do not express it stridently. When we 
say - 'house', we mean only 'an existing house' ; when 
we say 'door', we mean only 'an existing door' ; sim
ilarly we should reckon in all such instances like hillock, 
mountain, river, ocean, creature, human being etc. In fact, 
there is not a single thing which is without the associ
ation with 'Being or Existence'. Even in our empirical 
dealings Chit (Awareness, Consciousness), Sat (Existence), 
Ananda (Happiness, Bli$s) ; AjlianQ (ignorance), non
existence, Du"kha (misery) - these are always together. 
JRiina and Sukha also are invariably associated with 
Existence (Sat) . But whatever may be there in the 
empirical sphere - all that is verily existing within the 
purview of or in consonance with Atmiinubhava (Intuitive 
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Experience of the Self). In Sushupti (deep sleep) in which 
the empirical objects do not appear as being distinct we 
all have the (lntuitive).experience of our 'Satchidinanda 
Swariipa' (i.e. our very core of Pure or Absolute Being
Consciousness-Bliss) ;")ilone of us - whosoever he may be 
- ever gets a cognitive knowledge of the type that - 'I 
did not exist' nor gets a doubt of the type - 'Did I exist 
or not l' in Sushupti. In fact, with regard to our Swariipa 
that exists in Sushupti there does not exist even an iota 
of relationship either with DulJkha (misery) or AjnOna 
(ignorance). Although we do not cognize anything else 
therein, with regard to our essential nature that existed 
therein none of us entertain, any doubt about the fact that 
- 'It was of SatchidTIJanda Riipa'. Therein for our Swariipa 
there is no relationship whatsoever with time-space cat..; 
egories or with distinctiveness of objects. Hence, we have 
to acknowledge, in accordance .with our experience, that 
- "Our Swariipa then was Akha"f/a Sat (Existence with
out any measure or break, division), Akha"f/a Chit (indi
visible Consciousness, Knowledge), Akha'!f/a Ananda (in
divisible, uninterrupted Happiness or Bliss) - It was of 
such a profound nature". 

Although in Sushupti there does not exist any trace 
or taint of the world of diversity in our Swariipa, the 
moment we wake up all the phenomena like the body, the 
senses, the mind are acquired ; along with them we get 
the cognitive knowledge of the whole world of duality. 
It being so, we are constrained to accept the truth that 
- "This our Akha'!f/a SatchidTllanda Swariipa Itself is the 
Bhiita Yoni - the root cause or the womb for every
thing." Atman who is of Aksharaswariipa is Himself the 
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cause for everything ; everything is the effect of this 
Atman - thus it evolves from our Intuitive reasoning. 
Now, we can take up the deliberation on the question of 
- 'Howat all is there any relationship of cause and effect 
between Atman and the world of duality l' 

x. THE REALITY BEHIND THE CONCEPTS 

OF ~A (CAUSE) AND KARYA (EFFECT) 

Deliberating upon the purport behind the special 
features or attributes which describe Atmatattwa (the 
Absolute Reality of the Self), we have reached a stage 
of cognizing or reckoning It to be Bhiita Yiini - the root 
cause for all empirical phenomena, is it not? Now, let 
us analyse a little more this purport behind this pregnant 
expression or epithet. Howat all can we believe if it is 
stated that - 'From the ParamOtmavastu, devoid of any 
Gu'JDS (qualities) like Shabda-Sparsha etc., the world of 
duality with attributes like Shabda (sound), Sparsha (touch) 

. etc. is born' ? - There should necessarily exist some 
common features between the cause and the effect, is it 
not ? Between A tmavastu and this world which has 
concealed within its purview worlds like Bhuhu, Bhuvaha, 
Swahaha, etc. there do not seem to be any common 
features . at all, how come ? 

It is not our job to fmd out the solution for this 
doubt. First,: we must try to discern and deliberate upon 
the question : 'The world of duality being born from 
Atmatattwa - is this in our experience or not l' If this 
is in our experience, for the doubt that we raise on the 
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strength and support of Tarka (logic) what value or 
importance can we attach ? In our Swhupti there is no 
world of diversity whatsoever ; our Atmaswariipa alone 
exists. This is in the experience of everyone of us. As 
soon as we wake up the entire universe appears ; this too 
is in the experience of everyone of us. For the world that 
is appearing before us, barring the Atmavastu no other 
cause is seen anywhere by us ; nay, it is not possible to 
see such a cause. Howat all can any entity other than 
the two, viz. A tman (Self) and the world which is An~an 
(not-Self) - exist anywhere ? Therefore, we are compelled 
to imagine, in accordance with our Anubhava, that - 'In 
Atman Himself - since there exists a particular wonderful 
power or potency - He existing as He is - but at the same 
time He appears as the world of diversity, multiplicity !' 
Thus to conclude that - 'Existing as the Advitiya Tattwa 
(non-dual Reality) alone, He (i.e. Atman) appears both as 
the !agat (world of diversity) of the nature of sentient 
and insentient (animate beings and inanimate things) and 
as iiwara (the Lord Creator) of both animate and inani
mate phenomena' - is a Yukti (logical device) which is , 
i~ consonance with universal experience. Both the Sruti : 

'at\Jfltt'll~ .(§!tl Fq\illtta' - meaning - 'Being devoid of 

birth, He is coming into being in various forms' - and 

the Gita sentence of - 'ri-m eSl6qttlt=CIl 'tdl~l4lwm 
~ 

~ ~ -. , 
~ I ~~I\I tql'l ilCSCSllf ~"Ic1lQ'II(if'llttql II - meaning -

'Although I am devoid of birth as also I am the Lord 
Creator (iiwara) for everything, by taking into My Con
trol My Prak(iti by means of My Maya (power of illu
sion) I get born' - are proclaiming this trudl alone. For 
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, 
that reason alone, Siistra indicates that which really exists 
but does not create that which does not exist. According 

, .. , 
to the axiom - ~tlqCfi :tllfSl ";f CfiI(Cf)"l - meaning, -'The 

scriptures merely remind us (what really exists) and not , 
that it creates anything afresh' - Shri Satikara has inces-
santly stressed this fact so as to be inculcated in our 
minds. Just as the followers of other religions quarrel 
among themselves saying that - 'In our Bible it has not 
been stated like this' ; 'In our Quran it has not been 
taught like this' - etc. etc. Vedantins are not assuming , 
Sastraic sentence as the authoritative sentence just be-
cause it is a scriptural, canonical commandment ; this 
Upanishadic sentence -is merely stating a universal truth 
in accordance with everyone's Anubhava (Intuitive Expe
rience) alone. If anyone - whosoever he/she may be -
says : 'Three plus four is seven' - it is valid, true, is it 
not ? Similarly, -the judgement or proclamation of the 
spiritual science of Vediinta is : 'Because of the reason 
that this Tattwa is in the experience of everyone here and , 
now, this Vediinta STBtra should be followed.' Just be-, 
cause some one has praised the Sruti it does not acquire 
any special or greater validity, nor because some one has 
condemned it, it does not lose even a wee bit of its 
validity and veracity. 

A youth by name 'Shwetaketu', having undergone 
a 12-year-Iong education in a hermit's Ashram, returned 
home with a high sense of egoism and swagger. Then his 
father, by name 'Uddilaka', who noticed this, asked him : 
'Oh SOD, you are SO egoistic and proud ! Have you learnt 
about that Entity or Reality which is to be taught, hearing 
about which all that which is not heard about (hitherto) 
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becomes heard, all that which is not deliberated upon 
hitherto becomes deliberated upon, all that which is not 
cognized hitherto becomes cognized l' The young intel
ligent man (taken by surprise by this question) asked : 
'What do you mean by that, Oh father? How is that kind 
of instruction or education ?' The father then answered : 

c~ ~ ~ 'if(qug;Jf lief liuq4 fq~tld t41t( qloql(lSfuj 

fqC?fil<t ;tlq~4 Iir~Cfi~q tI~'lI' - meaning - 'Just as, if a 

lump of clay is realized or cognized to be really clay 
alone, then all the products like a pot, a pitcher, a lid etc. 
that are made out of clay can be determined to be clay 
alone, the other phenomena or concepts like the pot, the 
pitcher, the lid etc. are mere transactions caused by speech 
alone, but clay itself is the reality or entity ; similarly 
here too it should be understood. Brahman Itself which 
is of the essence of Sat (Pure Existence) is the really real 
Entity ; P{ithivi (earth), Ap (water), Tejas (fire) - these 
primordial elements being Its (i.e. Brahman'S) effects is 
merely a statemenl: (i.e. speech).' Those people who are 
indiscriminative are always reckoning or perceiving only 
the forms of effects like the pot, the pitcher, the lid etc. 
But to those discriminative JRanis (Realized souls) - just 
as all effects such as the pot, the pitcher etc. are truly 
clay and clay alone - the prime cause of Brahman alone 
becomes discerned and determined to be the Absolute 

Reality. For them - as the axiomatic truth goes - '~tftrt. 

fq&Jl'q'q;UR fq&J14"'lf~ fq&Jlfil(lI~:q fq&JI:' (meaning, 'Bril-
~~ ~ ~ ~ 

liant bodies like the sun, the moon and the stars are the 
all-pervading Lord VishlJU ; the various worlds are VishfJU 
and the forests and the mountains etc. are VishlJU') - all 
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the celestial luminary bodies, worlds and the physical 
phenomena are all Paramlitman (Supreme Self, Brahman) 
~one. . 

In the mythological text of 'Bhagavata' there is an 
episode of kidnapping of cattle and its tenders. In that 
anecdote the four-headed Brahma (i.e. the Creator-aspect 
of the Hindu Trinity - Brahma-VishlJU-Maheshwara), by 
way of a test, kidnaps the cattle and their tenders, shep
herds who were dear to Shri Kr"-shlJa (said to be an 
incarnation of VishlJU) to His world called BrahmaloKa ; 
realizing this mischief, Shri Krislu:la, remaining as He is, 
also becomes or assumes the forms of all those cattle and 
the shepherds ; thus He performs a miracle, it is said. 
It is verily in the experience of everyone of us that Jiva 
(the soul) - though he alone is seeing or experiencing the 
dream, during that dream state - just as it is in the 
waking state - the J iva feels as if he is carrying on his 
transactions, as also along with him many other human 
beings or Jivas are also existing therein. Although in the 
dream the dreamer alone really exists [i.e. since it ap
pears to be his individual experience], there is a queer 
world therein and in it many movable and immovable 
creatures, as also in consonance with categories like space-' 
time-causation, Jivas are performing their actions and 
experiencing their fruits. But merely on that count [i.e. 
his. baving seen a dream] in his essential nature of the 
waking, there is no change or difference whatsoever, is 
it not ? Do we (anyone of us) believe that just as from 
the clay the pot, the pitcher, etc. are produced, our 
Swariipa (essential nature of Being) is transfonned or 
changed and the dream world is created? Not at all. If 
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we go deeper and deliberate, even when we think that the 
clay has been transfonned into the pot or the pitcher, is 
it not clay and clay alone, and has it become, transformed 
into something other than clay ? Not at all. Even if the 
clay appears to have assumed many fonns - all those 
forms or shapes are, in reality, clay alone and nothing 

else. Therefore, Uddalaka, tells his son : 'IfF~if;~q (ltf!l'( 

(the clay alone is the reality or entity). In the same way, 
in the illustrated example too, Brahman, of the essence 
of Pure Existence (Sat), alone is the Reality ; all that is 
supposed to be born is really Sadbrahman alone. In truth, 
what is conceived as a KOrya (effect) is always the cause 
itself - thus the teacher has taught this subtle truth about 
Brahman or Atman. The real KOrya-KiiralJa-VaJa (theory 
or methodology of cause and effect) that is acceptable to 

the Vedantic spiritual science is : C ~ ~ !!6~~'1lcn-

£f{1qf;q:qJ G: ~ ~16·~"1 d~q{1qf;q~ d\JItil ~ :t16·~=t 
~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

{i9l¥i{1qf;qi%§ e9l¥i~1I: ~~ql: ~: 'If'irr: e~l~dC1l: (It('S4f('lcsot:' 
~ ~ 

- (Chhandogya 2-8-4) (meaning, "From the effect called 
Ptithivi (earth) cognize or realize the cause called Ap 
(water) ; from the effect of Ap cognize the cause of Tejas 
(rrre) alone; from the effect of Tejas cognize the cause 
of Sadbrahman alone. All those creatures which are born, 
are, in truth, born or created from the cause of 'Sat' ; 
even now they exist in Sadbrahman (i.e. when they are 
perceived) and finally they merge or culminate in 
Sadbrahman alone - thus one should realize. What we 
commonly call KOrya (effect) is imagined (or miscon
ceived) in the cause. In reality, the cause itself appears 
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· -, c· • as vanous effects." For the Taittiriya Sruti - ~ 'q11d 

-:q ~ I ~fG~ ~ I dffit'ltfqfltlil~ II' - (Tai.· 2-6) 

the intended, implicit purport is : 'Brahman which is the 
Absolute Reality Itself became Satya (reality) and Asatya 
(unreal, false appearance) ; whatever thing you are per
ceiving as 'this' all that is Tat (Brahman) alone ; That 
alone is called Satyam. " To wit, Brahman which is 
devoid of any special attributes or adjuncts is exclusively 
Satyam (the Absolute Reality) ; here in this context, we 
should reckon in the manner - the five primordial ele
ments like A k~ha, VOyu etc. and all the physical phe
nomena that are caused by them, that which is said to 
be real or false, that which is said to be existing or not 
existing - thus whatever is perceived all that is - just as 
in the clay the effects of the pot, the pitcher etc., in the 
rope the effects of the snake, the streak of water etc. are 
imagined or misconceived - merely 'false appearances' 
superimposed upon or misconceived in that Parabrahman 
or Sadbrahman alone. Just as Shri Krisln).a has taught 

Arjuna - ':ecqcU'4lt'1'tl~lIl' - (meaning, I am born as 

everything by virtue of my illusory power) - everything 
is merely an appearance of Paramiitman who is the 
Paramartha Satya (Absolute Reality beyond time-space
causation categories). This is called in Vediintic parlance 
Satkirya Vida, Miyikirya Vida. 

The Sruti sentence: '\@IClI1fl1 'tr~,'II' (meaning, All 

this much is His Glory) ; earn) \i'iqll(i~:q ~:' (meaning 

'That Being is of an essential nature which is greater 
than this') - convey~ the teaching that - 'Brahman which 
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is ParamOrtha (the illtimate Reality) is Itself the prime 
cause ; even if all this extensive, wonderful and manifold 
world of diversity is said to be born from It, everything 
is Its glorious expansive configuration alone.' Although 
for the word 'KaralJfJ' (cause) there is a connotation of 
- 'That which makes' and for the word - 'KClya' (effect) 
there is a connotation of - 'That which is to be made', 
the world which is an effect (KClya) is not made or 
produced afresh by anyone or anything ; Paramilman 
who has 'produced' the Jagat or world has not perfonned 
any act or action and thereby has Himself undergone any 

change or mutation. As the Gita says : '~ Cfidf(Qf1:l -qf 

fct<ti4Cfidf(ii6qll'( - (Gila 4-13), although from the Vyavahi7a 

d(ish(i (empirical viewpoint) we have to say that - 'He 
is a Kartru by virtue of His transaction of creation which 
is merely of the form an appearance' - He (i.e. Atman) 
is not doing or performing any act or action at all. Nor 
from any action, any mutation whatsoever is occurring in 
Him. 

There is one more important thing that we have to 
remember in this context. In the spiritual instruction 
imparted by Uddalaka to his son Shwetaketu it has not 
been taught that - 'Brahman which is a particular Entity 
or Reality which is existing externally to us is the cause 
for the world of diversity.' In fact, he has instructed in 
the manner - 'In Sushupti or deep sleep, everyone of us 
gives up or renounces all his adjuncts like the body, the 
senses, the mind etc. and merges in or becomes one with 
his real essential nature of Pure Being-Consciousness
Bliss. That SwarUpa alone is Sadbrahman ; that Brahman 
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Itself is yourself - in very clear tenns. In the Bhagavadgita 

too Shri Krislu}a has proclaimed : '~'tIT m ~~ 
'lmf' - (Gila 13-2) meaning - 'In all Kshetras or abodes 

(i.e. bodies) th~ Kshetrajiia - the Jiva who appears to be 
existing within the body - is in reality Paramidman 
Himself.' Hence it amounts to saying, this world, appear
ing in the forms of Jivas, is also in truth Paramidman 
Himself. We should determine or decide that even for the 
common people to believe in the manner - 'I am able to 
know everything ; I can do anything' - the root cause is 
that they are essentially of the nature of Paramiitmatattwa 
(the Absolute Reality of the Supreme Self). From this we 
can also imagine as to what profound and paramount 
purpose will be served, or benefit will accrue, from the 
Vijliiina (Intuitive Knowledge) of this Paramiitmatattwa 
which is the root cause for the entire world or universe 
of diversity. 

XI. JNATI.tUTATIWA (THE REALITY BEHIND 

THE KNOWNER) 

From the standpoint of Vedanta we have expounded 
the methodology of cause and effect. The criterion or 
symptom of a cause as defmed by the logicians in tbe 

manner : 'CfiI4f~lId'icfC{fij CfiI{OIi( (meaning, 'By a rule of 

law, that which should exist prior to an effect is a cause') 
- is not pure or perfect ; for, time too is itself an effect 
of Brahman indeed. In fact, for all the primordial ele-
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ments like time, space, air etc. the Paramamatattwa 
alone is the ultimate support or substratum ; when it is 
said that - 'The whole world of time, space etc. is Its 
(Brahman's) effect' - means : 'It is - just like a snake 
is seen erroneously as a false appearance - a mere false 
appearance' ; for all this, Paramilman alone is the real 
substratum ; the cause itself appears as the effect. In the 
cause itself the effect is being misconceived (imagined to 
exist). The Proclamation of Vediintic spiritual science 
is : All that is well-known in our workaday world .1 

the material cause (Upidiina Kiiral}a) is said to be a 
cause only in this sense alone.' Let us conclude here the 
deliberation on the cause-effect methodology. 

Now let us deliberate upon the topic of Drash{rutwa 
, -

(seer-hood). In the Sruti the most popular Jiva (soul) has 

been described as : '~f( ~ WEtI m lIR1T (~flldI1f:(lT 

~ q;ffl Fct~I;JtI(q1 ~:' (Prashna 4-9). These nomencla

tures of the Jiva, like Drash{,u (seer), Sprash{{U (toucher), 
ShrOt{U (listener or hearer), GhriA(U (smeller), RasayitQ 

(taster), Mantru (one who reflects), Biiddha (one who 
cognizes or the cognizer), Kart(U (agent of action) - are 
given to the Vij1iiini6ma (the conscious self, i.e. the 'I' 
concept) according to the particular work or action that , 
he perfonns. The Sruti brings to our mind these names 
of the self, because of his actions or functions alone, in 

the manner : 'a:t,~ ft" 11: SUUI~q ri";fTlf "Iqftl ~ ~ 

q~4~=q~: 'JUqi ~ q;cllwfl q'1~I;:q~dlr;W Q;Q'1IQI;4q' - (Bri. 
1-4-15). It is well known to all of us that in our work
aday transactions a particular person begets various names 
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like father, son, husband, son-in-law etc. according to the 
relationship of his particular behaviour or functions, but 
at the same time none of these names can possibly 
describe his complete essence of Being ; in the same 
way, because of the reason that these names like Drashrru, 
Shrotru etc. are addressed to him by virtue of his par
ticular acts, they too cannot possibly describe properly the 
person's complete nature of Being; while he sees only, 
he is said to be a 'seer' ; besides, while seeing he is 
addressed as only a 'seer'. Therefore, this KarmanOma 
(vocational or predicative noun) is Aktitsna (incomplete) 
and cannot be said to indicate his complete nature. Hence, 

the Sruti points out : 'a:tI~~c:fI-ql~ldISi ~ ~ l{CfilcttClRi' 

- [Therefore, one should know or cognize him to be 
Atman (Self) only ; for, in this form He has pervaded 

everything; in Him everything is merged]. '~ qG;fll4ttfq 

ftc{~ lIGlIttlt'i1 ~ tfJdfficf~' - (This alone has to be 

cognized ; for, by virtue of knowing This, all this be
comes known). By saying Drash(ru it does not amount to 
having included ShrOt{U, but when we say - Atman - it 
amounts to combining everything like Drash(!u, ShrOtru, 
Mant(U, Vijiiii{U etc. Just as the pronoun 'He' is used to 
signify particular functions like seer, hearer, thinker and 
cognizer, in the same way in Sanskrit the Trich Pratyaya 
is used in the manner - 'Drashf.IU', 'Shrot(U', 'Mantru'. 
Although Atman, who witnesses all these forms of Drash({u, 
ShrOt{U etc. as the Sikhi (Witnessing Consciousness) and 
is pervading all those forms, He does not perform any of 
those acts whatsoever. If we say, 'a seer', it does not 
mean 'one who always sees', if we say 'a hearer' it does 
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not mean - 'one who always hears'. But Alman (Self) 
who is the SlJcshi is always seeing or witnessing all these 
functions without there being any temporal interruption 
by means of His sight which is of Chaitanya SwarUpa 
(essential nature of Pure Consciousness) which is verily 
His Core of Being. In Sanskrit grammar the word 'SlJcshi' 

is defined as '~~6CtR ti~llfl"l' (It is a significant name 

which has the connotation of 'one who sees directly'.) 
The word 'Drash!!U , means 'one who sees through the 
doorway of the eyes' ; the word 'ShrOt(U' means 'one 
who hears through the doorway of the ears' ; but the 
word 'SlJcshi' means 'one who, without any medium or 
doorway of any sense-organ, directly illumines by means 
of the light of Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness) which is , 
His very core of Pure Being and sees.' The Sruti has 

described Him as : 'ma.ft ~ (fiqcil r~1ol~=q' (Shweta

shvlatara). 
A finite Drash(ru by means of a finite D{ish(i 

(sight) illumines (becomes aware of) a fmite D{ishya 
(object of sight) according to his capacity or capability, 
whereas this Paramiirtha Drash!!U (Absolute Real Seer) 
of the nature of SlJcshi is Himself the KaralJll (sense
organ of sight), is Himself also the D(ishya (the object 
of sight) ; by virtue of or in His essential nature of 
Being, He is Avikriya (immutable, infinite). He is Kevala 
meaning Advitiya (non-dual, one without anything second 
to Him). He is NirgulJa [i.e. Nirdharmaka or devoid of 
any Dharmas (qualities) ~r Nirvishesha or devoid of 
special features or qualities] ; for His D{ish(i (sight) 
which is, in truth; His very essential nature of Pure 
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Being, there is no loss or lapse at all ; It is not even 
possible to imagine His non-existence whatsoever - thus 
the Sruti signifies to everyone this Atmatattwa which is 
verily the most implicit secret (essence of Being) of the 
entire created world of diversity - just as a parent teaches 
or communicates a truth, as it is, to his child with all , 
love and compassion. Shri Satikara, on the strength of a 
sentence in an epic, has defined (described) the Yaugikiirtha 
(the composite meaning that evolves after splitting a 

compound word) as : 'lI:cqlcfiftt lIGIG~ lfCillf~ rqqlllf~6 I 

It:cql~ ti"ijdl ""lq~f'lIGI~ft1 Cfilflfa II' - (Because of the 

reasons that He has pervaded everything, that He is 
taking in or subsuming everything, that He is enjoying by 
utilizing everything, that is existing uninterruptedly and 
ubiquitously everywhere - He is called 'Atman'). Be'cause 
the word 'Atman' is etymologically having a root 'Att', 
all these four meanings are adduced to that word Atman. 
This is, in fact, the very Tattwa (Absolute Reality) behind 
Jiv~man (soul or self) who is appearing as the Jniit{U 
(knower) in our workaday transactions. 

We find it in our workaday dealings that our A tman 
(self) enjoys the objects and obtains satisfaction, as also 
each one of us gets his satisfaction from different kinds 
of enjoyments of the external objects. But in the Tripti 
(satisfaction) that one gets or acquires, especially, there is 
no difference whatsoever seen. That satiation or satisfac
tion that accrues to a rich millionaire by consuming 
highly savoury, ambrosial food verily accrues also to a 
poor man who consumes stale food. This very A tman 
being in the form of JQ(harOgni (the fife power behind 
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the digestive system) in all the bodies of the various 
creatures and digesting all kinds of food eaten by them 
causes the satiation in them. Therefore the A stika (one , 
who believes in the sacredness of the Siistra) Brahmins 

believe in the veracity of the Gita sentence : '3ft tJSIWJfa 

~ AlfOlWJfi ~eqlf~: I Su oIIQI;lfeQIl4"d): q:qI'4~ :qdrq~'lll' 
.. ..:a..:a 

- (Gila 15-14) and meditate on its meaning. They feel 
that for one who believes in the truth that - 'VaishwiiJariigni 
Itself is the Bho7ctru (enjoyer), and the food is Somi4maka 
(ambrosial)' - and eats the food, there is no defect or 
deficiency of the food tainting or affecting him: Especial
ly from the Absolute viewpoint of the Reality, Alman 
who is the Sarvas1Jcshi (Witnessing Consciousness over
seeing or observing everything) - since He objectifies 
everything by means of His essential nature of Chaitanya 

r 

- is said to be Mahi1:JhoKt(U (the Supreme Enjoyer) who 
is Nityatrupta (eternally, perennially satiated), or, in the 
alternative, He is Nityattupta even without the need of 
any Kara1Jll or sense-organ or valid means, as also even 
without the least dependence upon any object of enjoy
ment. For example, observe the de..ep sleep experience ; 
therein without the existence of any enjoyment of any 
object whatsoever, effortlessly Atman is blissful or happy 
as well as satiated - this is in everyone's experience 
indeed. 

Because of the reason that the finite Drashl1U~ .. 
mind invariably flows towards the external objects alone, 
it keeps on getting distracted and disturbed by their sight. 
As long as the mind continues to be a mind, it becomes 
distracted or gets disturbed and keeps on hovering from 
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one object to another. But when the mi~d starts flowing 
inwards towards Atman alone, then by virtue of its con
tact with Atman the mind is rendered to be a 'no-mind'.· 
At that juncture wherefrom and how can it acquire dis
traction or fickleness ? If observed in depth, Samiiihi 
(trance) has not to be acquired by the mind ; Atman 
Himself is verily Samiiihi ; not knowing the truth that 
- 'The state in which the mind becomes that Atman alone 
of the very essence of Nityasamiiihi (eternal trance)' - is 
itself the Paramertha Samiiihi (the really real, Absolute 
or Transcendental trance), some people are bragging to 
say -that - 'In SamiiJhi the body is elevated to a height 
of so many feet ; such and such Siddhis (magical or 
mystic powers) are obtained' - and thus are deluded. The 
Chitta (mind) merging in this Atman becomes verily 
Chit (pure Consciousness) - just as it is rendered to 
be one with It in deep sleep ; that alone is the really 
real Samidhi. For those who have cogJiized or Intuited 
Atman~ Chitswariipa properly Sahaja Samiiihi (natural 
state of trance) accrues. To Sri Ramalqishna Paramahamsa 
even a clay idol appeared to be made of gold ; for those 
who are established in Atmaswariipa an awareness (In
tuitive Experience) devoid of the pairs of opposites of 
cognition and non-cognition (or perception and non-per
ception) has become everything indeed. 

What Shri J.(rishQa has stated in the Bhagavadg/to : 

~ f.mr tf4"fdl'1i d~i "'FliRt e~'f1 I ~;p:fi \j1lufit 'fdiH m 
~ ~ 

f.mr q:(tldI ~: II' - is literally true. For the common run 

of people, the phenomenon of Paramartha Tattwa (Ab
solute Reality) is merely a thing existing in the dark. It 
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is not cognizable to them in any manner whatsoever ; 
they are snoring, as it were, in such a deep sleep of 
indiscrimination ! But that very Paramlirtha (Absolute 
Reality) is being cognized (Intuitively seen) by a Jliani 
(Realized Soul), who has conquered the senses and has 
directed all his attention incessantly towards his Self 
(Atman) alone - just like. the rest of the people are seeing 
very clearly all the external objects in the waking - as 
the non-dual A tman alone who is of the very essence of 
the A~solute Reality. When the rest of the people are 
thinking that - 'We are awake' - they are, in truth, having 
the experience of a prolonged dream of the type of seeing 
the distinction of Griilya (that which is comprehended) 
and Gri1taka (that which comprehends). To them it may 
be appearing as : 'This phenomenon called Paramiirtha 
or the Absolute Reality must be a particular eatable or 
a silk cloth ; by virtue of this alone, these people who 
are said to be J/ianis must be so very happy.' Especially 
in the case of some people, there lurks a fear in their 
minds that - 'We do not at all want any association with 
this Paramiirtha Jliiina ; for, with any kind of association 
with these Jliiinis we may get a high sense of detachment 
or renunciation !' But those great holy sages, who have 
cognized that Paramiirtha, do not see or have even an 
iota of ~y latent impression of the distinctions of the 
type of these categories like Griizya, Gri11aka, Graha1JfJ I· 

Jii14!U, Jiiana, Jiieya. In them there is a steadfast deter
mination (conviction) that Jiianaswariipa is pure Jliapti 
(Absolute, Pure Consciousness or Awareness) which has 
dissolved all the various distinctions. 
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XII. AMJ.UTATWA (IMMORTALITY) 

It has been taught in the Upanishads that the Re
ality behind the Jniit{U is Nityavartamiinariipa (of the 
essential nature of perennially present tense, i.e. eternally 
existing) and Am(ita (Immortal) ; it is also stated in the , 
Siistras that the Devatas (deities) are immortal, is it not? 
But their Amtitatwa is not the real Am(itatwa in the 
predominant sense ; that Am(itatwa is meant to signify 
one existence lasting for a long l?eriod of time. Nachiketa 
(a boy of 12 years of age) even after asking details about 
the Amaratwa (immortality in the secondary sense) that 
is attained by means of Nichiketigni has inquired about 
the Jnana· (Intuitive Knowledge) of Amritatwa (Immortal
ity in the predominant sense) from the God of Death 

(Yama) in the manner : '3FlPT tt"lfG;Il4slI'4'1ftl Oi;:q~If'iltl 

iid1ttid1t( I 3FfSf 'tdl"6i:l "I&fI"6i:l tt'dN~lIf~ "ffiL CfG II' -

(Katba 1-2 .. 14) - meaning - 'Please tell me that Tattwa 
(Absolute Reality) alone which is beyond Dharma and 
Adharma, beyond Kiirya-KaralJa (effect-cause), beyond the 
past, the present and the future periods of time !' When 
the great sage Yijiiavalkya distributed (gifted away) all 
his wealth between his two wives and was planning to 
wander about as a Paramahamsa (monk in pursuit of 
spiritual emancipation), his senior wife, Maitreyi, inquired 
in the manner : 'If this entire universe full of various , 

kinds of assets is acquired by me, can I, by that wealth, 
become Amrita (Immortal, Liberated from Bondage) ? 

Then, Yajiiavalkya clarified in the manner : '"lJ~cfIqCfi{olqdi 

",lfCld m -a \iflfqd '@4IG'td=(q~ ~ ~I~II~ rq~'1' - meaning 
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- 'One's life endowed with all kinds of comforts and aids 
will be accordingly comfortable, but one can never en
tertain a desire of attaining Am(itatwa by means of wealth.' 

Then Maitreyi requested : '~ :tllidl llri fCfiq6 ~ ~ 

~ 'qllql9( ~ ~ .q 'i!ft"' meaning - 'That by which I 

cannot become Immortal, by acquiring such a thing what 
can I achieve ? Please teach me that Tattwa alone which 
you know.' In those times, women, boys, Brahmins and 
even Shiidras (menials) - all humans were hankering 
after, with great anxiety, this Atmajniina. Whereas, the 
present-day people are complaining in the manner - 'We 
do not have anything to eat and to wear ; then what use 
can we get from such a Vidya?' To such people there 
is no question of their ever getting A tmavidyii ; in fact, 
their plight is pitiable in that they are not able to think 
of a device of acquiring enough food and clothes and are 
blinking with despair ! 

Let it be. In another Upanishad, there is a discus
sion between a preceptor and his disciple. To a question 
by the disciple that - 'Prompted by whom do the mind 
and the senses are performing their respective functions l' 

the preceptor gives the answer : '~dt4 ~ q:t~ lRl 
""i:11 '6 emf ~ '0 AIOlftt lIfOT: I -:q~tSt1l:q~(rfl~i3tf tftu: 

~~I~I~CfiIG'idl cqqf.d II' - (Kena 1-2), meaning, 'There 

exists an A tman who is the very essence of all the senses, 
the very essence of the entire psyche ; those discrimina
tive people who have cognized Him traqscend this world 
of senses and become Immortal. In fact, destruction or 
death lurks in the senses alone ; the senses are the seat 
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or abode (substratum) for Klima (desires) ; the popular 
saying of sages that - 'Where there is Klima (desire) there 
is no Rlima (the incarnation of VishlJU, the Ultimate 
Reality) ; where there is ROma, there is no Klima' - is 
being discarded by the common people. Their common 
query is : 'Why has God given us, or endowed us with, 
the senses ? If there is no enjoyment of the external 
objects, the senses being there becomes a total waste, is 
it not ?' But what is the ground reality here ? By virtue 
of these senses alone - to wit, by the hankering after, or 
attraction towards, enjoyment alone - we have become 
Martyas (mortals). As the Kathopanishad instructs : 

«Cfi~4l{: wflt~ 1It"i I~~ a:t~lct'd:q~<'i(1~f1i"i%§i' - (Katha 2-1) 

meaning, 'Controlling the habitual behaviour of the senses, 
when the discriminative person cognizes (finds out) the 
Paramiirthavastu (Absolute Reality) Itself which is the 
A tman (Self) of even those senses, then and there he 
attains Amtitatwa (Immortality).' The non-discriminative 
(extroverted people with a deep-seated materialistic out
look on life) do not know this secret. The majority of 
people do not at all have the habit of giving up activities 
or pursuits prompted by qualities or mental propensities 
of Tamas (inertia, indolence) and Rajas (dynamism) and 
adopting a way of life replete with Siitwika (benign and 
sober) habits pertaining to food, living conditions as also 
behaviour and deliberation. Vichiira (discrimination) for 
them means consideration or deliberation on external objects 
alone ! Howat all can such people get the time or leisure 
for Atmavichara (Self-Knowledge, discrimination about 
the 'Self) ? To them the question : 'Who am I ?' -
appears to be or sounds like a childish question ! 
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, 
For that reason alone, the Sruti is alerting Tattwa-

jijiiiisus (seekers of the Absolute Reality) in the manner: 
"Thou art here and now immortal ; even the deities are 
afraid and jealous thinking that - 'Even the Martyas 
'(mortal human beings) may surpass us by cognizing such 
an Am{itaswariipa !'." This Am(itaswariipa is not some
thing that has ,to come to us adventitiously and afresh. 

The purport of the Sruti sentence : '~~ ~ fq~I'1IG=<1~ 

7.f fq~1I4 ";f ~ ~ rq~U4 mtt ~ fq~lI~q"ijij l4qJ4~l1 (l 

amqrS~14rUf'i('l:' - (Bri. 3-7-22) - meaning - 'That which 

is innermost in us is Vijiiiina or Buddhi (intellect), one 
who is innermost even beyond this intellect and who 
prompts this intellect too to function as per certain laws 
or regulations - such a controller of the intellect cannot 
possibly be cognized by the intellect. He alone is 
'Antaryiimi' who is Atman, who is Amrita (Immortal).' 
A tman of all of us is verily our essential nature of Pure 
Being who is innermost beyond all other phenomena ; 
being very much in His control alone, all of us are 
carrying on all the functions of our mind and senses. He 
alone is our A tman. In Sanskrit anything that is extremely 
near is indicated by the word - 'Eshaha' (this person). 
There is no one who is nearer to us than this Parami4man 
who is Am{ita (Immortal). He alone is witnessing every
thing and is moving everything ; He alone is our Atman 
(Self), of the essential nature of Immortality (Am{ita

swariipaIJ). Even if the body dies, He does not die ; it 
is not even possible to think or conceive of this Atman 
to be either non-existent or destructible. For, even the 
concept of any particular thing or phenomenon of the 
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type - 'It exists' or 'It does not exist' as also 'It is 
destroyed' - is invariably and unavoidably to be known 
to us with the support of this Sarvasiicshi alone. Yama, 
the God of Death, has instructed Nachiketa, his 12-year-

old disciple, thus : '~~ ~~:sq;(t CfiI'41 ~~ WG f~: I 

3ltr ~~ "IctfllS4 "iT&T (iq~jd II ~ ~ ~ ~G~~~ 

Q~tt: I 3ltr ~~ "Ict~dlq~j~lIe~'lIl' - (Katha 2-

3-14, 15) - meaning - 'When all the desires lurking in 
the heart of a Jiva leave him, then the Inortal being 
becomes Immortal; here itself this Jiva attains Brahman. 
When all the knots of the heart get untied, then the 
mortal being becc,mes Immortal ; this much is the spir
itual instruction propounded by aU Vedantas or Upa
nishads. Our having built up or cultivated a strong re
lationship (attachment) with desires has itself become 
an i~pediment to our attaining Purushiirtha (the ultimate. 
goal of human life viz. Mo7csha or Liberation). There is 
no counting with regard to our desires. They are lurking, 
hidden in our hearts (Mind) in the form of latent impres
sions of the false notion of 'I' (born out of ignorance). 
The AvidyavOsan~ (latent impressions born out of igno
rance) of the type of - 'I am this body ; this is my 
wealth' ; 'I am happy or miserable' - etc. have got 
themselves ensconced, embedded in our heart ; just as a 
condiment of mango is full of or subsumed by salt and 
chilli, in the same manner the heart is fully occupied by 
the latent impressions of desires born out of ignorance. 
Even at the time of death these impressions do not leave 
us. In the past, in a small town called HiriyUr, a 60-year
old man was having the last pangs of death, so to speak, 
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and at that moment his two younger brothers asked him 
- 'Oh brother, if you have any wish, desire to be fulfilled 
tell us, we will definitely fulfil it.' Pat came the answer : 
'I wish to get married once more !' (Later on, he sur
vived that moment and with the unflinching efforts of his 
brothers he got married and was served well by a devoted 
wife for a few more years ! That is a different topic). 
Such is the potency of Kiimavmana (latent, potential 
impression of a desire) ! 

Hamstringing our minds thus with many AvidyO-. 
samskiiras (latent impressions of ignorance), we have to 
traverse somewhere and by giving them up or leaving 
them behind, we are not able to put forward even a single , 
step, so to speak. Shri Sailkara in his work called 'Moba-

mudgara' has writtel1 ; 'CfiT -a CfiIWldI ~~: eel{JS<4QfflCil 

Fqfit": I q:)(4 '(i.f -q;: Cf)(f 31llfld~=tCi f:q:ijll lIf~G VRf: II" -
~ 

meaning - 'Who is your wife ? Who is your son ? This 
SamsOra (transmitratory existence or life) is extremely 
wonderful. To whom do you belong ? Who ? Wherefrom 
have you come ? Oh brother, think over this truth .' In 
the same way, if we deeply observe and thjnk in the 
manner : 'In our life what is -the relationship between us 
and the external objects l' - then we can reckon that -
'Before I was born, these objects were not related to 
me ; especially after my death they cannot possibly be 
related to me ; therefore, there is no relationship what
soever between me and these phenomena.' If this truth is 
detennined and we are convinced about its veracity, this 
discrimination will lead us to the conclusion that - 'Even 
these adjuncts like the body, the senses etc. are not, in 
reality.' related to us.' Then the desires leave us in peace. 
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There is a drama called 'Bhartruhari Nirveda' in San
skrit. In that, a king by name 'Bhartruhari' found that his 
queen died hearing the false news spread about his death 
and unable to bear the pangs of separation because of his 
innate attachment to ber, embraced the body saying : 'I 
will die keeping her body on my" chest ; at least in the 
next birth let her association be achieved !' When he was 
lamenting like this, a sage by name 'Gorakhnatha' gave 
him spiritual instruction and as a result the king got over 
the delusion and acquired total detachment and a high 
sense of ascetic renunciation. This is beautifully described 
there in that drama. That thing which is very dear to 
anyone - when it is separated from him or is destroyed, 
then the person feels as though he himself has been 
destroyed ; 'but when this false identification disappears, 
immediately the latent impressions of desires lurking in , 
his heart are loosened" and destroyed. As the Sruti states : 

'~ qr aft ec:ff£l Cfil'illf ~ firli ilfq~I("t:f91~ Cfil"lllf" ~ firli 
~ 

'lfqfa' - (Bri. 4-5-6) - meaning - 'We do not love any

thing for its own sake ; by virtue of the innate love that 
we have for our Self and for our own satiation or 
satisfaction we love the other thing. ' Thus more than 
anything else A tman alone is dear to us. But for A tman, 
in reality, there is no taint of any attachment or relation
ship with anything whatsoever. 'He is Advitiya (non
dual)' - If this truth is cognized, immediately all the inner 
desires in our Mind get sublated ; even the cognition of 
the truth that - 'We are really Am(itaswariipa (of the 
essential nature of immortality)' - flashes in our Mind 
like lightning. 
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XIII. AVASTHATRAYA (THE TRIAD OF STATES OF 

CONSCIOUSNESS) 

Although all of us are verily Nitya (eternal), Shuddha 
(Pure), Buddha (Conscious), Mukta (Liberated), because 
of the reason that we do not have the Jliiila (Intuitive 
Knowledge) of that Swarilpa (essential nature of Being), 
as a result of that Avidya (ignorance) we have reckoned 
ourselves Ashuddha (impure), Ajliiinis (people devoid of 
Jliiina) , Baddhas (bound by this SamsOra). Let alone the 
truth that an Atmajnani is NityatruPta (ever-satiated) ; , 
even those who worship him will become rich. The Sruti 

expresses this in the manner : 'ail('q~ Gl=4~ct 'ifdq;lq:' -

(MUJ.1Qaka 3-1-10), meaning - "Those who worship a 
'Knower of the Self do not have rebirth." It further 

says : 'aqlea ~ ~ 6lCfiIQI: W ~ISfiqt1~r(1qdr:d tfm:' 
...:a ~ 

(MUI}Qaka 3-2-1). We are just now having a belief that 
we are modest only ; but howevennuch our desires are 
fulfilled, the time when we say - 'It is enough; nothing. 
more' - does not come at all. As Yayati has expressed : 

'-;r ~ q;rq: CfiIJltI"1I~qifl~'1 ~1Ii4fa I 6fqql fWlq(ilq 'ilf 
t(qlfqqtf~ lit - (Our desires never end or get exhausted 

by means of enjoyment ; just as a fue fed by ghee - they 
get enhanced more and more). To those who are having 
a mental attitude of the type - 'I want more, I want 
more' - just like a beautiful beggar woman, even after 
becoming the queen of a King, was secretly begging and 
eating - this mental weakness can never be avoided. 

Really speaking, in our Swabhiiva (essential nature 
of Absolute or Pure Being) there are no distinctions 
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whatsoever of abundance or paucity. When we are in 
deep sleep, although no divisions or distinctions of the 
body exist therein, in our waking spontaneously the feel
ing that - 'We were lying down in about six feet of , 
space' - accrues to all of us. Although the Sruti is 
proclaiming vehemently that - 'The entire universe that 
we perceive in our waking is directly related to us ; our 
Alman is verily Vaishwmaara, meaning - 'the Self of all 
creatures and entities' - we all have assumed the waking 
state to be a Vyavaharavastha (i.e. a state wherein we 
all carry. out our workaday or empirical dealings) by 
remaining within that 'world', by cognizing and commu
nicating, and by engaging ourselves in various transac
tions. The state of Svapna (dream) appears to be a 
reflection or replica of the waking - at that moment it 
seems to be verily waking itself ; even so, it is extremely 
different, distinct from waking indeed ; either in the 
waking or the dream, no one can possibly smuggle out 
even a small object that exists in one of them to the other 
state. It is also not possible for anyone to detennine or 
detect the dream, during its experience,' to be a 'dream'. 
Let it be ; even now (i.e. in waking) how at all can we 
decide in the manner : 'This is waking' - with certainty 
or conviction ? [To wit, there is no specific hallmark or 
evidence to detect the reality of a state taken as a whole, 
plenary experience]. Such is the illusory depiction of 
these waking and dream states in us ! 

Even when we say to ourselves - 'We are awake' 
- that state (of waking) is - just like a wave arising in 
an ocean - merely an extra-ordinary concept which ap
pears to arise in the ocean of our Nityanubhavaswariipa 
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(the essential nature of Intuitive Experience for eternity). 
In the same way, the phenomenon of dream too is a mere 
misconception. That alone we are reckoning at that moment 
to be 'waking'. That state which is the present one 
that is 'waking' ; that state which first appears to be 
'waking' and then gets falsified or sublated is a 'dream'. 
Between these two states to pinpoint and assert in the 
manner - 'This alone is waking' - we do not at all have 
any particular hallmark whatsoever. 

Why say more ? Barring the valid proof of the fact 
that the phenomena of waking, dream and deep sleep are 
accruing to all of us and are all disappearing - there is 
no other evidence whatsoever before us. In fact, the 
whole gamut of misconceptions comprising these three 
states (universal experiences) is the An14ma Jagat (the 
world of not-Self). Really speaking, in order to instruct - , 
that - 'Atman does not at all have any state' - the Sruti 

has deseribed our Swariipa in the manner : '";{R1': 1(ij ';f 

~: 1(ij ~"'lId: 1(ij -;r S4~I'1tt4 ';f 1(ij '11S4~'l' - (Mat}Qiikya 7). 

To wit; we do not have any kind of cognition or non
cognition at any time whatsoever ; we are ever of the 
very essence of Absolute, Transcendent Being-Conscious
ness. 

Avasthiitraya - meaning, the group (triad) of three 
states - is itself an expression which is meaningless. For, 
it is not possible at all to say that they are anyone of 
Dravya (substance), Gu1Jll (quality, special attribute), Kriya 
(action), SOmOnya (a genus), Vishesha (a particular spe
cies), or Abhiiva (non-existence). For, the logicians are 
dealing with the objects or phenomena that appear to us 
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in a state called 'waking'. alone as Dravya, GUlJa etc. ; 
how at all can anyone call the entire waking state of 
Consciousness as Dravya, GUlJa or any other Padiirtha 
(entity, substance) whatsoever? 'Padiirtha' means 'that 
thing or entity which is signified by or meant by the 
word' ; either the Pada (word) or its Artha (object or 
substance signified) are phenomena that appear to us in 
our waking state only. Therefore, the expression 'waking' 
is neither a Pada nor Artha. These Avasthiis (states of 
Consciousness) are not events that occur one after 
another in time ; for, the concept of time is the name 
of a Padartha (a phenomenon) that appears within the 
waking or the dream. Within these two s.tates the -feeling 
that the events are taking place one aft~r another does 
arise in our Mind on the support of the cc)ncept of time, 
is it not ? Now, these phenomena of A vasthas are also 
not Padarthas (entities) that appear in space, one by 
the side of another. To wit, the concept of 'space' 
(region) is caused in us in relation to the 'empty space' 
(Akiisha) that appears to us either in the waking or in the 
dream. The support for the spatial concept is the feeling 
of the type of 'there', 'here', is it not? But if we raise 
the questions like : 'Where, in which region are these 
states of waking, dream or deep sleep ? In support of 
these states which Desha (region) is there ; for that 
spatial concept· which is that Ak~ha (empty space) that 
is the substratum, support ?' None of these exists indeed. 
Therefore, A vasthas are neither existing in any partic
ular region, nor are they occu.rring (as events) in any 
particular time. Without understanding the ground real
ity of these concepts of 'time' and 'space', we are merely 
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talking about the 'three' AvasthOs occurring as events. 
Without the support of either region (space) or time how 
at all can there arise any concept of 'number' ? There
fore, it is not possible for us to count the Avasthas ; we 
may, for namesake, express that the words like 'waking', 
'dream', 'deep sleep' -are three in number. For, these 
'expressions' we can make in one time series, one after 
another. 

It is not possible to say that these A vasthis have 
arisen (been caused) from one another; for, just as a 
pot is made out or produced from clay or the sound, 
produced from fIring a gun, arises - none of these Avasthiis 
appear at all in one and the same (common) time and 
space series. For that reason alone, it is not possible 
at all to determine in anyone manner as to how they 
are born, or how they are gone (disappear or get 
destroyed) or they are mutually related to one anotb
er, or they are different, each from the other, or nOD
different from one another. It is also not possible at 
all to determine their Swariipa (essential nature of 
Being), Sthiti (sustenance), Vyipara (functioning), Phala 
(benefit, fruit) etc. - none of them whatsoever. There 
is a saying in vogue in Sanskrit to indicate that certain 

riddles can never be resolved as : 'a:tC1fl:1if~ofI cpf:' (Take 

if you wish that much time as the life-span of the four
headed Brahma or the Lord Creator in order to resolve 
this riddle). Really speaking, those people who undertake 
the task of determining as to what these Avasthas are, and 
organizing them (in a rational manner) are confronted by, 
or become victims of, this predicament or confusion ! 
Don't ask - 'What is this magic that you have per-
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formed ?' We are not trying to mesmerize anyone and 
delude them. 'Avasth~' are mere Vikalpas (mis-concep
tions) ; such a truth is possible to be Intuited or cognized 
on the support or strength of our Anubhava (Intuition) 
alone. We have assumed the waking, which is the 
Vyavahiira Avastho, itself to be the most important or 
superior state other than all other states, and from its 
viewpoint or standpoint alone we are looking at or ex
amining the other two states of dream and deep sleep ; 
and hence, since we undertake to apply those very 
Shabdapratyaya (verbal expressions) which are suitable to 
the waking phenomena, all such difficulties are con
fronted by us. In consonance with Anubhava if we cognize 
anything that is seen as it appears alone and then test it 
on the anvil or touchstone of Tarka (logic), so to speak, 
then the reality behind these AvasthT8 will become re
vealed. That is all. 

Thus if these Jigrat (waking), Svapna (dream) 
and Sushupti (deep sleep) are mere misconceptions, 
and in reality they do not exist at all, if this alone is the 
truth, which is that Vastu (Reality, Entity) which really 
exists ? - thus a question may be raised here. To that 
Anubhava alone all these phenomena are appearing ; even 
when these states appear and disappear that AnubhavarUpa 
(Intuition as our essence of Being) which does not un
dergo even a wee bit change or mutation and exists as 
It is - that Anubhava alone is to be reckoned as 'really' 
(Absolutely) existing. That which really exists never 
goes out of existence ; that which does not exist, never 
comes into existence. Thus Shri Krishna has expressed 

the truth • ';1Iedt fC4eJd '1JC1l'-;Ucqlcft fqEJd ~:' in the Glto, 
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is it not ? Therefore, we should determine that 
Atmiinubhava (Intuition of the Self) alone really ex
ists ; just as mis-conceptions of the type of a snake, 
a streak of water, a crevice in the ground etc. do 
appear in a rope - in this our Atman alone these 
Vika/pas (misconceptions) are appearing and disap
pearing - such a Bhriinti (delusion) is taking place in 
us. In truth, the very. essence of these Avasthas is itself 
this our Atman (Self) of AnubhavarUpa (of the ve~ 
nature of Intuitive Experience). As Shri GauQapada bas 

stated: 'a:t~lfGLtllllll ~ ~~: wCift4d I 3f\ilLtf~~Lt~C1Ltad ...:» ...:» 

~gffl (fGf II' - (Gau4apada Karika 1-16), meaning - "All 

the people are having an illusory dream which does not 
have a beginning. They entertain a deep-seated belief that 
the appearance of a dream comprising JQgrat, Svapna and 
Sushupti is constant. The waking and the dream together 
are a Svapna ( dream), deep sleep is Sushupti - here 
'Svapna' means anything falsely appearing as though it 
is existing; 'Sushupti' means AjnOna (ignorance) as noth
ing is appearing - these phenomena are pestering all 
human beings. But when by virtue of the instruction by , 
the Siistra as also a qualified spiritual teacher the truth 
that - 'These AvasthTB are mere misconceptions (false 
appearances) or in their very core of Being they are one's 
own SwarUpa of Kii(asthOnubhava (Absolute, Transcen
dent Intuition) alone' - is cognized with conviction, then 
this dream disappears (gets sublated, falsified) and the 
seeker gets the 'waking of Intuition' of the type - 'I am 
verily the non-dual Self or Atman who is Nirvikalpa 
(devoid of or beyond any misconception)'." 
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Now a doubt of the type that - 'If. it is so, we may 
call this Anubhava 'Atman' at least, is it not ?' If we 
say - 'Atman is myself; Satyaswariipa (essential nature 
of Reality) is myself - it amounts to saying - 'I am not 
Aniitman (not-Self), not a false appearance.' But even 
these Vikalpas (misconceptions) which are mutually op
posite like A tman and Aniitman, Satyam and Asatyam 
(false) - where do they exist apart from this Kii(astha
nubhava ? 

This Absolute Reality of the essential nature of 
Anubhava is also being called Sikshi .- 'One who witness
es directly (without any medium)' - in Vedantic parlance. 
But even this is merely a 'concept' assumed on the basis 
of AdhyOrOjJa (super-imposition) in relation to or desi
derating an opposite of Anilman (not-Self) which is Sikshya 
(the witnessed object) and, in truth, Atman cannot pos
sibly be called 'Sikshi'. Because of the opinion that this 
is a Tattwa (Reality) which subsumes Sikshi and Sikshya, 
as also because of the opinion that for this Reality there 
are no distinctions or divisions caused by the categories 
of time and space, this Reality is being called Brahman 
in the scriptures. Even that is also assumed on the basis 
of Adhyaropa alone. For, the word 'B1:ahman' connotes 
'that which is not small', 'that which is not finite' ; when 
there is no other phenomenon or entity which is small or 
limited, how at all can we call this 'Brahman' ? There
fore, even the name of ~Brahman' is not a satisfactory 
word to indicate or signify the ground reality or truth 
about the Tattwa (Absolute Reality). 

Now we will consider one more method of indicat
ing the Reality and conclude this topic. In Brahlnan, there 
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is no special feature whatsoever, is it not ? In order to 
signify that - 'It is not Dravya (substance), not Jai 
(species), not GuIJ(l (quality) ; that It has no relation , 
whatsoever with anything else' - there is another Sruti 

sentence : '31lffif all~WI ~~' - [Now, the real essential 

nature of Being of Brahman (the Absolute Reality) will 

be instructed] ; '~~' (Not this, not that) - this alone 

is that indication (instruction). Thus this is the meaning 
of the Brihadaral}yaka sentence 2-3-6. Atman has been 

repeatedly described in the Upanishads as - '11 ~ ~fi1~~I(qI' 
- 'He is Atman described as - Not this, not that.' This 
description is, from one viewpoint, proper indeed. For, 
since whatever we imagine about or conceive of, it amounts 
to saying something that is not existing in Atman, to 
signify in the manner - 'Not this, not that' so as to deny 
that - 'Any concept is not Brahman at all' - is truly an 
excellent and efficacious device for describing Brahma
swarUpa. But here also there lurks a subtle point for' 

. consideration, reflection. When we say - 'Not this' - the 
word 'this' is reckoned to mean 'something that is ex
isting in front of us' and that 'something' we are deny
ing, is it not? But apart from this Brahmiimavastu (the 
Absolute Reality called Brahman-Atman) which is Nir
vishesha (devoid of any special attribute) what entity or 
phenomenon is existing? Nothing at all. Hence, when we 
look at it in this sense, even this final signification has 
to be admitted to be inadequate indeed. Though with a 
view to indicating this TattwaswarUpa somehow or the 
other we have called It Kiitasthlinubhava (Absolutely 
immutable Intuition, Pure Consciousness), in our worka-
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day world without an object like AnubhOvya (experienced 
thing) there cannot possibly be an entity called 'Anubhava' 
(experience) and hence that Absolute Reality of Brahman 
or Atman cannot suitably, adequately be called 'Anubhava'. 

Therefore, better than indulging in Tarka (logical 
exercises) of the nature or form of AvasthOJraya Vichara 
(deliberation on the three states) if we establish our Mind 
quietly and constantly in Anusandhiina (Intuition) of th~~ 
Swariipa (essence of Pure Being-Consciousness), then that 
Mind alone is rendered to be of the. essence of - , 
A tmiinubhava. This secret Shri SaIikara has indicated in 
his Siitra Bhishya in this manner : When a disciple by 
name 'Bishkali' requested his preceptor, Bidhwa, to , 
instruct him about this Ta ttwa , the Sruti itself states that 
the teacher instructed him by Avachana (without any 

statement, i.e. in silence, tranquillity) alone : '~ 61ql"€tl!ftf~ 

q 1ffi ~ awn Gl'qt1 • f;ffi~ CIT ~ err crq;r 3t11"€t ~: ~ ~ \[\11'1 ~ 

requesting two or three times, Badhwa remained quiet, 
silent. Finally, he uttered - "I am telling you, Oh dear, 
but you are not comprehending It ; this Atman is Upashiinta 
(verily silent, embodiment of tranquillity)"]. In whatever 
manner we explain or describe Atmaswariipa there al
ways remains some defect or deficiency or the other ; 
because of the reason that A tman is Nishkala (devoid of 
any attributes), Nishkriya (devoid of any action), Shiinta 
(tranquil) - to get rooted or established in Atman Intu
itively is itself the only doorway or method of 'Know
ing' and 'teaching' Atman to others. Thus it becomes 
established here. 
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The deliberation on 'Avasthiiraya' has been given 
briefly here. Its detailed explanation or description may 
"be known from another book - 'Paramirtha Chintima.,i' 
(in Kannada) or 'The Magic Jewel of Intuition' - its 
English translation. After reflecting and ratiocinating on 
the discussions mentioned therein the readers may ques
tion themselves - 'Whether the Swarilpa described here is 
really Paramiirtha (Absolutely true) or not? Whether that 
Alman or Brahman exists in this manner or not ?' Be
cause of the reason that that Tattwa is 'Known' only by 
Intuition, there does not remain anything to be asked or 
to be explained. 

XIV. CONCLUSION 

Now we will try to draw certain conclusions with 
regard to the topics we have deliberated upon so far. Shri , 
Sailkara has proclaimed that for the whole gamut of 
Vediintic lore Anubhava ·(Intuition) alone is the predomi
nant or prime factor, nay the foundation. We cannot 
afford to forget th~ most pregnant statement that he has 

mentioned in his Sutra Bhisbya 1-1-2 : '';f f44f"'~lijllllfqq 

~f£lIGlf ~ ~qloi iI~r\i1~lijIIlIJt fen a ~("lII~~s;f"lcn~14~i1 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

~tllijUfq'l16 ~qlol'l II' - [In the matter of study and 

pursuit of Dharma or religious tenets, while deliberating 
upon the sentences found in the "KarmakOlJf/a, just as 
those mere sentences are PramiilJas or valid authoritative 
sources, in this Brahmajijn~ii (study and pursuit of Brah-
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man or the Absolute R~ality), the Sruti or scriptures and 
its concomitant accessories alone are not Pramiil!a ; on 
the other hand, Srutis etc. as also Anubhava (Intuition) 
etc. as per the contexts are PramOlJas]. Wherever we say 
that - 'This is Shri SaIikara's opinion' - it should invari
ably be reckoned that that very opinion is the teaching 
propounded with one voice, and unequivocally, by all the 
three traditional AchOryas, viz. Shri Gau4apadacharya, , 
Shri SaJikara.charya, and Shri Sureshwaracharya. 

Another important sentence pertaining to Anubhava 

is : '~it' wi4IUlw:t 31q41~rqtC: ~ I "~lct4Irt1~ Q{it54lti:, ..., ..., 

R:~ q~ftl<csn\i1lrqelleJw:tdf~CS4~Olltl II' - (Sutra Bhashya I-I

I). The purport is - "Brahm.iivagati meaning Brahmiimiinu
bhava (Intuition of Brahman or Atman) alone' is the real 
Purushirtha (goal of human life) ; for, all the Samslirabyas 
(root causes for transmigratory existence of repeated births 
and deaths) like Avidya (ignorance) etc. - to wit, Avidya, 
Kiina (desire), Karma (action, work) which are the cause 
for repeated births and deaths called 'Samslira' - are 
destroyed exclusively by Brahmanubhava. Neither by means 
of Karma nor by means of Upasana (mental contempla
tion or meditations) Avidya Samslira Byas get totally 
destroyed without retmlants ; the real Purushiirtha in 
which Avidya is completely destroyed and any desire for 
anything apart from Atman is not at all sought after, and 
no action or undertaking is resorted to for the fulfilment 
of any desire whatsoever - is attairled (nay accrues spon
taneously) by Brahmiimiinubhava alone." 

In the Vedas, Salhanas (spiritualllractices) which 
yield visible fruits (D(ish(aphala) are stipulated in the 
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manner : '-;r ~lIqq·,r(1;flNEld lfd :'1Cf4 q~'l atq·,r(1ijl~"''1i 

~qoll<tl'1i ~Gljqi4'1I<tl'1i "if fq"lI'1ltlll' - (Sutra Bhashya 2-

1-14), meaning - 'It is not possible to assert that this 
Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) does not accrue ; for, 

, -
SravalJll (listening to the topic of A tman and determining 
the meaning of the Vedantic sentences), Manana (what is 
heard is in consonance with reason - thus to discern and 
decide), Nididhyikana (contemplating upon A tmavastu or 
the Reality of our Self alone with utmost concentration 
or one-pointedness and to determine Its Absolute Reality) 
- such visible, fruit-yielding (practical) SaJhanas are men
tioned in the Upanishads. For Vastujiiiina (knowledge of , 
substance) such practices like SravalJll etc. are needed, is 
it not ? Those vefY practices are stipulated here. The , . 
Sruti is stating in'. clear terms that by means of such 
SaJhanas here itseif - i.e. in this very life, BrahmaprOpti 
(attainment of the Absolute Reality) is achieved. It is also 
stipulated in that context that in order to be able; to 
practise those superior and sublime Siilhanas the suitable, 
qualifying pre-conditions like Pratyagd{ish(i (introvertedness, 
introspection), Anta"karalJOSaftls/cOras (subtle refmement 
of the Mind), the other earlier preparatory Siilhanas like 
Adhyayana (study of the scriptures), Yajna (sacrificial 
fire), DOna (charity, philanthropy), Tapas (austerity, pen
ance) are stipulated therein. It being so, there is no reason 
whatsoever to say that Anubhava does not accrue. 

'";f ~l4qq·,r(1:, 3Rf?4cfiT ~1R;qr ~ :rICf4 q! 'l I 

31rqtJIR1F~\fi(1G~f::tlt( I ~1~Cfi~I::tI:(lijiflql:cq " - (Sutra Bhasbya 

2-1-14), meaning - "It is not possible to doubt in the 
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manner - Even if this Anubhava accrues, what use is 
there from It ? Or, this too may be a sort of delusion 
(Bhrtinti), why not ?" When this Jiiiina called Brahmanu
bhava is attained, there is a fruit of the nature of Avidya 
disappearing or being removed. Avidya (ignorance) means 
a Bhranti (delusion) of the type - 'We have an eternal 
association with adjuncts like the body, the senses and the 
mind' ; when this Bhriinti disappears, the fruit of the type 
- 'ParamC4man who is Advitiya (non-dual) and Nityamukta 
(eternally Free, ,Liberated) Himself I am' - culminates in 
our Anubhava (Intuitive Experience). It is said that a 
swindler promised a person that - ' After crossing the 
river I will teach you the Tattwa (Absolute Reality)' ; but 
after actually they both crossed the river, the swindler 
asked the other - 'Look at the anointed symbol on my 
forehead' ! This (Vediintic) 'Anubhava' is not such a 
worthless experience at all ! Who will ever opine that if 
all the catastrophes and calamities of transmigratory ex
istence are got rid of, such a thing is worthless ? It is 
not possible also to say: 'Even such an Anubhava may 
be BhrOn ti, why not ?' For, this Ayagati (Anubhava or 
Intuitive Experience) of the essence of Advitiya Brahma-
jna,a (Self-Knowledge which is non-dual) accrues only 
after showing or depicting that the limitations of time
space-causation categories are a delusion. Then there is 
no scope whatsoever for a doubt of the type - 'Herefore 
there may accrue another Jliiina (Intuitive Knowledge) 
which may sublate this present one.' Just as immediately 
on consuming food the resultant of satiation accrues, in 
the same manner when the Anubhava (Intuition) called 
AtmajnOna (Self-Knowledge) accrues, the fruit of the 



~ 
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type of Avidyiiniv(itti (sublation of ignorance) is engen
dered spontaneously, so to speak. For that reason alone, 
in the Bhagavadgiti this' is called R~avidya (kingpin 
among all know ledges or sciences) and has been praised, 

c·....... ...: eulogt° sed in the manner : _ qM1 eft & ~Cfi~d"''I'I''''!!!!!oq'''-
~~ ~ 

"tf1( I N ow let us examine the purport behind these 

various special attributes : (i) 'PratYakshivagamam' -
means that - 'The Vijnana (Intuitive Knowledge of the 
Self) is directly, i.e. without the aid of any medium 
whatsoever, Intuited without fail ; therefore, there will 
never be any possibility of any doubt whatsoever arising 
in our mind pertaining to that Selr ; (ii) 'Dharmyam' 
meanS 'that which is not opposed to righteousness ; for, 
it is Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) which manifests 
Itself as a fruit or culmination of all Dharmas (religious 
pursuits, spiritual disciplines)' (iii) 'Susukham Kartum' 
(easy to perform) means - 'This is Intuitive Experience 
which, after finding out Its own true essential nature of 
Pure Being, gets established in Itself - just as without any 
physical strain or stress whatsoever the analysis of the 
real quality or worth of a gem as also its examination can 
be carried out; (iv) 'Avyayam' (that which doesn't get 
emaciated or worn out) means: 'Because of the reason 
that It is the Advitrya (non-dual), ParamOrthasatyam 
(Absolute Reality) - by Its very nature or in Its essence 
of Being - like saffron or jasmine etc. - It is not a thing 
which wears out little by little before getting destroyed' ; 
neither is It a thing which is susceptible to be destroyed 

by any other thing. 'dtxilt( ~:&fC1f~5tCfi~d~I(Ctcfi\~ 

~ atlcqlj'qq:. I ';f ~ atlcqJ01,{ atjiiqd: fCfiF-ll~0<4<t ~('q'{ 
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3fC4f~1 iSqd II' - (Siitra Bhashya 4-1-2), meaning : 'Because 

of the reasons that It is verily our essence of Being which 
is thus Kil(astha (Absolutely real and immutable) ; That 
It is directly AparOksha (innate or immediate, not indirect 
via a medium) alone ; It is having a fruit which accrues 
here and now culminating in our Intuitive Experience ; 
because of the reason that It helps us to cognize Atman 
who is of the very essence of non-duality, there is no 
scope whatsoever for any kind of a doubt ; because of 
the reason that there are no distinctions of time-space
causation categories, It is having Anantaphala (endless 
fruits) - towards such Vediintavijnana (Vediintic Intuition) 
who can ever afford to be indifferent if he is a discrim
inative human being l' 

Here some people may get a doubt: 'If we are thus 
Advitiya Brahmiima Tattwa alone which is verily of the 
essence of Nityashuddhamukta (i.e. eternally. Pure or 
Absolute and Free or Liberated), then why is it that this 
our Avidya does not get sublated from all of us 1 Why 
is it that we do not attain MOksha (Liberation) ?' To this 

doubt the solution is '31NCfiIRfbl wfqft1\i1:r:tcfil ~:' - (To 

those who are especially qualified and fit for this Liber
ation, by the valid authoritative means of the Vedas this 
YathTrthajliiina (Intuitive Knowledge of the Reality- in 
esse) will accrue and not to any Tom, Dick and Harry 
(who are not qualified). Those who have acquired through 
incessant practice of JniinasaJhanas (spiritual disciplines 
attuned to Intuitive Knowledge of the Absolute Reality) 
like Amiinitwa (non-egoism), Adambhitwa (absence of 
vanity) etc. - which are enumerated in Bhagavadglti 13-
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7 to 11 - to such qualified people invariably this JliQ1a 

accrues. Although the Vedic (Upanishadic) sentence of -
'That Brahman alone thou art' - is instructing about 
Paramiirtha (the Absolute Reality) which eternally exists, 
we have not acquired or earned the proper qualification 
of discerning its true meaning by testing it against our 
Anubhava (Intuitive Experience). Atmiinubhava (i.e. the 
Intuitive Experience of the Self, the Absolute Reality) is 
not a commodity that is available in any grocer's shop ; 
because of the reason that It is of the very essence of 
Intuition, we have to perforce give up everything else 
and have to earn It deservedly through Anubhava alone. 
In truth, that Nit)·a Chaitanyaswariipa (very essence of 
eternal, Absolute, Pure Consciousness) devoid of any 
grief or misery arising out of association or relationship 
with adjuncts like the body, the vital force (PriilJa), the - , 
senses, the mind etc. is Itself A tmiinubhava ; Shrj Saitkara 
has proclaimed in his extant Bhasbyas quite clearly and 
in unequivocal terms that for one wQo is experiencing 
this Self or A tman thus, there is nothing else whatsoever 
that remains to be done or achieved. 

The tenets that have been taught or deliberated 
upon so far will serve as very valuable introduction to 
the topics to be taken up in due course. Hence the true 
seeker should' discern and ratiocinate on the genuine 
purport behind the sentences pertaining to A tmiinubhava, , 
quoted from Siitra Bhasbya of Shri Satikara. By such 
reflection all the important tenets of Vediinta will be 
easily discerned, nay to the Mumukshus (true seekers of 
Mo1csha) it amounts to having achieved, attained the very , 
essence of Shri Satikara's Vedanta indeed. 
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xv. ASPARSHA YOGA 

The Vedantic philosophy belonging to the tradition , 
of Shri Sailkara is called Asparsha Yoga. Shri GauQapada, 
the grand-preceptor of Shri SaIikara, while explaining the 
teachings of !di.,4iikyopanishad, in his famous Karikas 
at the beginning of the fourth chapter called Aliitashiinti 

PrakaraIJa, has written this invocatory verse : '3ifX't*lf~jTI 

t ';f(lf ticftitqfl<?i1 fttr: I 3ifqctlc{Jsfq~"~iI ~l1<ldfd -;p:rf-
~ 

tZI~'lII' The reason for the Advaita Darshana (non-dual 

school of philosophy) according to the traditions of Shri 
Gauc;lapada (and Shri Sailkara) getting the nomenclature 
of 'Asparsha yoga' is : There is no difference whatsoever 
between this Darshana (philosophy) and the essential 
nature of Brahman. Since there does not exist anything 
whatsoever that is second to, or other than, Brahman, 
there is no Sparsha (relationship, contact) with anything 
else ; hence It is Asparsha (unrelated Entity). Between 
this Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) of the nature of 
Advaita Darshana and Parabrahman (the Absolute Real
ity) there does not exist any distinction whatsoever. For, 
Brahman is Nitya (eternally) ShuddhtinubhavarUpa (of the 
essential nature of Pure or Absolute Intuitive Experi
ence) ; the Anubhava that accrues as the fruition or 
culmination of Vediintavichara (discrimination as per the 
Upanishadic teachings) is verily of the essence of Brah
man in esse ; different or distinct from that Brahman, this 
Anubhava does not at all exist. 

This Darshana (Philosophy), or Brahman, is Sarva
sattwasukha, meaning, blissful to every creature, a means 
for supreme Bliss indeed. For example, Tapas (penance) 
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is a spiritual practice or means which has to be performed 
by enduring great hardship. But this Darshana is not like 
that ; for, this being the Brahma Darshana (Intuition of 
the Absolute Reality) which is ParamT#landaswariipa (of 
the essential nature of supreme Bliss) which, in truth, is 
the Atman (Self) of everyone, is different from Tapas. 
This is Sukha (blissful) as also Hita (benign, beneficial). 
Enjoyment of external objects etc., though apparently 
pleasant, is not Hita ;- for, in the ultimate analysis or at 
the end of it all, it is the cause for catastrophe or 
calamity alone. But this Darshana - because of the reason 
that both at the beginning and at the end exists in 
Brahmaswariipa which always exists in A nandaswabhiiva 
(essential nature of Pure or Absolute Bliss) alone - is 
both Sukha (blissful) and Hita (beneficial). Because of the 
reason that Brahman is verily A tman of everyone - whether 
he is an Astika (believer in the scriptures, theist) or 
Nastika (non-believer, atheist) - this Darshana is blissful 
to everyone, beneficial to everyone too. This Darshana is 
AvivQda (non-controversial, not disputable). Because of 
the reason that this is a Darshana of the very essence of 
non-duality, in this there is no scope whatsoever for 
argument and counter-argument or assuming roles or fac
tions for and against the teachings Qf this philosophy. For 
this reason too this Darshana is Sarvasattwasukha (Bliss
ful to the very Being or existence of everyone) as also 
'Hita' indeed. When there exists a second entity, as the 

Sruti states : ''lIS( f( ldfttq iiqfa df~d( l(It f",j4fa df~d( m 
-q1t4m' (Bri. 3-4-14) ; 'fi;ffllill 'Pi ilqfa' - (Bri. 1-4-2), 

when we obselVe from the Vyavahiira D{ish{i (empirical 
viewpoint), it appears as though there is Dvaita (duality) 
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in reality ; there exists invariably empirical transactions 
like one seeing another, one hearing another etc. as also 
fear being caused by the second entity ; in the workaday 
transactions (Vyavahiira) there are invariably differ
ences of opinion among one another, and hence in the 
Siddhiintas (Philosophies) of Dvaitins (dualists) the fear 
of Virodha (opposition) and Vivida (dispute) is in
variably unavoidable. But in the Advaita Darshana 
there is never any Vivada (dispute or controversy), 
because there is no Virodha (opposition). whatsoever. 
All this is the purport behind Shri Gaurlapada's Karika. 

Between Bhoutika Vijniina (physical or empirical 
sciences) and Advaita Darshana (the oriental philosophy 
of non-dualism) there exists a very great difference. In 
the empirical sciences, in general, the external objects or 
phenomena in the world are perceived through valid 
means like the senses, are then examined or analysed, 
and by comparing with the previous knowledge about the 
phenomena the scientists arrive at a particular determina
tion or theory ; if this theory becomes opposed to or 
contradictory to the next examination and analysis etc., 
they give up that theory as not correct. But Advaita 
Darshana is not like that at all. In fact, in this science 
par excellence the methodology of the empirical sciences 
cannot possibly be utilized, nay it is not of any use or 
benefit whatsoever. For, in the physical sciences only the 
Prameyariishi (the entire mass or matter of the objective 
world) alone is being taken up for deliberation. But here 
in Advaita Vedanta a deliberation pertaining to the 
totality of existence or Life comprising Atman (Self) 
and AnOtman (not-Selt) is being deliberated upon ; 
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Vedintins are never satisfied by examination or delib
eration of a partial outlook on one aspect of life. 

Similarly between TarkapradhanQ DarshalltlS (spec
ulative philosophies) and Advaita VedOnta there is a great 
deal of distinction with regard to their methods of expo
sition and the truths enunciated by them. The laws or 
rules of logic, which are formulated or rationalised in 
consonance with certain mental concepts based on intel
lectual faculties of reasoning, discrimination, are them
selves the principal or authoritative means for detennining 
the 'Absolute Reality' in esse for those philosophies or 
branches of knowledge. Having stipulated certain logical 
rules or regulations as laws with regard to Tattwa (Re
ality), they are always arguing among themselves mutu
ally. Some people opine that the Jneyavastus (known 
objects) are absolutely real ; some others aver that apart 
from Jniina (knowledge or intellectual concepts or ideas) 
there is nothing whatsoever like Jneya (known object) ; 
in truth, that known object is a mere shape or form of 
mental concept or intelligence - thus for a long time there 
has been going on a long-drawn dispute, controversy 
among these disputants or proponents of Realism, Ideal
ism and several other 'isms' of the same ilk. In our 
country too Siilkhyans, Vaisheshikas etc. were saying 
that 'The Jiieyavastu really exists ; that alone is the 
object for Jiiiina (knowledge)'. Among the Buddhists, 
VijiiOnavlDins (Idealists) were propounding that 'Apart 
from Vijnana (intellectual concept, idea) there is nothing 
like Jiieya (known object) at all ; mental concept itself 
cognizes one part of itself. Among the Western thinkers 
too, there were many Idealists as also Realists (Jiieya
satyatwavii:lins). For all of them logical dissertation alone 
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is the main instrument or means of presentation or prop
agation. Here we can give an example to depict as to 
how these Western thinkers or so-called philosophers 
detennine the Truth or Reality by utilizing logical argu
ments ; German thinker Hegel has explained in the fol
lowing manner his doctrine that - "By means of logic 
the mental concept of 'becoming' can be established by 
the intellectual mode called Pure Being". If all the 
special features like branches, sub-branches, stem, roots 
etc. of a tree are withdrawn or sublated by our intellect 
and then if we deliberate upon (the remainder), then at 
the end the 'Pure Being or Existence' alone remains; at 
that moment there is no distinction between this Pure 
Being and nothingness or essencelessness. Therefore, Pure 
Being or Existence means Shiinya (non-existence) alone. 
If we conjoin this Pure Being with its opposite phenom
enon of non-existence, then it amounts to saying that 
Pure Being itself becomes non-existence, and hence by 
the combination or conjoining of these opposites an entity 
or phenomenon called 'Becoming' is engendered - he 
opines ! Whether this deliberation or theory is proper or 
not is not the topic here for discussion or deliberation. 
This type of dry logic is called in Vediintic parlance 
Kevala Tarkll, Shushkll Tarka. Tarka (logic) cannot 
possibly be a Pramm,a (valid proof or evidence) for 
anything. Vedanta is not a philosophy (spiritual sci
ence) which is formulated or established on the basis 
or strength of Kevala Tarka (dry, vain logic or dia
lectics) ; therefore, in Vedanta there is no scope 
whatsoever for either Vivada (argumentation or dis
putation) or Virodha (opposition or refutation). 
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Now, some philosophers who are Pramm,avalins 
(exponents of valid means or proofs, evidences) are there. 
They have not accepted or totally relied upon Kevala 
Tarka alone. For them the valid means for propounding 
their theories or doctrines are Pratyaksha (perceptual 
knowledge), Anumiina (inference) etc. alone. They keep 
on asking questions like - "For saying - 'That thing 
exists' - what is the evidence ?" "For saying - 'This 
thing does not exist' .. what evidence is there 1" If a 
thing is established by valid means or evidence, they aver 
'It exists' ; if it is not proved or established by valid 
means, they conclude - 'It does not exist.' But what 
PramlilJa (proof) is there for the existence of Pram~ 
(valid means of knowledge) ? Howat all can we deter
mine or establish the question .. 'Whether the PramlilJa 
(in question) is really a proper or correct PramlilJa or 
not ?' - by what valid means (PramlilJa) ? For this 
question there is no satisfactory answer in their philoso
phy. Besides, in their philosophy there exists a controver
sy, dispute with regard to the number of Pram~, and 
in order to determine it they have perforce to use Tarka 
(logic) alone. In our country too there are some Ta-kikas 

(logicians) who afftml . '~oIQqlulI'4i q~F~f~:' [mean

ing : "Without showing, demonstrating Laksha1Jll (extra
ordinary, special quality or attribute) and PramlilJa (valid 
evidence) we do not accept that a Vastu (entity or object) 
exists."] Why, there are DarshanakOras (founders of 
philosophical schools) who include both PramiiIJa (valid 
means of cognition) and PramiifU (cognizer) in the Prameya 
Rashi (mass of objective phenomena) ! If we observe 
according to the tenets of Vediintic philosophy, although 
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the empirical transaction of Pram~a-Prameya Vibhiiga 
(distinctions or divisions of valid means or proof and the 
perceived object) is a pre-requisite for .Vyavahiira (work-
aday dealings), for determining the Parama Tattwa (Ab
solute Reality) to ask about PramiiIJa is not at all proper, 
valid ; for, the very Pramm,a-Prameya-Vyavahiira (the 
whole gamut of empirical dealings of valid means of 
cognition and the cognized object) rests on the base, 
foundation stone of A vidya alone. Without an innate 
identification with the body, the senses, the mind - as 'I' 
and 'mine' - no one can ever become or be a Pramii{U 
(cognizer) ; but there is no universally accepted support 
or substrate' whatsoever to affrrm or assert that these 
phenomena like body, senses and mind are really, abso
lutely, 'I' or 'mine' ! Therefore, it is the opinion of 
Vedintins that - 'For the determination of Paramirtha 
(the Absolute Reality) it is not proper to utilize or 
take recourse to PramiJ.la Vyavahira which is pro
jected, caused by Avidyi (ignorance).' 

Because of the reason that among the various phi
losophies which are logic-predominant there exists thus 
differences of opinion, how at all can we determine or 
discern the Taltwa Siddhiinta (spiritual teaching of Abso
lute Reality) ? Such a question arises, is it not? For this 
question the various philosophers or thinkers do not have 
the same kind of answers. It is the opinion of some 
people that - 'Whatever is of essence in all these philos
ophies, it has to be accepted and what is not has to be 
discarded. But then, those logicians who take into their 
reckoning only that which is essential, become a separate 
group by themselves, is it not ? Even then, in their 
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philosophy how at all can there be tenets or theories 
which are Avivaia and AvirOdha ? There are some others 
who are of the opinion that whatever matter that is 
commonly acceptable in all disputes or controversies should 
be reckoned. Even then, it is quite clear that there is no 
hope whatsoever to say that all the disputants will accord 
their approval to such a system or method. Now, espe
cially Shiin}'aviXlins (nihilists who champion the cause of 
essencelessness) among the Buddhists have been asserting 
that their doctrine i$ to refute all disputes or the various 
theories by means of logic - to wit, to refute all view
points and condemn them - is itself their doctrine. Their 
argument sounds like or is analogous to the assertion -
'If we kill all the enemies, there will not remain any 
enemies opposing us' ! 

Those who affirm that - 'Anubhava (experience) 
alone is the Pramm,a' - are disputants belonging to yet 
another group ; followers of Pataiijali's yoga Darshana 
belong to this group. There are many among Christians, 
Mohammedans and Sufis who are of this group. Among 
the Buddhists too those who were 'Y Oga:hiiras' were of 
this group alone. Even today there are several people 
spread out here and there who claim that in SamOdhi 
they acquire such and such experiences or Anubhavas. 
For the fact that such individualistic experiences accrue 
to such individuals, they are themselves PramOlJa (evi
dence). It is the opinion of Vediintins that on the strength 
and support of such individualistic experiences a philos
ophy which is universally acceptable or acknowledgeable 
and which is, at the same time, Aviviila and Aviruddha 
cannot possibly be formulated or deduced. It is but nat-
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ural that even among those who argue by relying on their 
respective YOgipratyaksha (individualistic experience on 
the basis of yogic practices) there will invariably· arise 
differences of opinion. In the Srutis (Upanishads) and 
Bhagavadgita too Siidhanas (spiritual practices) like 
AdhyatmayOga and DhyanayOga for attaining Paramiirtha 
Darshana (Self-Realization) have been mentioned. Al-

, 
though in Sankara Vedanta (Vedantic teachings as , 
propounded by Shri Sinkaracharya), these Dhyiina 
(contemplation) and Somodhi (trance) are taken as 
support for Tattwavichma (deliberation on the ,Abso
lute Reality of the Self), one of its most important 
tenets or features is that exclusively on the support of 
this kind of experience alone the Tattwanirdharol!a 
(determination or establishment of the Absolute Real
ity) is not made or based. 

The Darshanakaras (philosophers) who are VOkya
shara,!a (totally dependent or reliant upon Vedic sentenc
es or etymology) are of two kinds. Among them some 
believe in Aptavokya (statements by well-wishers) and 
carry out their deliberations. One who is Anubhavi (ex
perienced, seasoned), who can depict the truth (or Abso
lute Reality) as It really exists and who is bereft of 
human defects and weaknesses like deception, cheating 
etc. - such a great, righteous person is fit to be called 
Apta (one who is a well-wisher interested in our progress 
and prosperity). It is very difficult to decide about the 
genuineness and righteous qualities of A ptas ; there is a 
pious axiomaic saying that : 'A J!ishi or sage who is 
believed or supposed to be a PramOlJa (the ultimate 
authority) is very difficult to be judged or decided'. 
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People belonging to various religious faiths believe that 
their respective founder of the faith or holy personalities 
are Aptos and reckon them to be the Pram~ (valid 

• 
authority) for their Adhyama Salhana (spiritual prac-
tices). "Apou,usheyll Vlikyll (scriptural sentence which is 
not of human origin, rather of divine dispensation) is 
itself the Pram~" - people who affmn in this manner 
are of the second kind. Since Vedavlicya (Vedic or scrip
tural sentence) is Apourusheya, in it there does not exist 
any defect or deficiency whatsoever of human origin ; 
those, who believe that for fruits like Svarga (Heaven) 
which are unseen or invisible as also for the existence of 
deities etc., this Veda alone is the PramO/Ja, belong to 
this group of Piirvll Mima,!,sakas (believers in the 
Karmakm,tIa of the Vedas). In VedmatIJ DllrshalllJ also 
(i.e. Uttara MimUl!tsQ) the VedaprOmU1Jya (authority of 
the Vedic lore) is assumed ; but for the purposes of 
determining the Ta ttwa , while utilizing the sentences 
belonging to the Jniinakm,t/a (end portions of the Vedas), 
because of the reason that for Vedinta the visible, 
perceptible fruit of AlIubhllVIl (Intuitive Experience) 
alone is the culmination, fruition - merely on the one 
premise of the Vedintic sentence being 'Apourusbeya 
Vikya' alone it is not reckoned as Prami)}a. The 

NyUya (axiomatic truth) that '~lIqci; ~ :t1l'E"i ";f Cf)1(Cfii( (Siktra 

states about an entity as it is, and not creates what is not 
existent, nor does it remove or sublate what really exists) , 
- Shri SaDkara keeps on reminding Jijniisus (seekers of 
the Ultimate Reality) about it every now and then. In the 
'Vedanta Mimalpsi Sastra' which undertakes the task 
of teaching or expounding Brahman (the Absolute Real-
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, 
ity) for the sake of Its Jijniisus, 8hri SaIikara adopts the 

axiom that - C J>tfllIG,"R'iqIGlp~:q ~~cqqfi:t~ R'tl01"L 
~ ~ 

~'qcnqttl~(qltt, 'idq~fqqllcql:sq i1~~I~f£t' [Both SrutyiKJi 

or scriptures etc. and Anubhava etc. are PramOlJos here ; 
for, Brahma JIiiila has necessarily to culminate in Anubhava 

or Intuitive Experience and has perforce to signify Siddha 
Vastu or an existing entity fully established; just as the 
Karma VOkya gives rise merely to the knowledge of the 
Karma (ritual), it does not stop its function there]. Because 
of the reason that VastuvOkya (a sentence indicating an 
entity as it is) is a PramiU}a, we should interpret it as 
it appears to be proper or correct to our Anubhava 
(experience) and it cannot possibly be imagined in a 
manner contrary to our Anubhava at all. Here in this 
context 'Anubhava' which is Siirvatrika (universal) alone 
is the Pramol!arOja (kingpin among all valid or au
thoritative means) ; this truth has been propounded and , 
proclaimed exclusively by 8hri SaIikara alone. For that 
reason alone this philosophy is Aviviila and Aviruddha -
this assertion by Shri GauQapada is acceptable and suit
able to this Darshana. 

Avidya-Kiima-Karma are the three phenomena, of 
the form or nature of Mtityu (Death), are verily the 
Samsiia Bandha (the Bondage of transmigratory exist
ence) ; by ~eans of Vediinta Jiiiina (the Intuitive Knowl
edge of the Self as propounded by the Vediintic spiritual 
science) this Mtityu can be transcended, surmounted here 

and now itself. 'l(dlqC('4j~lIe~i( (This much alone is the 

established teaching of Vedanta). The Vediintic 'Anubhava' 
accrues only to people of such and such Varl!as (castes) 
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or such and such Ashrllmas (stages of life) - such. 
special qualification. does not exist ; it clln accrue to 
1111 Martyas (mortal human beings). Vedintins take 

, -
into the reckoning only Srutyanugrahitll Tara (mean-
ing, only that logic which is in consonance with 
Anubhava) ; they do not call - just like the predominant
ly logic-oriented empirical sciences - that logic which is 
acceptable and attractive to the human intellect alone 
'Tar/ca' (logic). Tarks has necessarily to be supported 
by or built up on Anubhava ; coloured or smeared by 
that Anubhava, that Siddhmata (conclusive philosophy) 
fmally arrived at should perforce culminate in Anu
bhava alone. 8hri Sureswarachirya, the direct disciple of , 
8hri Satikarachirya, in his Naishkarmyasiddhi has writ-

"ten : 'mSli ;:enuflsflf a~I9ijI~: :(1Ie41'q14 stel~(1u:f1sflf aR-

~d~IIe;ilI:q14S4tll~:, at~;:qlq~r~~('q'qlq(ql( I meaning, this 

purport - or Reality - of Vedanta is that which is in 
consonance with Yu/cti i.e. Tarka, logic" ; though It is that , 
which accrues from the benign grace of the Siktra and 
the A chiirya (preceptor), It is not dependent upon the 

, -
benign grace of the Siktra and the A chiirya ; for, It is 
devoid of any dependence whatsoever upon anything else 
and is of Swatahsiddha (self-established) Swabhava (es
sential nature, of Absolute Being). This alone.. is the 
unique and exclusive spiritual instruction of Vedanta as , 
expounded by Shri Satikara. 
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XVI. THE QUINTESS€NCE OF THE TEACHINGS 
, -

OF SASTRA & ACHARYA 

Because the Param1irtha Tattwa (Absolute Reality) 
is extremely subtle, in order to teach or instruct about 
that Entity those whQ are adepts in this Knowledge have 
assumed certain gross attributes, meant for spiritual prac
tices, as though they are absolutely real, and then have 
taught this Reality. Just as when a house is being con
structed, first the scaffolding is erected but after the 
intended purpose of the construction of the actual house 
is achieved, the outer (extraneous) scaffolding is removed 
- similarly, once the determination of the Ultimate or 
Transcendental Reality is achieved, those extraneous but 
deliberate super-impositions are sublated and then they 
establish the Pure, Absolute Reality in the minds of the 
pupils. This truth can be signified by means of an apt 
illustration. In the Kathopanishad there is· a sentence : 

'af~l5Od "'IUd 1nlZf ~ Acsi1'"1d' (meaning, 'Get up, wake 

up, approach great preceptors and know the Absolute 
Reality'). In this sentence it amounts to saying that the 
Upanishad has asked or alerted everyone of us to reckon 
this our waking to be a dream and that we should wake 
up from it and find or search out the Absolute or really 
real 'waking' state. This very opinion has been expressed 

by Shri GauQapadach3rya in his famous KaikO: 'at'1lfGliI4l1l 

~ ~ \illq: S4i1'4d I a:t\ilttf~~tt~ctqad ~'4d ~ II' Here 
-...:» ~ 

it has been stated that the JNa (transmigratory soul) is 
experiencing the dream due to AnaJimOya (beninningless 
illusion), is it not ? Here, the two kinds of dreams, viz. 
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AgrahalJa (not knowing the ·Tattwa or Absolute Reality 
of the Selt), AnyathOgrahalJll (to misconceive the Tattwa 
in a totally different and wrong manner) are included. In 
both the states which we are dealing with in our work
aday life as waking and dream, there exists AnyathOgraha1J!l 
which induces us to know (misconceive) that, apart from 
our Swariipa (essential nature of Pure Being-Conscious
ness), there exist other extraneous special phenomena. In 
fact, to be perceiving a world of diversity of the fonn 
or nature of Kriyo (action), Kiiraka (means of action), 
Phala (fruit of action) is itself Anyathograha'!a or 
Svapna ; AgrahalJll meaning 'not knowing or cognizing 
anything whatsoever' is itself Nidr4. Our innate but natural 
belief that we are constantly experiencing both these is 

itself called in this Kiiriko : '31"1lf~"Illflfl ~: t • 

As soon as we wake up we all come to realize that 
- 'All that we were witnessing in our dream was Kalpita 
(misconceived, imaginary) ; the dream phenomenon did 
not exist whatsoever.' Even so, we are all, without ex
ception, being deluded, befuddled over and over again ! 
If the dream comes once again, we will reckon it then 
as 'waking' alone. The Vediintins keep on instructing us 
that just like this Svapna of the Vyavahara or empirical, 
workaday world of transactions, all the three states of 
waking, dream and deep sleep are together, in their 
entirety, a beginningless dream. In the Brihadira.,yaka 

Vartika Shri Sureswarachatya has stated : '''tlflI ~Iq: 

1Iifi~ CIT~: tc4C1~ tliXlq: I A~m~q '{cnfLI "IIUN<*ct

~~'<1<4: II ~: w~fISi ~ ~c:1 qf(ttfCl ~"l{: I rCCCfi~ ~ 
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'ldl=1lqfqal-(lf5l~lIflt'1I'lIl' - (Bri. VartikIi 2-1-264, 265). 

To wit : Just as where there exists really a rope alone 
people imagine (misconceive) it to be a snake, a stream 
of water, a stick etc., in our Atma Swarilpa Itself, which 
is one without anything second to It, the three Avasthay 
or states of waking, dream and deep sleep are being 
imagined by the common people. When seen from this 
viewpoint, there does not exist any distinction whatsoever 
between the dream and the waking ; just as in the dream 
we are observing, witnessing Satya-Mithyii-Vibhiiga (dis
tinctions of real and false phenomena), Sthira-Chara
Vibhiiga (distinctions of immovable and movable things), 
divisions of A dhyiitmika (intei-nal to the body) and A dhi
bhoutika (external to the body), similarly in the waking 
too all the people are witnessing these distinctions. Just 
as those who exist in the waking are believing in the 
manner - 'The states like waking, dream and deep sleep 
are occurring to us endlessly, constantly' - in the dream 
state too those people therein believe in the same manner. 
It being so, barring the experience that - 'The world 
comprising the entire states of waking, dream and deep 
sleep is appearing' - there is no other support or evidence 
of any logical means whatsoever available to us to prove 
or establish the fact that - 'These three states really exist.' 
In the dream howevermuch strongly we had believed that 
- 'We are really awake; like the dream, this waking is 
not false or unreal ; due to the deficiency or defect of 
sleep the dream appears, or is engendered, but the waking 
is not like that at all' - as soon as we wake up from that 
dream, we keep wondering in the manner - 'Oh dear ! 
Howat all could· this happen ? !' Here we should remind 
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ourselves about the Nyiiya (axiom) that .. '-::r f( ~ atjqqsi 

-:rrq' (That which is perceived in one's experience, to say 

that it is all Ayukta or not rational or proper is not at 
all correct). It is quite certain that the universal experi
ence of the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep 
is appearing to occur to us ; it is also quite certain that 
- 'When we are in the dream all of us staunchly believe 
that these experiences are thus occurring.' Although the , 
Sruti is repeatedly proclaiming vociferously, stridently : 

'afijtOd "'IUd' (stand up, get up, wake up), we are not 

capable at all to give up our deep-seated belief that the 
Avasthiitraya Prapaiicha (the entire gamut of the world 
of diversity of waking, dream and deep sleep) is real ! 

People suffering from the illness of day-dreaming 
perceive all kinds of visions ; then, in that state, they 
have 'totally, strongly believed that they are awake and all 
those perceptions are really, certainly existing. Even the 
words that we utter in their presence are being heard by 
them ; but they are totally in the grip of the staunch 
belief that their experience is the real thing as it appears. 
In the same manner, we - all of us - have innately 
believed that the tluee states of waking, dream and deep 
sleep are constantly GCcurring to us one after the other. 
Although those VediintilU who have realized the Absolute 
Reality are shouting at the height of their voice, so to 
speak, that - 'All this is verily a dream ; get up, wake 
up !' - we feel -that - 'Can anyone (in his senses) say 
that these three Avasthiis which are so clearly occurring 
to (experienced by) every one of us are false, untrue ? 
Are they themselv:..es day .. dteaming or are they mad ?! 
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Perhaps, they may be suffering from a psychological or 
mental aberration ! ' - and we are all ensconced in our 
belief ! Here who are really day-dreaming or mad ? 
Those few Vediintins or we, the rest of the people? This 
is the basic question here. 

The philosophers or thinkers who have deliberated 
upon the Tattwa (Absolute Reality. or Truth) have carried 
out their deliberations with regard to the Paramiirtha 
(The Ultimate Truth) and then have presented before us 
their respective spiritual theories or doctrines. We are 
always saying - "Thus 'Hegel' - a Western thinker, has 
said ; thus 'Kant' - another thinker has opined ; thus , 
'Russel' has averred; '8hri 8ailkarachatya', an Indian 
philosopher, has expressed thus", is it not ? All this, is 
it a dream ! Here (in this our waking world) we are 
seeing, hearing, discriminating, deciding about the Ulti
mate Reality ; is all this merely a misconception, a wild 
imagination ! Weare' also listening to the words of the 

Sruti sentence .. C \(Cfi~cUfbdl4 ~'. But is this world of 

duality that is being perceived by all of us false ? The 
haunting doubt - "Should we say the verdict of the 
reality of the world of duality given by or acceptable to 
many people is correct, or the ~pinion of some one or 
two people? or the Sruti's teaching that - 'Advaita alone 
is the Paramlirtha' - is true ?" - is pestering some among 
us. But is it proper. to decide the Tattwa by a majority 
verdict ? Just because hundreds of people who are suf
fering from "fever call a meeting and decide that - 'To 
consume curd is not all wrong ; in fact, it causes coolness 
to the body and this is in our experience; similarly, we 
can eat plantain too which is good for health' - and, on 
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that score, can one single doctor, who is not having fever, 
(who is in the minority) acquiesce in their majority ver
dict and accept their faulty verdict ? It is better for us 
to go deep into this question and ratiocinate or reflect. 

If we think even a wee bit in the manner - "The 

Sruti, which proclaims: 'afijtiOd \ilIad' ; 'Discern that all 

this is a mere long dream' - and this teaching which is 
bereft of any taint of defect that can ever be even 
imagined ; as well as the preceptor, who out of compas
sion towards humanity and its well-being in general, 
instructs the Tattwa, which is established on universal 
experience - are a hoax, mad and they are instructing thus 
out of a selfish motive" - then that can never be ben
eficial to us at all. Without finding out the truth in 
accordance with our experience that - 'The distinction 
between a dream and waking is like this' - to conclude 

, -
in the manner that - 'What the Sruti and the Achliya 
have been teaching cannot possibly be correct' - is not 
at all proper for those who are professing to fmd out the 
Tattwa. 

Now anybody may raise another question of the 
type - 'Okay, in that case, since this world of diversity 
is invariably in the experience of each and every one of 
us, there is no scope whatsoever for anyone to believe 
that Advaita itself is the Paramiirtha (the Absolute Re
ality or Truth) at least as long as this duality lasts, is it 
not l' For this, Shri GauQapadachatya has answered in 

the following Kg-fIcO: 'Aq~ ~ r~~d F:tqdd ";f e$llll: I 

ttllllttl'lf'iG !att!d q(qltQa: II' - (GauQapada Kariki 1-17). 

To wit ; Even after detemining by means of deliberation 
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in consonance with Slirvatrika Anubhava (universal Intui
tive Experience) that - ' 'Just like the states of waking, 
dream and deep sleep, the world of diversity in its 
entirety is a mere Aniili Mliyo Svapna (beginningless 
illusory dream)" - to raise a doubt of this kind is not 
proper. It is true that we saw a dream. Merely on that 
count, does anybody who is awake (in his senses) believe 
that the dream world did exist really at that moment and 
now (in the waking) it disappeared or is destroyed ? 
Merely on the basis of our reckoning for a moment a 
rope to be a snake due to Bhranti (delusion), does any
body accept that that 'snake' really, actually was born in 
the rope or in our mind, but after the delusion disap
peared (or was removed) that snake too disappeared or 
ran away? No one believes at any time that - 'At that 
particular instant a snake really, actually existed, but 
when a lamp was brought it did not appear because it 
must have hidden itself in some hole or crevice' - is it 
not ? Even the common run of people take it to be that 
that particular thing (seen as a snake) was merely a false 
appearance (or misconception) ; really all the time a rope 
alone existed. Is it not so ? However, some present-day , 
post-Sailkara £ommentators who profess that they are 

, 
followers of Shri Sailkara's school of philosophy - i.e. 
Advaita Vedanta - have been arguing that - at the 
moment of the delusion of the snake a Pratibhasika Sarpa 
(illusory phenomenon of a snake) is (actually) born. Es
pecially in recent times a Sanny~in has written a book 
- 'Methods of Knowledge' and has strengthened and 
supported the theory that the Pretibhiisika Padiirtha (il
lusory object) is actually born during the time of delu-
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sion. This Sannyiisin has established an institution (mon
~tery) on behalf of the Ramalqis~a Mission in Amer
ica ; his this new treatise is printed in England. We 
cannot say whether the thinkers or philosophers of En
gland and America, reading or hearing this new (noveQ 
theory of Vedlinta, are nodding their head in approbation 
or ridiculing in the manner - 'After all, this is what 
Vediinta is or what it propounds !' Let it be. 'If the 

·'snake which appeared were real, then it should not have 
been sublated, falsified; if it were Asat (unreal or false), 
then it should not have appeared at all ; therefore, it is 
an Anirvachaniya Sarpa (indefmable, indescribable snake) 
which is of SadasadvilakshalJil (the queer nature of being 

I 
both real and unreal) - thus the argument of the new 
Verltintins runs ! Is this acceptable to all of us ? This , 
qu~stion has to be reflected upon in our minds and we 
ourselves have to decide its veracity. 

Let it be. The logical device or argument of the 
type - "The world of duality is MOyOmara (mere illu
sion) ; it does not come into being nor dbes it go out 
of existence. Hence, as long as it 'exists' tltere canDot 
possibly be Advaita (non-duality)" - is opppsed to Anu
bhava (universal experience). However, it is not the teach
ing of true Vedantins that - 'The world of Btversity or 
duality truly, really exists, but by means of Advaita 
Jnana (Knowledge of non-dualism) it disappears or is 
destroyed.' But, in accordance with our empirical, work
aday knowledge the world at large that we all perceive 
is itself real, and Brahman. which is apart or different 
from it we do not know or cognize. When, after the Sruti 
and the spiritual teacher or preceptor instruct us in a 
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manner that the Tattwa (Absolute Reality) is Intuited by 
us, if we observe from their viewpoint, we are convinced 
that - 'The world of duality did not exist whatsoever at 
any time indeed.' Not only that; even the divisions or 
distinctions of Guru (teacher), Shishya (disciple), ShTBtra 
(scripture) - do not at all exist in reality. Shri GauQapada 

has propounded : 'fqCfi~ fqf~qdd Cfi~ffl ~ CfiWif:qt( I 

aq~~IIG4 qre) ~ ttf ';f fctEid II' - (GauQapada Karika 1-

I·S). To wit : 'All phenomena or concepts like Prapancha 
(world of duality), Guru, Shishya etc. are mere miscon
ceptions' - thus when it is said, it should not be misun
derstood to mean that - 'Some one, in particular, has this 
misconception.' In truth, these misconceptions which are 
universally popular or familiar are being utilized, har
nessed .. so to say - for the purposes of spiritual instruc
tion in Vediinta and thereby the Absolute Reality is taught 
or signified. From the· standpoint of those' who . have 
disceme'd (Intuited) the Reality (Truth) as It really is so 
as to culminate here and now in their Anubhava (Intuitive 
Experience) - 'No duality whatsoever existed ~t all at any 
time ; Advaita (non-dual Reality) alone is verily Paramiirtha 
.(the Absolllte, Transcendent Reality).' 

XVll. BRAHMATMA VIJNANA 

If we discern the purport behind the statement of 

Realized Souls that - '~ttf ';f fqEld' - (If we Intuit the 

Absolute Reality, the duality itself does not exist what
sOe\'er), it is tantamount to saying that - 'All that exists 
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is one and one non-dual Entity alone.' Hence, it evolves 
from this truth that if one cognizes or Intuits That Re
ality, it amounts to knowing or cognizing everything 
indeed. This truth Shounaka inquired about from the 

preceptor AJigirasa in the manner - ' Cfi~! ~ rq~U~ 

ttc:ffq~ rq~Ud ilqfa' - (MuJ.lfJakiipanisbad) - meaning : 

'Revered Sir, which is That (Truth, Reality) knowing or 
cognizing which all this amounts to being known l' 

Here what is meant by 'knowing, cognizing' ? Just 
as in our workaday world people cognize each one of the 
external objects separately, does it mean that this Paratattwa 
(Absolute Trancendental Reality) has to be cognized (ob
jectively) ? When we use anyone of the senses and 
perceive any object, there occurs a particular change or 
mutation (reaction) in our mind. When we cognize ob
jects through that mind - even while reckoning each and 
every object - the whole of our Mind (psyche) is utilized 
indeed. At that same time or moment it is not possible 
for the Mind to cognize any other object at all. If we 
have to cognize any other object, we have to perforce 
leave the present object in hand, so to speak, and then 
only the Mind has to envelop or pervade the new object. 
But while we cognize (Intuit) Atman - just as the Mind 
acquires or assumes the shape or form of the external 
object - is the Atmaciira V.ritti (a concept of the form of 
the Self) produced ? This question has to be deliberated 
upon now. 

From the viewpoint of the (Piirva) MimQ,!,sakas 
without the form of the object being produced the knowl
edge or perception of the external object does not accrue. 
If this is true, then in order to cognize A tman the 
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A tmiJc~a Vlitt; has perforce to accrue, is it not ? Per
haps, for the Mfm~sakas to opine that - "Atman is 
Ahampratyayagamya (object for the 'I' notion)" - this 
alone may be the reason. But, in truth, Atman is not 
Ahampratyayagamya ; in fact, that Atman (self, 'I' no
tion), who is Kart(Urfipa (of the form of an agent of 
action) in the empirical sphere, is merely a SOpiiihikariipa 
(a form or phenomenon associated with an adjunct) of 
the really real, Absolute, Transcendental Self ; for that 
reason alone, while teaching the Paramiirthaswariipa of 

Atman, Shri Kris~a has very clearly denoted : 4"l( ~ ~ 

'''flIt 1I}l~4 q;:q~ ~ I ri ~ ";f fq\ill4lffi -;wi m ";f 

~ II' - (Gita 2-19). To wit, its implicit purport is : 

'This Atman (Self) is not the Kart(U (agent of action) for 
any Kriya (action), nor is He any Karma (action, ritual) ; 
for, He is not the on~ who is the object for the 
Ahampratyaya ('I' concept or notion) at all.' For that 
reason alone when it is said - 'To cognize Atman who 
is Paramiirthaswariipa - or who is Aparicchinna (immu
table, indivisible)' - it evolves that - 'Not to make the 
Self an .AtmiJciira Pratyaya (a concept having the form 
of the Self)' - just like when we cognize or perceive an 
object. Atman who is a JnC4ru (knower) is, in truth, not 
an object for any Pratyaya (concept) whatsoever ; the 
truth that - 'The statement about Atman being an object 
for Ahaf!lpratyaya ('I' concept) is itself not the final 
verdict' - is Intuited invariably, because of the reason 
that it is not possible whatsoever to comprehend by the 
Mind the Swariipa ( essential nature of Being) of the 
JliC6{U (knower). To wit: To be a Jniit(U and at the same 
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moment to be Jiieya (known object) is self-contradicto
ry ; even so, in our workaday dealings, because of the 
reason that people, in general, themselves imagine or 
assume their own selves to be an object to themselves on 
the strength or with the help of their Aha'!lpratyaya ('I' 

notion), and then express it in the manner - 'Don't I 
know that my innate nature is like this l' - this viewpoint 
or opinion of the MfmOr!tsakas has been accepted in 
Vediinta also, but only from the Adhyiiropa D{ish(i (view
point of deliberate super-imposition). Because of the rea
son that a JliOtru, without imagining or assuming any 
object external to him, cannot himself possibly become a 
Jiii4ru at all, in his empirical dealings this JiiT6(U imag
ines himself as though he is an object for himself. That 
is all ! But, even then, it is never possible for him to 
discard or give up his JliOt{USWarilpa (essential nature of 
being a cognizer or knower) at all. But there is no rule 
of law at all to the effect that - 'ParamiirthOtman (the 
Absolute Self as the Transcendental Reality) should in
variably and ever be of JliT6fUSwarilpa (of the innate 
nature of a Knower, cognizer)' ; for example, in deep 
sleep too A tman exists, but therein He is not a J iiOt{U
swarilpa. 

Now, let us see what happens if we concentrate all - . 
our Mind on A tman or the Self with a view to cognizing 
that Shuddhiiman (Pure, Absolute Self) who is Anubhava
rilpa (of the essential nature of Intuition, Pure Conscious
ness). If we attempt to cognize the Jiii4(U, the imagined 
(or misconceived) Jlii4fU himself becomes the object. But 
here in this context there is not even a little scope or 
room for the JliOtfU-Jliiina Swabhiiva (natural habit of 
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being or behaving as the knower and having any knowl
edge) to exist even as an imagined phenomenon. If we 
concentrate our Mind or make it one-pointed in order to 
cognize (Intuit) as to how our Atmaswariipa exists in 
Sushupti (deep sleep), then it (i.e. the Mind) has to per 
force become just like that Atman alone ; to wit, it has 
invariably to give up, discard its very Mind-ness. If the 
Mind endeavours to cognize any object whatsoever, it has 
invariably to assume the V.ritti (concept) which is the 
same as that of the object, is it not ? In the present case, 
because of the reason that Atman does not have any form 
or shape whatsoever, to say that tIle Mind becomes just 
like Atman means it has invariably to become Niriklira 
(formless) alone. With regard to the Mind which contem-, 
plates upon the Self alone, Shri Satikaracharya has writ-

ten in his Glti Bhishya : '~ ~141I'Q:"~CSl~1I(( 4lfll91 ail(q;:4q 

SI~II'4ft1-q;J:' - (GIta Bhashya 6-26), meaning - 'The Mind 

of a person, who contemplates thus, gets stilled (attains 
tranquillity) in Atman alone. Because of the reason that 
Atmaswariipa is the Si1cshi (Witnessing Consciousness) 
which observes (objectifies) even the Mind, one who has 
discerned this secret and is observing, witnessing from 
his Swariipa - to him even thIS Dhylina (contemplation) 
is not needed. In truth, the Anubhava (Intuitive Experi
ence) that - 'Following (in the shadow of) Atman alone 
the Mind appears, manifests ; the Mind is completely 
pervaded by Alman alone' - accrues, and It manifests 
verily in our Intuitive Experience to help realize that -
'Everything is Atman alone.' This alone is implied by 

Shri GauQapadacharya in his Kiirika: '31I(C1ijfl4ljcsn~~ ';f 
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eq;;(tqtt~ ~ I at'l-'t~i <ro "l1Tfd UIQlI'ila dGU8'l II t -

(Gau4apada Kariki 3-32). Since at the instant of our 
Intuiting, by means of the instruction of the scriptures 
and the preceptor, the truth that - 'Atman alone is the 
Paramii-thasatya (Absolute Reality) and apart from Him 
there does not exist anything else whatsoever' - there is 
no object whatsoever for Him, there is no question of 
cognizing anything whatsoever by objectfying it, and hence 
the Mind becomes no-Mind - thus he has explained. 

Here the secret is : We are always [eternally, i.e. 
whether there are concepts or no concepts of time-space
causation] verily Atman who is Anubhavaswariipa (of the 
very essence of Intuition). When this Absolute Truth is 
Intuited by us, then it is said that - 'He has attained, 
acquired A tmiinubhava (Intuitive Experience of the Self 
as Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss).' In Swhupti (deep 
sleep) Atman alone exists (exclusively, non-dually) ; then 
Atman does not cognize anything whatsoever, He exists 
or remains as the Kevala (Pure, Absolute) Chaitanya 
(Anubhava or Intuitive Experience or Pure Consciousness) 
Swariipa (essence of Being). That very Chaitanyaswariipa 
exists in all states like JUg-at (waking), Svapna (dream). 
When the Antahkara"a V.ntti (mental concept) tries to 
cognize (Intuit) that Paramiimaswariipa, that V.ntti itself 
becomes one with Brahman alone. There is no sense or 
meaning whatsoever in the statement of some Vediintins 
that : 'The Mind assumes a V.ritti of the sha~ or form 
of Atman'. For, Atman does not have any form or shape 
whatsoever. As a matter of concession, for name-sake, we 
may say that when by means of DhyiinayOga the Mind 
merges in A tman - this itself may be called - A tmQcOra 
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Vritti (the mental concept of the shape or form of the 
Self). We should discern that - 'The Buddhi (intellect) 
becoming clear, pure and subtle just like Atman' - is 
itself expressed as 'assuming or acquiring Atmiicara.' 
Although by virtue of Siilikhya Vicharakrama (method or 
system of Intuitive deliberation) all the Aniitman (not
Self) which is super-imposed (AdhyarOpita). upon the Self 
is sublated, falsified, and (further) by means of Dhyiina 
Yoga (Intuitive Contemplation on the Self as It really is) 
if all the functions of the senses, the Mind etc. have 
ceased and the Mind becomes quiescent in A tman alone, 
the Atmiinubhava (Intuitive Experience r f Pure Conscious
ness as the Self) becomes Abhivyakta (instantaneously, 

spontaneously manifested). 'lJ:C6Ritw( fq~lId :ecffliG fq~ld 

"'€ira' - meaning, 'If we get the Intuition of the Self -

to wit, the Mind becoming no-Mind rests as Atman alone 
- the conviction of the type - 'Atman alone exists every
where ; apart from Him there is nothing else existing 
whatsoever' ensues. It is not possible at all to reckon or 
U\lderstand that - 'In this 'Joana' we remain as Jiiiit!f,lS 
in a V.littiriipa (form of concept) and cognize the Jiieya 
(known object) - such a form of 'Jiiiina' exists sepa
rately.' For those who have established themselves in 
AtmaswarUpa Itself, there is nothing else needed at all 
for Atmajiiana. It is quite possible for the superior class 
of evolved, qualified seekers to Intuit directly that -
'Atmiinubhava which is Sarvasiicshi (Witnessing Con
sciousness of everything) is Itself really pervading every
thing ; that Itself is the Paramartha (Absolute Transcen
dental Reality).' But those who have not been able to 
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attain this kind of Intuition - have to strive to att~in this 
very Anubhava, say either by means of Intuitive delibera
tion upon Avasthikaya or some other particular methodo
logy. 

Those who have acquired the Pratyagd(ish(i (intro
vertedness, introspection) may attain Atmaswariipa so as 
to culminate in their Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) by 
anyone of the three paths (Salhanas which are Vast,,
tantra), viz. (i) Smilchya D{ish(i Vichiia (deliberation on 
Intuitive, Absolute Reality viewpoint), (ii) examination of 
Avasthikaya and (iii) Dhyiina Y O'ga (Intuitive Contempla
tion). This very Anubhava is Itself called 'Brahmitma 
Vijiiina.' 

XVIII. SATSAMPAT (ACQUISITION OF THE 

WEALTH OF REALITY) FROM SADvuNANA 

(INTUITION OF REALITY) 

The profound and pregnant sentence of Tattwamasi 
(That Thou Art) is found in the Chhindiigya Upanisbad. 
Nowadays many Vedmtins opine that this is one Mahg.,Qcya 
(profound sentence) and/ this sentence is to be utilized by 
SannyiiYins (monks, ascetics) for their Japa (rote, repeated 
recitation). Especially some people go to the extent of 
saying that while reflecting on the meaning of this sen
tence alone the experience of SamiiJhi (trance) has per
force to accrue ; and even after attaining SamaJhi in that 
manner, those great holy men who come down to the 
mundane, workaday world are singularly excellent exam
ples of J ivanmuktas ! 
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Really speaking, this sentence is the one which has 
repeatedly (to be exact, nine times) been taught or pro
pounded by one sage by name 'Uddalaka' to his bright 
son, Shwetaketu, during the course of the former's spir-

itual instruction. The complete sentence runs like : '''ij' 1:1' 

~Sful~dGI(iI4f~~ ~ dffi~ ~ amtIT d~'if~ ~dChffi' -
(ehh. 6-7-8) the literary meaning being - 'This most 
subtle Reality or Entity that exists - Its essential nature 
Itself is verily all this world of duality ; That alone is 
real, That alone is Alman (Self) ; Oh Shwetaketu, That 
thou art.' 

Shwetaketu, a brilliant student, finished his 12-year 
course of education in a hennit's monastery or house 
(residential school), learnt all the Vedas and returned 
home full of pride, vanity, thinking that there was none 
else more knowledgeable or wiser. Observing his vain 
pride, Uddalaka, the father, inquired of him : "Oh son, 
Shwetak~tu ! You are so proud of your education and are 
so audacious ; have you inquired of your teacher about 
Adesha (spiritual instruction) - by that mere instruction 
the Tattwa (Absolute Reality) becomes Intuited, cognized 
- knowing which all that which is not heard becomes 
heard, all that which is not reflected upon becomes re
flected upon, all that which is not cognized becomes 
cognized - such a spiritual instruction have you imbibed 
from your preceptor ?" The son on hearing about this 
wonderful Vastujiiiina (profound knowledge of the Abso
lute Reality) was amazed and asked his father - "Such 
a spiritual instruction - how is it imparted ?" The father 
then elucidated the method of teaching the Absolute Reality 
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by means of an illustration : '1:JtIT ~¥4Cfi'1 '1fNO&9i ~ 
~;q4 fq~tld tlIl&I:qI(cqaj fctCfiI<t ;Uqqt.j I1"'Cfi~q flf4'{ II' -

(ehh. 6-1-4) meaning - "Just as by knowing the one 
lump of clay all the effects of clay are rendered to be 
known, just as the phenomenon of an effect is merely a 
name brought about by speech, but the clay alone is the 
reality - in that same manner (here too you have to 
reckon)". Similarly he has exemplified two other illus
trations of pieces of gold and a nail-cutter of iron. If 
properly observed, here in the illustration itself that Tattwa 
which Uddalaka wished to instruct about is implicit ; 
there is no need whatsoever of giving or adducing any 
Yukti (reasoning or logical device). To wit: Clay, gold 
etc. - which are the Upaiana Ka-alJa (material causes) 
are themselves appearing in the forms of a pot, a pitcher 
etc. as effects ; but apart from the clay the effects like 
the pot, the pitcher etc. do not exist at all. From this kind 
of an example that Tattwa or Reality which is cognized 
by everyone is verily the Vedanta Tattwa, and this pro
found teaching is implicit in the Upanishadic statement : 

'~ ~a4~qU 3iI(Oft~Cfiqc4lf~ffill'l' - [That Sat or Pure 

Existence, Being - the one without anything second to It 
- alone existed in the beginning ; even now That alone 
exists. Just as from the one entity of clay alone all the 
effects like the pot, the pitcher etc. are appearing to be 
caused or brought about, in the same way from the 
ParamOrtha or Absolute Reality alone which is Sanmlilra 
(Pure Being or Existence) all this world of diversity is 
appearing to be caused]. Shri GauQapada has given the 
illustration of the empty space (Akasha) for elucidating 
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this truth : C ~qCfiI4~ql(§llI~:q fqeJ.a IDr IDr ~ I 31ICfiI~lflf ";f 

~Smr dC(~qwil~l f~ofll: II' (Gauc;lapada Karika 3-6). To 

wit : Although Riipa (form), KOrya (function), Niima 
(name) - these differ for each and every object, in all of 
them the common denominator of existence is Akiisha 
( empty space) ; because of the reason that all of them are 
invariably the effects of Ak~ha, they are not phenomena 
different or distinct from Akiisha ; in the same way, 
although the Jivas are appearing to be different due to the 
different adjuncts of the body, the senses etc., since these 
adjuncts of the body, the senses etc. are different by 
virtue of their name, form and functions, the J ivas are· 
appearing to be different ; in truth, for all these J ivas 
there is one Atman alone. J:ust as all the objects are the 
effects of Akasha, the Akasha also is the effect of Atman 
alone. This Akasha is not different from Sadriipa Atman 
(Self of the form or nature of Pure Being or Existence). 
In all phenomena or objects of sight the Sadbuddhi (sense 
of Being or Existence) runs in and through or is invari
ably associated with ; therefore, Sanmiitra (Pure Exist
ence, Being) alone is appearing in the fonns of all objects 
of sight or perception. Apart from SanmOtra Atman no 
other effect whatsoever exists in reality. Everything is 
verily SanmC4ra. This is in our Intuitive Experience in
deed. 

What is meant by Sat (Pure Being, Existence) ? , 
Shri SaDkaracb8rya has also explained in his Bhiishya on 

Chhindogya Upanishad that : '~fGFd aimt~ ~ ~~ 

r~rq~Ei ecfJld'l ~ f~(aJt4 f~(qllq fq~14 lIGClJI~d ~-

~~I.a"'4: II' - meaning - "Sat is a Vastu (entity) which 
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exists in the form of Pure or mere Existence ; being very 
Siikshma (subtle) devoid of any special features or at
tributes like Jiiti (genus), Dravya (substance), GUlJa (qual
ity) etc., Sarvagata (all-pervading), non-dual (i.e. one and 
one alone without anything second to or other than It
self), Asaliga (unattached or unassociated with anything 
else), It is that which is Known from all Vedantas 
(Upanishads) and Anubhaviitmaka (of the very essence of 
Intuitive Experience). " There is no need for asking : 
'Where do we get the Intuitive Experience of such a 
Vastu (entity) ?' It is, in fact, seen as the very Swariipa 
(essence of Being) in our Sushupti (deep sleep). The 
father-preceptor, Uddalaka, in order to remind his son 
(Shwetaketu) that in this Avastha, Atman alone exists has 
turned his son's attention (mind) towards the Sanskrit 
word 'Svapiti' (is sleeping). He has explained it thus : 

'~~: ~fltf(1 ~ mIT -mar aGT tiq~ iiqf(t ~qctldl 

'qC4fa d~I~4 tclN(11t'41~e.ffl ~ GJ41tfl ilfqf(f' [People say 

that - 'Man is asleep (Svapiti) , is it not ? Then, he is 
actually one with this very 'Sadvastu'" That Sadvastu 
being his very Swariipa (essence of Being) they say 
Svapiti. Svam (his own essential nature) he has merged 
in, is it not ?] This is the real purport, import behind this 
statement of Uddalaka. 

Even now we are all existing in our Swariipa alone. 
But we are now associated with adjuncts like the body, 
the senses, the mind etc. ; we also have the VisheshavijnOna 
(special perceptual knowledge) of the type of cognizing 
the external objects by means of our instruments of 
knowledge (JiiOna KarafJOS). Hence, we exist not only in 
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our Pure or Absolute SwarUpa (essence of Being) but also 
another Agantuka Riipa (adventitious form) ; because of 
the reason of this adventitious form being there alone, we 
are being called Jivas. But in Sushupti - in our deep sleep 
state - we do not have the experience of the external 
objects like sound, touch etc. ; we are not associated with 
either the body, the senses or the mind; then in that state 
we arc not endowed with the special knowledge of the 
nature of - 'This is such and such a thing' - by our acts 
of seeing, hearing, smelling, touching and tasting. We do 
exist therein in the essential nature of Pure or Absolute 
Chaitanya or Consciousness alone which is Nirvishesha 
(devoid of any special attributes), SanmOira (Pure Exist
ence, Being). By virtue of that Anubhava (Intuitive Ex
perience) of that Chaitanya (Pure Consciousness) alone 
we are capable of remembering in the manner - 'So far 
we were sleeping' - as soon as we wake up. 

But because of the reason that in the waking we are 
seeing, hearing, smelling, touching or tasting those ob
jects, we are entertaining a deep-seated belief that those 
external objects are really existing. But the Atman who 
exists in our deep sleep and is of Anubhavariipa (of the 
essence of Intuitive Experience), we do not, in the same 
manner, see, hear, smell, touch or taste ; for that reason 
alone, we are all transacting in the manner - "In deep 
sleep there does not exist anything whatsoever ; therein 
we are not seeing either 'I' or 'phenomena other than 
ourselves' . ' , But what is the ground reality ? Is it that 
we ourselves do not exist therein? No one ever accepts 
that sort of a proposition to be true. For the belief 
(opinion) to the effect - 'If anything is an object for our 
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sensations (sense-perception) of seeing, hearing, smelling, 
touching and tasting, then only that object is real' - to 
be rooted in our Mind, the real cause is our Mind being 
invariably and inextricably engrossed in the external per
ceptible things or phenomena alone. In our empirical 
dealings the innate attachment or identification of the type 
.. 'We are really of the essential nature of the conglom
eration of the body, the senses and the Mi!ld' - shadows 
(nay haunts) us without let; therefore, even if it is said 
that - 'We ourselves did not exist in Sushupti' - we are 
ready to accept that to be true ! If we observe deeply, 
if it were true that in deep sleep state our very essence 
of Being Itself did not exist, who - he or she, may be 
anybody - would have desired or sought for sleep ? The 
ground reality is : Therein the Jiva [the transmigratory 
soul, who is none else than this 'I' concept with his 
indispensable paraphernalia of the body, the senses, the 
mind etc.] is asleep (Svapiti) , meaning Svam Apiti (has 
merged in his essential nature of Absolute or Pure Being, 

Existence). '~~ ~ tiqm 'qqftt' - (Then he has 

merged in his Sadrilpa ParamOrthaswarilpa or the really 
real essential nature of Absolute, Transcendental Being or 
Existence and has become one with It). When, in the 
true absolute sense, we have merged and become one 
with Sadbrahma - which is non-dual, one without 
anything else second to It - What a foolishness it is 
to think or reckon that we do not exist ! 

In that case, then at that moment why is it that we 
do not at all cognize the truth that we have merged in 
Sadbrahma Itself? To this pertinent question of his son, 

Uddalaka has given the following answer : '~~ ~ 
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liS f!i til f~ ~ soRt '11 '11 flt tt I '1 i C!8JTUTf (fll'"l eli q ij I (q C6 d i 

I'QllRt I -a "tJ~ tPr ';{ FCfacii ~'i;ijs5tSl1l~ ~~ ~~ 

attt tSlll6 wm:a ~~ ~~qqq ~ ~t4,u: ~: 1J'iIT: ~ ~ ,~"~ ~ 

ijqa -;r ~: ~ ijqeJlq~ 1ftf II' - (ehh. 6-9-1, 2) -

meaning, "The honey bees bring the juice from flowers 
of various plants and prepare honey. But in the whole
some honey nowhere do we come to know the juices 
being distinct therein in the manner - 'This is the juice 
of this (such and such) flower', 'This is the juice of this 
(such and such) flower' - ; everything has become pure 
honey alone. Is it not so ? In the same way, although in 
our workaday transactions the distinct knowledges of the 
type - 'I am such and such a person' and 'These are such 
and such people' - do accrue to us distinctly and vari
ously, in Sushupti, especially because of the reasons that 
neither these distinct creatures exist nor our adjuncts (like 
the body, the senses, the mind etc.) exist; no instruments 
of cognition also exist ; no object or phenomenon what
soever other than one's own Self exists therein; every
thing has merged and become one with A tmaswarUpa 
alone, the distinctive knowledges of the type - 'I~, 'these 

people', 'others' etc. do not occur or accrue. We all have 
become one with our Sadriipa which is verily our SwarUpa 
(essential nature of Absolute, Pure Being, Existence). 
Because of the reason alone that thus being one with our 

Swariipa is - like the taste of the honey - the very 
Intuitive Experience of Supreme Bliss (Ananda) , we all 
hanker so much after sleep ; we equip ourselves with all 
kinds of comfoltable things like a soft bed, pillow, warm 
rug etc. so as to get sound sleep. 
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All right, let it be that in Sushupti we were one 
with that Sadriipa ; then because of the reason that we 
did not have either the senses or the Mind we were not 
able to cognize that we were in that Sadriipa ; but now 
(i.e. in the waking) we do have the body, the senses and 
the Mind - the whole gamut of instruments of cognition ! 
At least when we are awake why cannot we know in the 
manner - 'In deep sleep we were in this particular manner 
one with Sadriipa, but now we have come to this state 
from there' ? Just as a person who has reached or arrived 
at the village cognizes in the manner: 'I have come to 
the village from my house' - if we ask the question -
"Why cannot we know that - '1 have come (here to the 
waking) from Sadbrahman' - 1" - then the answer is : 

"~: ~'4 -;m-: j(tdlt( SlIiiq: fLt~;ij q:tit1tl stffl=oqtdl: e~~It( 

('tq~qcllN4ft1 ~ eq~ ~ 'qqFd en ~ CfSJ ~ fqsRlI'I~'I{JIfll1-
~ ~ 

"~Lft¥ftfo II ~qqq ~ «I&4ql: ~: 1f\iIT: ~ 01'1'4 ";f ~: 

~ 3il i li%§ILf: ~ a ~ oqlWi en rom qy ~ err ~ err q;le:) 

.qr qd6:!~ en m err Lf:tlc6J qy lIEJ~qRi (IGT 'iCfRi II" -

(ehh. 6-10-1, 2) meaning: "That water which rose from 
the sea as rain-bearing cloud falls as rain and flows down 
in the forms of rivers like the Ganges etc. and (finally) 
fall into the sea alone. In this manner although over and 
over again these rivers like the Ganges, the Yamuna etc. 
are born from the sea and are merging into the sea alone, 
we are not cognisant whatsoever of the fact that those 
various rivers have come out of the sea and merge into 
the sea alone, is it not ? In the same manner, we all of 
us are born out of this sea called ~Sadbrahman' and 
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baving been different Jivas we transact variously and over 
and over again we merge into that very sea of Sadbrahman 
alone. Even so, we are not able to cognize the truth that 
- 'We are always belonging to (are one with) that sea of 
Sadbrahman, and not distinct from It.' Although all the 
Jivas are thus verily SanmOtra (Pure Existence, Being) 
Nirvishesha (devoid of special attributes) Brahman, not 
knowing or cognizing this truth, they are not at all 
cognisant of the truth that - 'They are coming out of that 
Sadbrahman over and over again. ' Whatever creatures 
they were considering, reckoning themselves to be due to 
the V~ana (latent impression) of Ajiiiina (ignorance), 
becoming those very different creatures they are waking 
up over and over again. In Sushupti all the creatures -
not only the human being but also the tiger, the lion, the 
jackal, the boar, the butterfly, the insect, the giant fly, the 
mosquito - all these have attained Sampatti (merger, one
ment) in Sadbrahman alon.e and exist in the SwarUpa 
alone of that Brahman. Once again while waking up the 
tiger wakes up as a tiger alone ; the lion as the lion 
alone ; the bear as the bear alone - similarly the human 
being wakes up as a human being alone." Thus is the 
profundity and power of AjnOna ! Although we are one 
with Brahman, exist in Brahman and carry out all our 
empirical transactions in Brahman alone, the V~ana (po
tential impression) of AjiiOna that we are such and such 
Jivas (individual souls) has stuck on, adhered to all of 
us! 

There is no reason whatsoever to doubt in the 
manner - "From this extremely subtle Atmavastu (Reality 
of the Self) how at all can such a variegated and won-
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derful and extensively spread-out world come out 1" The 
seed of a pine tree is so microscopic, small, is it not ? 
Even so, from such a microscopic seed is not such an 
amazingly big tree with many branches and sub-branches 
born ? It is seen in the world that from a small thing 
a huge thing' is born ; what is actually seen, can it be 
neglected or discarded saying that it does not agree with 
logic ? In Sushupti merging or becoming one with 
Sadbrahman and then over and over again waking up in 
our respective fonns as individual Jivas - all this is in 
everyone's Anubhava ; and hence one should not discard 
such a universal experience and forward an illogical or 
unreasonable argument ; there is wisdom in adopting, or 
rather adapting,· our logical argument itself so as to be in 
consonance with Anubhava (universal experience). Only 
from such an approach we attain Shreyas (Beatitude, 
spiritual solace). 

Let it be. Yet another doubt of the type - 'Howat 
all can we cognize such a non-perceptible (beyond the 
ken of our senses and mind) Sad«mavastu 7' - may 
torment us. For this, Uddalaka has given a suitable illus
tration ; if we put some salt granules in water, they get 
dissolved and merged in (become one with) water. Then 
if we put our hand and search for the salt granules, they 
may not be grasped by the hand any more. Even so, can 
we not find out the truth that they are all there in the 
water by tasting the water by our sense-organ of tongue ? 
At that moment we come to realize that - 'In and through 
the water the salt has pervaded ( spread out)', is it not ? 
In the same manner, Atmavastu may not be perceptible 
to our sense-organs ; even so, if we observe through the 
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'eyes of Anubhava' it becomes quite clearly discernible 
that - 'This Atma Tattwa alone is pervading everywhere 
and this Tattwa alone is the Atman (innermost essence of 
Being) for everything.' 

Now another doubt may arise: 'If Anubhava alone 
is thus the basic device to cognize a Vastu (substance, 
Entity) which is not perceptible to any sense-organ, then 
where is the question of knowing or cognizing this Tattwa 
from others ? Can we not know or cognize it by our
selves ?' In answer to this question, Uddalaka has nar
rated an episode : In the olden days a resident of Gancihara 
State was robbed of his wealth by thieves who took hitp 
blind-folded to a far-off wild forest and left him there. 
He was unable to know where exactly he was, suffering 
from acute thirst and hunger and being terribly afraid of 
wild animals like tiger, bear and thieves ; thus being 
tormented in that forest, he kept shouting for help in the 
manner - 'Please someone help me, release me ! Thieves 
have tied me up and left me here blind-folded !' At that 
moment, one particular passer-by, out of compassion, 
untied him, removed the cloth around his eyes, gave him 
full details of the landmarks of his path to his State and 
sent him. Then that man, by the dint of his intelligence, 
remembering the path, was said to have returned to his 
native State and home. In the same way, this Jiva has 
been caught hold of by the thieves called Indriyas (sens
es) and is wandering about in the wild forest of Samsiira. 
When an extremely compassionate 'preceptor' unties his 
knot of Avidya, this disciple by means of his liianachakius 
(eye of Knowledge, Intuition) looks within himself and 
by virtue of his own Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) 
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cognizes A tman. It is quite but natural here in this 
context that for all of us who are habitually looking 
outwardly through our senses, there is a dire need of a 
spiritual preceptor who is himself an Anubhavi (one who 
has realized the Ultimate Reality in his own Intuitive 
Experience) who can instruct in the manner : 'Look 
within yourselves, cognize the Tattwa.' In the absence of 
the proper spiritual instruction by a knowledgeable, well
qualified preceptor we too, like that rich resident of 
Gandhara State, will keep on getting blind-folded and 
merely (helplessly) be suffering untold miseries in this 

. wild forest of SamsOra, is it not ? 
To those people who have attained this Sadbrahmiima 

Jii1ina there is no Duhkha (misery) of this Samsiia 
(transmigratory existence of repeated births and deaths) ; 
but for the rest of the people this is unavoidable. In order 
to inculcate this truth also Uddalaka, Shwetaketu's father
preceptor, has given an apt illustration. That very illus
tration has been suitably adapted here in a very familiar 
manner. If, suppose, a thief is caught by the police and 
during the inquiry if it is proved that he uttered a lie and 
really he has committed a theft, then he has to undergo 
the respective punishment and to suffer a great deal. But 
if it is proved that he had not committed any theft at all, 
then the police release him, is it not ? In the same 
manner, one who has cognized the truth in the manner 
- 'This whole universe has been caused by ParamC4man 
alone ; to me that Paramiiman Himself is the real 
Atman ; that very Paramaman is ParamOrthasatyaswariipa 
(the very essence of the Absolute Reality), all else is -
when compared to Him - invariably false or unreal' -
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attains Shreyas (Beatitude, solace) ; to him the Duhkha 
that is caused by this false or untrue Samsara cannot taint 
or touch whatsoever. But if we do not endeavour to 
cognize the truth but believe staunchly that this form or 
nature of Kartru-Bho7ctru (agent of action-cum-enjoyer) of 
ours is itself real, we become verily the thieves Who have 
stolen our real Atmatattwariipa ; and for t fe we 
would have to perforce suffer the miseiY of 8tbft~lJId over 
and over again. Though some people d<, not know the 
Ta ttwa , they are bragging and professing in the manner 
- 'I am verily Brahman ; I have already cognized the 
Absolute Reality ; where is the question of my knowing 
anything from others ?'. Even such people - just like the . 
thief who has uttered a falsehood - will have to undergo 
a rigorous punishment fit for their crime. On the other 
hand, those people - just like the honest Shwetaketu -
acquire the spiritual instruction from a preceptor and 
attain the Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) of the type -
'All is verily Sanmiitra Brahman'; That alone is really 
the Atman of everyone; That alone I am' - such people 
not only attain Satsampat Itself in deep sleep but also 
attain It eternally, perpetually and become Nityamuktas 
(eternally' Liberated, Realized Souls), to enjoy that Bliss
ful state. 

XIX. BRAHMATMA VIDYA 

SO far all along we h~ve completely relied upon 
Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) alone and have been 
cognizing the various methodologies meant for determin-
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ing the A tmaswariipa. In the previous chapter we have 
deliberated upon the method of Intuiting the pwport behind, 
or implicit in, the most famous Upanishadic statement of 
Tattwamasi (That thou art). Some present-day Vedaztins 
are propounding that 'Tattwamasi' is an CJpadesha Vacya 
(a profoanB sentence meant for spiritual instruction and 
initietiA the sentence - Aham Brahmiismi (I am 
veriit ~n) is said to be Anubhava Vacya (a 
senten~ pertaining to one's Intuitive Experience) - thus 
they are categorising these sentences. It is true that the 
preceptor teaches in the manner - 'You are verily Brah
man' - while the disciple Intuits in the manner - 'I am 
verily Brahman'. But for both these sentences Anubhava 
alone is the support or substrate ; in fact, in Anubhava 
alone their 'Knowledge' has invariably to culminate. Es
pecially from this viewpoint there is no- difference what
soever between these two sentences. 

Here certain points pertaining to the Upanishadic 
sentence of - 'Aham Brahmasmi' .. ' will be presented. 
This deliberation too has perforce to take complete re
course to, or given all the predominance to, Anubhava 
alone. Because of the reason alone that we have not 
cognized BrahmT6maswariipa, we are of a form or nature 
which is finite and limited, as also Aniidi Bhranti 
(beginningless delusion) has taken root in us ; merely by 
Intuiting that we are truly Brahmiitmans this delusion 
disappears and we become Sarviitman (all-pervasive Self). 
The essential natures 'of these Vidyii (Self-Knowledge) 
and Avidyii (Its absence, ignorance) and their respective 
functions, effects are described in one section of 'Briha-

diraJ.lyaka Upanishad : "~en ~GqU atl~tlGI(qI~qql~~~ 
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i1~looft1 df'iI'dffi4'1'lCR( -m ~ ~cn~i SI~~ERr ~ ~ (fG

'lCR( tTtltiluli tTtlT 'Ij&lluli ~ q~41. 3fifi1qf'l~q: ~foq~st 

~ ft4~i1 ~ I df~~qc4drn 1i ~ ~ ,,~uooft1 ~ ~ 
...:. 0.. 

"Wf 'qqftt tR=lJ Q ~ ~ql~:q ";{T ~ ~ I am=qr ~ ~ 
0.. 

~.~ " ~ q~<q ~ql~I"l" - (Bri. 1-4-10). 

Here how did the Sarv1itmabhava (cognizing every
thing as one's own Atman or Self) accrue to Brahman? 
If it is said that without cognizing anything whatsoever 
Brahman became everything, then why can't that same 
thing accrue or occur to us ? Or, in the alternative, if it 
is said that because of the reason alone that Brahman 
cognized another Tattwa (Reality), It attained Sarvabhiiva 
(becoming one with everything) - then the question aris
es : 'That another thing or Reality - how did that attain 
'Sarvdmabhiiva' ? Then, how did that second Tattwa too 
having cognized yet another thing attained Sarviimabhava ; 
again how did that third Tattwa, having cognized another 
thing, attained Sarv[4mabhiiva and so on. Thus for a 
series of questions or objections there is no end, or no 
finality is reached. 'How can we resolve this difficulty or 
predicament ?' - To this question a proper answer has 
been provided here in the above sentence. 

This difficulty, or rather confusion, has aris~n be
cause of the reason that the literary meaning of the 
sentence - 'Having cognized another, Brahman became 
everything' - has been taken. It has been stated in the 
Vedas that if an Upiisaka (one who contemplates) actually 
contemplates on his deity of adoration or meditation with 
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the intense feeling - 'That deity is ~yself alone' - he 
verily attains the innate nature of that deity. In the same , 
mannet, because of the reason that for this Sruti sentence 
a wrong interpretation has been made as - "We should 
meditate or contemplate on Sarvariipa Brahman as - 'I 
am verily That Brahman' - and we should attain S1kshiika-a 
(materialization)" - the problem has arisen. Actually the 
ground reality is not so. All that exists is merely Brah
man alone; That alone is verily the Atman (Self) of all 
of us. That Entity called 'Brahman' is not something 
separate or different from us ; like the UpTBya Devata 
(deity meditated upon), It does oot exist finitely or in a 
limited form in some comer of space ; neither is there 
any need of meditating upon It and only then we have 
to perforce obtain or attain Its Swariipa (essential nature 
of Being). For the sake of those middle-class seekers who 
are not able to raise their Mind to the lofty, profound 
level, so to say, capable of Intuiting this Paramiirtha 
(Absolute Reality) it has been stipulated in the Sruti, it 
is true, by way of a Vidhi (injunction), that they should 
meditate (UpT6ana) on It in the manner - 'I am verily 

that Brahman.' '~"Ii awtlTS~~G~ ~ 1m l@FLta: 

~~lfqti"lfqdIRit', meaning - 'That Brahman which is 

SarvOtman is verily my Alman (Self) ; after I leave this 
mortal coil (body) and migrate from here I will go and 
reach this Atman' - thus the Upiisaka (meditator) has to 

meditate ; and further it is stated : '~ t4IC:O~1 -:r 
Fctf:qfCfiffi,mi ~Q t'il~ :(1Ifii%~:' - (ehh. 3-14-4) - meaning 

- "To one who does not get any doubt of the kind -
'Whether I will attain BrahmaprOpti (attainment of the 
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Knowledge of the Ultimate Reality) or not ?' - to such 
a person as a fruit of his Brahmasiicrhatkiira (material
ization of the f\bsolute Reality), in due course of time 
Brahmaprapti will be attained - thus the sage ShaJ.l4ilya 
has stated." But that itself is not the final J niina (Intu
itive Knowledge) pertaining to the Entity of Brahman 
which is the Absolute, Transcendental Reality ; that too 
is Avidyo alone. The Brahmavidya that we have taken 
up for deliberation now is not such Up~ana (mental 
meditation) ; there is no need whatsoever of believing 
with all Shraddhii (faith) that in due course of time this 
will yield its fruit. If the seeker cognizes, Intuits Brah
man he verily, instantly becomes Brahman ; for, having 
always been Brahman, due to Avidya (ignorance) - due 
to beginningless Bhriinti (delusion) of the nature of mis
conception alone - the Jiva has believed that - 'I am 
finite and distinct' - and is suffering in this (ocean of) 
Samsiira. Such a profound Jiiiina of a lofty level is this 
Brahmcxma Vidya! 

Now let us find out the answer for the first ques-, 
tion that we have raised. The Sruti answers : "This was, 
in the beginning too, Brahman alone ; It cognized Itself 
in the manner - 'I am verily Brahman' ; by virtue of that 
(cognition) alone It became everything." For the Sanskrit 
words like 'Brahman', 'Sarva', 'PUrlJa', 'Ktf,tsna' - the 
meaning is 'everything'. These words actually do not 
signify either any number or any quantity, measure ; they 
are words which point out the totality of an Absolute 
Reality Itself, in truth. All that 'is or exists' is one and 
one alone (non-dual Reality). That (Entity) verily, we 
are ; apart from our own SwarUpa (essential nature of 
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Being) ther~ does not exist anything else whatsoever. It 
being so, although we are all realJy of the very essence 
of Brahman (BrahmaswarUpa) , without knowing or 
cognizing It, we have misconceived in the manner that -
'I am. fmite and limited to be of the proportions of the , 
body, the senses etc.' This very truth the Sruti is pro-
claiming in the manner - 'All this was in the beginning 
Brahman alone.' The expression 'in the beginning' really 
means - 'before attaining Jiilina'. Due to AjRlina alone we 
are not having the JlianQ of the type - 'I am verily 
Brahman' ; this is not the empirical or mundane 'Jliiin,a' 
of divided or distinct appearances like Jlii6(U (knower), 
JiiOna (means of knowledge) and Jlieya (object of knowl
edge) ; It is verily that Jliana (Intuitive Knowledge of the 
Self) of the essential nature of Anubhava (Intuitive Ex
perience) which enables· us, nay, Itself directly Intuits, 
cognizes in the manner - 'I am verily everything.' 

For the proper or real JliliJa in esse with regard to 
(the Absolute Reality of) Brahman not having accrued to 
us, Avidyii (or Ajiiiina) alone is the (screening, covering) 
impediment. A sea-shell is always (existing as) a sea-shell 
only ; in it there is not even an iota of silver. Even so, 
due to Bhriinti (delusion) it appears to us to be silver; 
in fact, that Avidyi1:Jhrlinti (delusion due to or of the 
nature of ignorance) is itself the impediment to know or 
cognize it to be a sea-shell ; whether they are Devatas 
(deities or divine beings), J!ishis (sages) or human beings 
- all are really Brahman alone. Among them that deity 
to whom the JnOna (Intuitive Knowledge or Experience) 
of the type - 'I am verily Brahman' - accrued,only to 
that particular tte~ the Aj nOna of the type - 'I am a 
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deity who is distinct or finite' - has disappeared. To the 
J!ishis too it is the same. That J!ishi to whom a Jlilina 
of Anubhavariipa (of the essential nature of Intuitive 
Experience) of the type - 'I am verily Brahman' -
accrued, to that J!ishi alone Sarviitmabhiiva (cognition of 
being one with everything) has accrued ; the remaining 
deities and J!ishis - even if they are great souls - all of 
them are, from the viewpoint of the BrahmajiiiiJli, verily 
Ajnanis. Among men too it is the same case. Those men 
(or women) who have attained the Anubhava of the type 
- 'I am myself verily Brahman' - are, in truth, one with 
Brahman of the very essence of everything ; all the 
others are, from Vyavahiira D{i,sh{i, Ajiidnis indeed. In 
ancient, times a J!ishi by name V4madeva attained, ac
quired this Brahmi4mavidya ; by virtue of that, the in
dividualistic, distinct or finite sense of the type - 'I am 
Viimadeva' - disappeared. Then he, on the strength and 
support of Jnana, instantaneously attained the Sarvikma
bhava of the type - 'I am myself Manu ; I am myself 
the Sun.' On the strength of this J niina alone he found 
out the Mantras (aphoristic verses) of the J..ljgveda, viz. 
c· • If t ~ q":(,'tq ~ ~i1 ••••• 

..:t 01. 

Here in this context it should be discerned that 
pairs of events like - Ajnmla disappearing (or getting 
sublated) and JnOna accruing (or being attained) ; 
Abrahmatwa (not being Brahman) being got rid of and 
Brahmatwa getting established ; Asarvatwa (not being 
everything) being sublated and Sarviitmatwa (being the 
innate Self of everything) being acquired - do not occur. 
In truth, everyone here and now are verily of the essence 
of Brahman, they are verily everything that is or exists ; 
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in order that this Jliiina should accrue to us there is no 
rule of law that we should be invariably great and very 
powerful /!ishis (sages) like Vamadev8. If the proper 
Pratyagd{ish{i (introverted. vision, introspection) exists (or 
is acquired), even now anybody - whosoever he or she 
may be - can earn this Jniina of the type - 'I am verily 
Brahman ; he can also acquire Sarviitmabhiiva. In the 
work by name Naishkarmyasiddhi Shri Sureshwarach8rya 

has written : '~~ICfiI(1laficq~I(~I1~q1~CfiI4d: I :t1;IJNSlq~l!i en 
~ 

~1 ... tt~I"fLt'kll(1: II t - meaning - 'For Brahman there is no 
relationship whatsoever with time and space ; for, time
space etc. are the effects, products" of Avidya. Really 
speaking, time-space-causation - all these categories or 
concepts .- are verily Brahman of the very essence of 
Anubhava. Therefore, to say or assert in the manner -
'Aj/iana disappears (is sublated) now, in such and such 
a place and due to such and such a cause ; similarly 
Jiiana accrues or is acquired in such and such a moment 
of time, in such and such a place and due to such and 
such a cause' - is also Ajiiina alone. There does not 
exist any Ajiiiina which does not disappear or is sub
lated ; nor there exists a Jiiiina which does not accrue 
or is not attained. In truth, all these (concepts of) JlianQ 
and Ajniina are verily Brahmiiman alone of the very 
essence of Anubhava (Intuitive Experience). 

Therefore, the statement : 'Brahman Itself cognized 
Itself - should not be misconstrue:l that "In ancient 
times, Brahman got rid of Ajniina and acquired Jliiina and 
thereafter, in due course of time, It (i.e. Brahman) ac
quired SarvOtmabhava. Brahman did not cognize Brah-
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man, making Itself an 'object of cognition' ; thereafter It 
did not become Sarva (everything). The distinctions of 
the type - 'J/iiitru, Jfiiina, Jiieya' as also the distinct 
events like - 'disappearing' and 'accruing, acquisition' -
do not exist whatsoever in Brahman ; because of the 
reason that we are verily Brahman (i.e. eternally, here 
and now), there is no Avidya even now (i.e. as we are 
deliberating upon It) in our Swariipa ; nor is there any 
necessity of Vidya accruing afresh. If this profound truth 
is Intuited, cognized to culminate in our Anubhava (In
tuitive Experience), the fact that - "Vyaktitwa (individu
ality of the nature of 'I' concept, notion) never existed 
in us" - becomes resplendent, effulgent in us. 

The statement : "Among the deities, sages or hu
man beings some who cognized in the manner - 'I am 
verily Brahman' -' , - also should be discerned in the 
same manner. Manifoldness of the type - 'many deities', 
'many sages', 'many human beings' - does not exist 
whatsoever in Brahman. In fact, just like the Rishis 
who have the vision of the Mantras, the deities who 
are having the powers of becoming invisible etc., the 
human beings who are great, famous endowed with 
riches like money and gold etc. - even the common 
ignorant or illiterate people, weak and emaciated people 
""ith limited strength, people who are physically hand
icapped or blind and deaf from birth - all of them 
here and now, eternally, are verily Brahman alone 
which is non-perceptible, non-dual and beyond the 
ken of distinctions brought about by time-space-cau
sation categories. If it is taught in the manner : 'Brah
man cognized Itself alone by Itself ; similarly, all of you 
cognize (Intuit) your innate essence of Being of Atman 
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(Self) alone, by virtue of that you will become (one with) 
Brahman' - it really means that we should never imagine 
(misconceive) any concepts of inner aspect (interior) and 
external aspect (exterior) in Brahman (the Absolute Re
ality). The distinctions of not-selves like the body, the 
senses etc. were never existing in the past for anyone 
of us ; in the future also there is no need whatsoever of 
discarding or dislodging this concept of distinction and 
then become Brahman at all. Now itself (as it is at 
present) everything is verily Brahman alone. It is also not 
the case that to those who cognize this truth, by means 
of a 'medicine' called Brahmczmavidya the disease of 
Abrahmatwa (not being the Ultimate, Absolute Reality of 
Brahman) does not vanish in reality, actuality. On the 
other hand, if it is instructed in the manner - Tattwamasi 
(That Brahman Itself thou art) - the true seekers say : 
"Yes, very true ; 'Aham Brahmiismi' (I am verily Brah
man)." To such people here and now itself the Intuitive 
Experience of' the Nityasiddha (eternally established or 
existing) Sarviimabhiiva (oneness with everything) has 
accrued readily, Intuitively. 

xx. SUSHUPTATMA TA1TWA 

In order that Brahmiinubhava that is expounded in 
Vediinta accrues to us, we should constantly (repeatedly) 
contemplate upon Atmaswabhava (essential nature of Pure 
Being-Existence of the Self or Pure Consciousness) which 
is in every one's experience in Sushupti (deep sleep). For 
the superior class of seekers, merely 'by virtue of this 
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contemplation alone Anubhava (Intuitive Experience) may 
dawn. Hence, we will take up now for our deliberation 
in the main, the 'Atmaswariipa' of that Avastha. 

(1) There is a brief but pregnant sentence in 
Prashniipanishad which is the reply given by the J!ishi 

(sage who was the preceptor) by name 'PippaUida' to a 

query by a pupil, Gargya : "fC1~II:tI(ii1 ~ ~~:ti1 ~: 1ITUIT 

'idIF.:t ewFdtSORi -q;r I ~ ~~ttd ~ ~ IT ~: ~-
~ ~ 

qc"rq~~1 ,," - (Prashna 4-11). To wit : In Sushupti our 

Vijlilinilman ('I' notion, concept) does not exist; neither 
do the senses or their Adhish(hiittu Devatas (deities who 
are supporting, sustaining them) exist therein; nor do the 
primordial elements like P(ithvi (earth) Ap (water) etc. 
exist. Then all these have become one into an AkhalJt/a 
(mass), Advitiya (non-dual), Nirvishesha (devoid of any 
special attributes), Paramartha Tattwa (Absolute Reali~) 
by the name of Akshara - which Entity alone remains. 
In That Tattwa alone all this world of duality, diversity 
has merged. Without there being a body which is phy
sically made out of the five primordial elements, the 
senses, as also, externally, the objective phenomena not 
being there - we can never have the special (distinctive) 
knowledge of the type - 'I am cognizing this object'. 
Because of the reason that the Anubhava (Intuitive Ex
perience) of Sushupti (deep sleep) is· accruing to all of 
us, it evolves from this that - "Our essential nature of 
Pure Being then was verily 'Aksbara Brahman', devoid 
of any special feature or attribute whatsoever" - this is 
the real truth (beyond any doubt). If anyone through 
effort dissolves or merges h~ senses, mind etc. and gets 
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established in his Atman - that Avastho (state) is called 
Samadhi ; but when all these (adjuncts) get dissolved or 
merged quite naturally due to causes like exhaustion etc., 
and one remains in the nature of 'Akshara' - we conven
tionally call it Sushupti ( deep sleep ). If we observe 
deeply, both these are not at all separate AvasthOs (each 
one being distinct) ; at that moment, we are all existing 
in our really real SwarUpa (essential nature of Pure, 
Absolute Being-Consciousness-Bliss). That is all. 

One who attains this 'AksharaswarUpa' so as to 
culminate in his Intuitive Experience is Sarvajiia (Omni
scient) ; he alone has become everything, he has become 
JiianamC4raswarUpa (of the very essence of Pure Con
sciousness). He has entered into 'Sarva' (meaning, 
Aksharabrahman Itself which has become or perv,aded 
everything) and has merged or become one with It. When 
we say - 'He has become Sushupta - or he is sleeping' 
- it is not meant to be a 'Kriyi' (action) ; for, at that 
moment he does not have Kart{Utwa (agentship of ac
tion). In fact, it is a Sthiti (condition) devoid of any 
Kartrutwa and any transaction or function. If this is 
ruminated over in our mind, we actually attain 'Samiilhi' 
itself. In Sam1iihi we do not possess any body, senses etc. 
whatsoever ; to affirm that they exist, our Vijiiiiniiman 
('I' concept) himself is the witness or proof, is it not ? 
Even that Vijiiiiniitman has totally got dissolved in Para
mlitman herein. This 'A tmaswabhava , is - as it is stat-

ed :- 'o;r ~ Cfitfull -;tt Cif);ftl4I{ - 'It is neither an entity 

which gets exhilerated or excited, nor gets dejected or 
depressed as a result or fruit of any action.' 

(2) There is a sentence in Kathopanishad like : 
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'~. . ~ . ~ ~ ltloll ~~ dGltlRl'flt -:q ~ I "i~!lt<leJ'fI"'I"'1 If(qT ql~1 

";{ {h:q fa II' - (Katha 6-6) . To wit: The senses are born 

from their respective primordial elements and are grasp
ing, comprehending their respective objects in the waking 
and the dream. In deep sleep they once again get dis
solved or merged along with the primordial elements in 
Sushuptatman. For the sake of Vijnanatman ('I' concept, 
ego) the senses are born and are functioning ; but in a 
state wherein the Vijniiniitman himself does not exist, 
there is no scope whatsoever for those senses to exist. 
This truth should be ruminated over and over again. By 
this, the Intuitive Experience that - "This Vijiiiiniitmatwa 
('I' concept or egoism) is not in the least related to or 
associated with our real Swariipa" - will accrue. This 
alone is what is called 'Atmanubhava.' 

(3) In the Ma.,«Jiikyopanishad there. is a descrip-

tion of the Sushunti state : 'fl q l(1~I91 ~Cf)lcqo: ~~I"1€1"1 r ~~ ~ 

t(C4I'1~qll1 ~1'1"G~ ~dl~{g: ~1~'E'(jtnlt:~: n' (Ma1.1Qukya 

5). To wit: In the state called 'Sushupti' all the distinc
tions of Vishaya (object) and Vishayi (subject) have dis
appeared and everything has become one unitary Entity 
just like a lump or mass of Absolute Existence. Therein 
there does not at all exist any distinct special knowledges 
or cognitions for each and every object ; they too have 
been rendered into Mere or Pure Jiiiina (Knowledge, 
Intuition) and have merged into, or have become one 
with, A tmaswariipa Itself. Therein - just as now in the 
waking - due to the categories or concepts. of the subject 
and the object what happiness or pleasure we experience 
- that kind of happiness does not exist ; one and one 
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Ananda (Bliss) alone exists. Then our Existence, Con
sciousness or Awareness, ,Happiness or Pleasure - all 
these have become verily our innate Swariipa. Therein 
our A tman (Self) is Himself the Existence, Conscious
ness, Bliss. Quite different from the existence-conscious
ness-happiness of the workaday world, the Nirvika/pa 
(that which is beyond all concepts) Sat-Chit-Ananda 
Swariipa Itself is verily ours. Though words are Loukilca 
(empirical, belonging to the world of duality), that Alma
swariipa that has to be cognized by means of or through 
the medium of those words is quite differept, distinct 
from the objects or phenomena of the workaday world. 

(4) In the Brihadaral}yaka Upanishad there is a 

sentence pertaining to Sushupti state: ''tl ?tqli:{I"'ld:(134~q 

l(dN"tcJiSurr ~ ~ rq~tl9iqll: q(iqt{1~qi SlIull9ii rq~tI~~ rCl~I9iqIGllf 
~ -Ja:" ...:. 

"lJ ~S9ij~G4 31ICfilfll: dRiiC{ ~ 0Tf.f ~ 'leullF(f at'l trnt 
~: tctf1:tfd ';f('q II' - (Bri. 2-1-17). To wit : In the fonn 

of a discussion between two persons, viz. a King by na
me 'Ajatashatru' and a Brahmin by name 'Driptabiliki
girgya' - while engaged in determining the Tattwa (Ab
solute Reality) this sentence occurs. The Brahmin 'Gargya' 
was very much devoted to and established in Upiirya
brahman (the Reality as the object of meditation), having 
believed deeply that the Purushas (Beings) who exist in 
AdityamalJqala (solar region) etc. are themselves Brah
man (the Absolute Reality). Now, this above sentence is 
quoted by Ajatashatru in order to indicate, teach Shuddha 
Brahman (Absolute, Pure Reality) which is different or 
beyond that Aparabrahmaswar;;pa (inferior fonn of Brah
man tentatively assumed for the purposes of meditation). 
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Before we go to the Sushuptiivastha (deep sleep 
state) this Vijniinamayapurusha (Pure Being of the very 
essence of Pure Consciousness appearing as 'I' concept, 
ego) withdraws His power of becoming aware of special 
features which rests in the senses like the speech etc. (i.e. 
Karmendriyas, as also Jnanendriyas like eyes, ears) ; in 
Sushupti He exists invariably in the fonn of Parabrahman 
Itself in the H{idayiJciisha (empty space of the heart). 
Thus when He withdraws all the Indriya-Jnlinas and 
becomes one with or merges in Brahman which is indi
cated by the word 'A kiisha' - then He begets the nomen
clature of Swap;ti (He is asleep). The implicit subtle 
meaning of this word ' Swapiti' has already been de
scribed, explained once. The VijnOnamayOtman then has 
merged in His Parabrahmaswariipa (the essential nature 
of Absolute Reality) Itself which is His Paramarthaswarilpa 
(essence of Pure Being-Consciousness-the Absolute, Tran
scendental Reality), which is all-pervading and untouched 
or untainted like Akiisha (empty space) ; then He does 
not have any Samslira (transmigratory existence) of the 
form or nature of Indriyavyiipiira (functions of the senses). 
The implicit, intended purport behind this statement is : 
Thus being devoid of Samsiiraswabhiiva of the nature of 
Kriyii (action), Kiiraka (means of action), Phala (resultant 
fruit of action), because He rests in His glorious essence 
of Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss alone, He has gained 
the name of 'Swapiti'. Ajatashaqu had asked Gargya : 
"Then in Sushuptiivasthii where was this 'Person' ? Now 
wherefrom did 'He' come ?" Because of the reason that 
Gargya did not know the answers to these questions, 
Ajatashaqu signifies about the Anubhava (Intuitive Expe-
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rience) of this Sushupti and has stated in the manner : 
'Then He remained in Paramiiman (the Supreme Self) 
which is verily His Svabhava (essential nature of Being). 
Now from that very Parametman alone He has come and 
is appearing as Vijiiiiniitman.' 

(5) In the Brahma Siitras too while discussing 

about Sushupti Shri Bidariya.,a has stated : 'dG"iIQl 

::1I:slq d~d~]fLlf~ -=ii' - (Bra. Siitra 3-2-7). To wit : One 
~ ~ 

who has come to the dream from waking, when he comes 
to Sushuptavastha in which even that dream too vanishes 
- he merges in Param14man alone through the NOt:fis 
(subtle nerves). Therein he has described Sushupti as 
Tadabhava (absence or non-existence of Svapna or dream) 
and not that therein Jiva has a relationship with any 
particular phenomenon or object in the manner of, or as 
an, injunction ; this fact must be properly, pointedly 
noted. By this it evolves that 8hri BadaraYaQacharya's 
genuine opinion was : 'Devoid of any taint whatsoever 
of any adjunct, to be one with ParamT4man who is one's 
own Swarilpa or essential nature of Pure Being is itself 
Sushupti.' 

(6) In the Gita Bhishya too Shri SaJikara has 

written: '-;r ~ ~~lal(ilt~f£llI'glf.de;ale:ffq~~q ijttfi<1eql'4lf~tt 
~ ~~ ~ 

Cf)4(q'q)W(qla:=t~ aQ(1"4d I d~ltt, ~1f.dSJt~lff;:cFtt=a t{e1l4 

~ -;r g q{qlff: ~ eurIG:tf:lIG~~qc()q(q: ~ f~;s;'{' 

- (Glta Bhashya 18-66). To wit: In states like Sushupti 
(deep sleep), Samiidhi (trance) etc. the delusory parapher
nalia or retinue of the 'I' concept of the type of the body, 
the senses etc. have been rendered non-existent. There-
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fore, it amounts to saying that - "Due to the delusion 
to the effect that - 'The body, the senses etc. themselves 
am I' - we have got this Samsaritwa Bhriinti (delusion 
of transmigratory existence ), but it is not existing in 
reality." This is the real purport behind this G/ta Bhiislzya 
sentence. , 

Thus in Sruti (Upanishads), SUtra (Brahma SUtras) 
and Gitii Bh~hya - in all these texts it has been consis
tently and clearly stated that - 'In the state called 
'Sushupti' we exist in our Paramiirtha Swariipa of 
Brahman alone ; because of the reason alone that we 
have not cognized this truth, we are afflicted by this 
delusion of Samsiira.' Even so, some people are callous
ly stating that even there (i.e. in Sushupti) we have a 
particular Samsara Dosha (defect of transmigratory exist
ence) called 'Miilividyi' entailing us ; this theory is 
baseless and illogical without any support of evidence of 
any kind. Let their doctrinaire teaching be anything, but 
if we examine our deep sleep experience in consonance 
with Shri Satlkara's spiritual instruction, to those quali
fied people who are Jijii~us (true seekers of Liberation, 
Self-Realization, there will never occur any doubt what
soever pertaining to the truth that - "The Vediintic spir
itual teaching - 'We are all verily of Brahmaswariipa' -
is totally in consonance with universal Intuitive Experi
ence. " 

XXI. SPIRITUAL PRACTICES FOR ADHYATMAVIDYA 

To those who are Mumukshus (people seeking Be
atitude or Liberation here and now) alone the Jnana 
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(Intuitive Knowledge) of Paramiiman (the Supreme Self 
of the very essence of Pure Absolute Existence-Con-, 
sciousness-Bliss) which is expounded in the Sruti (Upa-
nishadic lore, scriptural texts) accrues. If the proper or 
suitable implements or instruments of action are not 
acquired, (even in our workaday world) no person can 
aspire to beget or obtain what is possible to acquire, is 
it not ? Hence, we will now consider, deliberate upon the 
topic of - 'Which are those Siilhanas (spiritual practices 
or disciplines) which a Paramirtha JijiHisu (seeker of the 
Absolute Reality of the Self) has perforce to be endowed 
with l' 

(a) • "'Illjql(q1 SlCj:q~"'I ~~ -:r ~ttljl ':t ~ ¥:r I ljq~q 

~ "6;r ~'4: d~q amqy fC1CIola (Ff ~I'lll' - (Mundaka '1::&\1 ~ , .. 

3-2-3). To wit : This Atmalibha (attainment of Self
Knowledge) alone is greater Libha (profit, benefit) than 
all other Libhas (mundane benefits). Even 'so, in order to 
acquire or attain It, there may be many Sa:Jhanas to be 
practised or gone through - this sort of an idea or concept 
need not be entertained. There isn't such a great need of 
reading or studying scriptural texts for the sake of 
'Atmalibha' ; even the faculty or extra-ordinary capacity 
of remembering everything that one has read or studied 
is not a spiritual practice for this ; neither listening to 
discourses or lectures by many people (scholars) is also 
not so very important. For, this Paramaman is not one 
who can be attained by means of reading or studying 
many texts, remembering their contents and then through 
Vichiira (deliberation), doing something in order to attain 
Him. Because, He, being verily our Swarilpa, is Nitya-
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labdhaswariipa (of an essential nature of Being who is 
ever available and acquired), but yet now (in our present 
condition) He remains without being acquired by us. The 
main or principal SaJhana to be performed for Atmala,ha 
is to acquire, at the outset, the innate and intensive 
aspiration of the type - 'Paramatman alone we want or 
seek.' Then Paramlitman Himself will provide or procure 
all the Saihanas needed for Atmalibha. Swami Viveka
nanda was reluctant to address the huge congregation at 
the 'Conference of All Religions of the World' in Amer
ica. But when the president of the Conference compelled 
him saying - 'You have to speak now' - he remembered, 

recited quietly the verse : '~ q;<tftf ql"€llt1 q'5:!l'(.1:g~Et4d 

fiTft1:t I lttTfiq, 'tfI1t ~ q<ttI1"G'iI~q'lll t - [If the benign 

grace of Him accrues, even a dumb man becomes. an 
orator, even a lame person sunnounts a mountain - such 
a MaJhava (Shri KrishI}a) who is of the very essence of 
that Paramiinanda or Absolute Bliss, I invoke, adore] and 
after discerning its real meaning or purport he began his 
speech, it seems. By the grace of God, the opening words 
of his address, viz. 'Sisters and Brothers of America' -
came out of his mouth. For all those foreigners, such a 
kind of speech (oration) which enchanted and enticed 
away' the minds of all of them was itself quite new. 
Admiring that style of speech saying that - 'Did you 
listen ? Oh dear, What a profound sentiment it is !' -
the people gave him a standing ovation for nearly ten 
minutes ! The Swamlji could not make out what was the 
purport of such an ovation at all ; but after some time 
it flashed to his mind that his loving and heartfelt words 
touched the strings of everyone's heart and induced their 
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minds to listen to his teachings with rapt attention, and 
all this was due to the benign grace of the Lord alone. 
Thus if all of us humbly and whole-heartedly seek for 
Paramiitma PrOpt; (attaiment of the Supreme Self) alone, 
by virtue of His compassion, we all will acquire all the 
qualities or capacities to be able to perform the right 
SCrlhana. 

(b) ':f1lfq{m 5~:qRdISilI~II;ffi ;ue'llfQa: I :tlflIlIflLfI'1m cnftJ 

A~I~~91'illjlfl(( ,,' (Katha 2-24). 

To wit: To one who has not given up bad, sinful 
habits or behaviour, to one who cannot control the va
garies of the senses, to one who does not hanker after 
bliss or happiness of the nature of mental peace or 
satiation - AtmaliiJha (the great benefit accruing from 
Self-Knowledge) which has perforce to accrue from Jiiiina 
(Self-Knowledge) does not accrue. For AtmaprOpti (at
tainment of Self-Realization) what is needed is not a 
Tarim Buddhi (logic-oriented intelligence) but AntalJkara~ 
Samskiira (refinement, purification of the psyche, Mind). 
First and foremost, the Koushalya (art, skill) of control
ling both the Karmendriyas (instruments of action) and 
Jniinendriyas (instruments of knowledge, senses) so that 
they do not get distracted and drawn incessantly towards 
the external objects in the world is essential. For, that 
Atman (Self) exists within us (internally). To those peo
ple whose minds are wandering and wavering about due 
to fickleness, AtmaprOpti is never possible. For, only 
when the mind attains, acquires one-pointedness or COD

centration and thereby quietude, satiation - to such (a 
serene and sublime) mind alone the cognition (Intuitive 
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Experience) of this Paramlitman who is verily our Atman 
becomes effulgent, emerges out from within, so to speak. 
We should not forget the truth that we have to cognize 
(Intuit) our Atman within ourselves alone. 

,. -;r-;hA fc· fi· ~. (c) (f ~~~I IlG'ij~ C4tCO !l~1 ~d 11e;t tid ~i'(lOI'l I 

31tl1l("qlij I IlI1i I IQ'1 tct lftcrT tftU ~c{~Cfi' \i1~lfo II' - (Katha 

2-12). To wit : ParamOLman is extremely subtle ; it is 
never possible to perceive Him through the senses. In 
fact, the perceptual knowledges of the external phenom
ena are themselves a cover or impediment for Him ; 
without the hankering after external objects getting depre
ciated (steadily), introspection or inner vision (Darshana) 
of Atman is never possible. He is hidden in the cave of 
our Buddhi (intellect) ; it is possible to search Him out 
therein only, but to those who are extroverted He is 
never visible or cognizable. Although He is verily our 
own innate Self, just now He has been entrapped within 
the fortress of many calamities and vicissitudes of life, 
so to speak. For .that reason alone, we are not able to 
have His Darshana (clear vision). 

Howat all can we cognize, know such a (subtle) 
A tman by means of JniinQ (Intuitive Knowledge) ? The 
answer is : By means of Adhyiitmayiiga. In fact, the 
attempt to give up our TiXliimyabuddhi (deep, staunch 
sense of identification) with An~man (not-selves) is itself 
.called 'AdhyiimayOga'. We may be having the money to 
buy all the texts devoted to Adhyibnavichara (delibera
tion on spiritual matters or topics). But merely on buying 
them AtmajnOna does not accrue. We should make a 
sincere and assiduous attempt needed to give up our vain 
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pride in, or sense of identification with, not-selves like' 
the body, the senses etc. ; we must also make all efforts 
to acquire, earn Pratyagd{ish(i (inner vision, introspec
tion, introvertedness). Only such a person who has thus 
cognized Atman by himself within himself by means of 
AdhyamayOga goes beyond, nay conquers Harsha-Sho7ca 
(the pairs of opposites like happiness and misery). 

(d) 'e~:t ~t<1qel ~ 3lI(qJ e'4'\i6fI~:t if~:q~OI 

r~~'l I 3Rl:wUt ~fa4~ ~ !cg) 7.f q:tlfRi ~: eftor
?J'trr: II' - (MuQQaka 3-1-5). To wit : In this Upallishadic 

sentence the SahakOrisaihanas (accessorial spiritual prac
tices or disciplines) needed for Atmaliibha are mentioned. 
Satya (always speaking truth), Tapas (observing austerity) 
- both these are extremely necessary for Atmaprfpti. , 
These Sruti statements are not mere empty or shallow 
words ; only if these spiritual disciplines (Siithanas) are 
practised, one becomes qualified for Vediintajliiina (the 
Intuitive Knowledge of the Self that is expounded in all 
Vediintic or Upanishadic texts) ; otherwise not. In the 
Bhagavadg/ta, after mentioning spiritual practices like 
Amiinitwa (humility, absence of pride), Adambhitwa (ab
sence of ostentiousness) etc. Shri KrishlJ(J has stressed that 

- 'l{d\NOlIWif1:tfa s(lij)1If~14 ~SW<4~t - 'Only this is said to 

be Jniina, all that is opposed to this is said to be Ajiiiina' 
- and this fact must be remembered here in tbis context. 
The word Satya means 'whatever one has seen and heard 
one sh"uld tell, communicate that as it is' . We might 
have heard the Sm(iti statement : 'One should utter the 
truth, one should utter that which is Priya (pleasant), one 
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should not utter a Satya which is Apriya (unpleasant) ; 
even though it is Priya (pleasant to hear) one should not 
utter Anrita (falsehood, lie).' Even by way of fu~ or 
humour without uttering falsehood, to tell the truth amounts 
to showing one's adoration for the Atmapriipti which is 
verily Satyaswariipa (of the very essence of Truth). Tapas 
means the one-pointedness or concentration of the senses 
and the Mind ; K{Ucchra, ChiindrliyalJa etc. - such aus
terities which are of the nature of torturing the body are 
not Sahaknri Salhanas (accessorial practices) for J iliina ; 
they are Salhanas stipulated for Viinaprasthas etc. In the 
present context the Siilhanas - meant for one who is a 
Mumukshu and which enable him to become Antarmukhi 
(introverted) and to cognize the Tattwa - are being ex
clusively deliberated upon here. Samyajjiiiina means to 
attempt to cognize Atman as He really is. Merely the 
Siistra has not been called here 'Samyajjiliina.' Brahma
charya means 'to wander about' 'always in Brahman' 
alone. To one who is dedicated to the Vedas, to Satya 
alone, this Adhy~majnOna accrues. Remembrance of ex
ternal objects, dealings with objects, hankering after en-
joyment of external objects alone, being engrossed in 
objects - all these are impediments to Brahmacharya 
(celibecy, dedicated to wandering about in ,Brahman). 
Therefore, for the Intuitive Experience (Anubhava) of 
A tmatattwa (Absolute Reality of this Self) Brahmacharya , 
is extremely necessary indeed. For, the Sruti itself ex-
pounds that .. 'One who has really attained Atmanubhava 
begets Atmadarshana by means of AtmafravalJfJ, Atma
manana and A tmachin tana and has become A tmarata, 
Atmakrir/a, Atmamithuna.' We should interpret the word 
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'Brahmacharya' to mean that one who wishes to attain 
or acquire the suitable qualification for Atmavijlinna (Self .. 
Realization), who should be bereft of ROga (attachment) 
and Dvesha (hatred) while utilizing or making use of 
external objects and minimize such transactions to the 
limit which is unavoidable, who should become introvert
ed and completely be dedicated to the spiritual search of 
the Absolute Reality (TattwiinveshalJapara). YlltiS means 
those who are endeavouring incessantly to cognize Atma 
Tattwa alone - they are eternally, constantly Satyarata 
(established in the Truth), are attempting to make their 
senses and mind one-pointed, are giving up totally false 
or wrong behaviour and speech which are the cause for 
Ajliiina, renouncing or abstaining from Vishayiisakti (in
dulgence in external objects for his pleasures) ; if such 
Yatis are practising all these disciplines alone, they will 
cognize Chinmaya (of the very essence of Pure Con
sciousness) Atman who exists ever in the cave of the , 
heart. This is the intended teaching of the Sruti. 

This same teaching or tenet has been described in 
a verse in the Bhagavadgiti : 

(~) 'at~CfiI{ ~ ~ q;Ttf ~ QRU8'(1 rq~;;q r~4q: 

flllwJ1 it~f'illI4 Cfi~~ II' (Gila 18-53). 

To wit: One who aspires to cognize Atman and get 
established in Atman alone should have a tight control 
over his senses in the matter of food and his general 
living conditions ; he should accept only things which are 
of the SC4vika kind or quality, seek solitude by living in 
seclusion, and should be dedicated to performing DhyOna-
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yoga daily and constantly. Giving up or rooting out 
Ahalikiira (egotism), Bala (power, strength), Darpa (ar
rogance), KUma (desire), KrOdha (anger) etc. he should 
become Antarmukhi (introverted,' introspective) and should 
get established in Atmachintana (contemplation on the 
Selt). Just as one who undertakes a pilgrimage to Benares, 
bathes in the holy river Ganges, performs ShriiJdha (death 
anniversary rites), visiting temples for the Darshan (view) 
of the deities etc. - gives up his vices and sinful or 
corrupt practices and only if he does this and fulfils all 
such pre-r.equisites, his pilgrimage will be regarded as 
fruitful ; in the same way, one who aspires to become 
a Mumukshu (seeker of Liberation) and attempts to attain 
Atmadarshana (Self-Realization) should necessarily seek 
solace in Atman alone and should spend his time in 
invocation of Alman, contemplation on the Self alone. To 
such a person alone Brahmapripti accrues indeed, and 
to none else ; this fact need not be gainsaid. He will 
surely attain the Brahmabhiiva (Self-Knowledge, Intuition 
of Absolute Reality) of the type - 'I am eternally Brah
man alone.' 

(f) c~ tf q{IGlms;:q~I(q91: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Slrq4 

tilCfiI ~ ~ _'tlf~ 'idl;ft~ ~ ~'tl(ql II' - (Bri. 2-4-6). 

To wit : Till such time one begets the subtle sense or 
perspective of realizing all the disciplines like Brlihma1JYa 
etc. needed for performing the Vaidika Karmas (rites or 
rituals), all phenomena like the deities, worlds, all the 
creatures, why say more ? - whatever things are per
ceived - all those are verily that Atman only, one should 
necessarily and incessantly do Tattwavichiira (deliberation 
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on the Absolute Reality of the Self). Nothing else other 
than Atman - whatever it may be - exists apart from 
Atman. In truth, we are all transacting Atman (Self) alone 
as 'I', 'others', 'Vedas', 'Deities', 'Worlds' etc. Barring 
this Tattwa, to conceive (rather be under the delusion) 
that - 'This is a Jiili (genus)', 'This is Karma (ritual, 
action)' , 'This is Mantra (hymn)', 'These are deities', 
'These are objects' etc. and to believe that all of them 
are independent entities and to carry on all empirical 
transactions is itself the root cause for being far away 
from Atmatattwa. "Whatever things are being per
ceived or seen, whatever things are being heard, 
whatever concepts, deliberations are getting ensconced 
in our Mind - all those things are, in reality, that 
Paramatma Tattwa alone - such a truth to be cognized 
here and now, to attempt to acquire such a Manobhiva 
(mental make-up) is itself the main spiritual practice 
for Adhyitmavidya." 

(g) By quoting two verses from Bhagavadgita this 
topic will be concluded now : 

'lm: ~'it1I~i ~m f8CSOftt I \!lqtti ~'it1IF~ 
~ ~ ~ 

tt;;;fI~lf~ qlttttl II - (Gila 18-61). ~ 'muf ~ ~~ 

cq"«<f I dBl~IGI(q{i 1tIlRi t'tII4 ~1'l'4fij lIT~ II' - (Gita 18-

62). 

To wit : liwara Himself exists as Atman in the 
heart of every creature. Even so, the unrefmed or uncultured 
people (highly extroverted, materialistic people) being cap
tivated by Maya (illusion), being highly engrossed in 
external objects - just like the dolls kept on a turning 
machine go round and round when the machine is turned 
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- are wandering about in this Samsiira. Only such people, 
with Siiwika GUIJOS and whose merits have ripened up, 
surrender unto that BhagavOn (the Lord). Only to such 
people who totally in all respects surrender themselves 
unto Him feeling that - 'He alone. is the final resort, 
abode for us' - His benign grace flows. By dint of His 
compassion His ShiishwatasthiinO; (eternal . abode) which 
has no repeated returns to the world of duality (i.e. no 
return to Samslira once again) will be attained undoubt
edly. 

In this workaday world of ours the common run of 
people are showing off ostentatiously their high sense of 
dedication towards their duties or responsibilities saying 
- 'We have to do this' ; 'We have to do that' and 
thereby becoming Karmaparavasha (fully controlled by 
or dependent upon duties or responsibilities) and keep on 
uttering that - 'This work is done or achieved' ; 'That 
thing is yet to be done' ; '1 have finished the task of 
acquiring this' ; 'But I have yet to acquire that' - just 
like the ox that is tied down to an oil-milling stone - and 
they repeatedly think about fresh duties or jobs, straining 
themselves in the process. But those who surrender unto 
Paramiiman feeling that - 'To become one with that 
Paramiiman is the only important or prime duty in this 
life; all the other duties are not needed' - to such people 
this compassionate BhagavOn helps loosen or untie their 
bondages of Dharma and Adharma and rids them of their 
ShOka (misery) and MOha (attachment). This alone is the 
spiritual instruction that was imparted by Bhagavan Shri 

KrishJ:ta to Arjuna : '~~ qRflt\iliq 'I1~cf; -muT ~ I aW 
(qf ecfqlq~ lIT8jflt~lfi:t l:fT~: II' - (Glta i8-63). 
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By discerning the real purport behind this instruc
tion and surrendering ourselves unto Paran2ibnan, may 
all of us become fit and suc~essful in attaining our life's 
goal - let us pray before Shrimanna-Oya1JQ (Shri MahO
vishlJU) to grant us His benign grace !! 

OM TAT SAT 



3. THE ESSENTIAL ADI SANKARA 
It is a \vell-known fact in spiritual circles that one cannot 

by himself comprehend the genuine Vedantic teachings by a 
study of 'Prasthana Traya Bhashyas' of Adi Sailkara without 
the help and guidance of a preceptor well-versed in the tradi
tional methodology of utilizing the 'Adhyaropa Apavada Nyaya' 
which is implicit in and through those Bhashyas. Even the 
avowed followers of Adi Sailkara, scholars, academicians and 
anchorites have miserably failed to bring about a convincing 
reconciliation among all the teachings or doctrines of the triad 
of the original Bhashyas as well as between the spiritual 
teachings pertaining to 'Dharma Jijiiasa' and 'Brahma Jijiiasa'. 
Consequently, their interpretations and commentaries - verbal 
or written - bristle with contradictions and inconsistencies. 
Besides, the traditional or Sfuppradayic methodology handed 
down from the teacher to the taught and subtle pedagogics 
utilized by that world teacher (Adi SaIikara) have been virtually 
denied to the true seekers of the Ultimate Reality of Brahman 
or Atman. 

If the Vedantic 'Absolute Reality' of Atman is beyond all 
empirical transactions and phenomena and, at the same time, 
if the 'Science of Vedanta' brings home this Ultimate Reality 
as one's own essential Being of Atman using an immaculate 
and infallible methodology of teaching, then it becomes evident 
to any ardent seeker of this all-comprehensive and all-pervasive 
Reality that this 'Atma Vidya' is, in truth, the 'summum 
bonum' of all human endeavour and prosperity. It deserves to 
be given the pride of place in all educational institutions and 
academies. 

This book comes in handy as an excellent reference book 
and a constant guide for the genuine student of Vedanta as also 
to a seeker and will invariably create a spiritual hunger to 
know more details and secrets in the vast Upanishadic lore. 

Price : Rs. 75. 
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